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Abstract 

With the rapid growth of Internet of Things (IoT), cloud-centric application management raises 

questions related to quality of service for real-time applications. Fog and edge computing 

(FEC) provide a complement to the cloud by filling the gap between cloud and IoT. Resource 

management on multiple resources from distributed and administrative FEC nodes is a key 

challenge to ensure the quality of end-user’s experience. To improve resource utilisation and 

system performance, researchers have been proposed many fair allocation mechanisms for 

resource management. Dominant Resource Fairness (DRF), a resource allocation policy for 

multiple resource types, meets most of the required fair allocation characteristics. However, 

DRF is suitable for centralised resource allocation without considering the effects (or 

feedbacks) of large-scale distributed environments like multi-controller software defined 

networking (SDN). Nash bargaining from micro-economic theory or competitive equilibrium 

equal incomes (CEEI) are well suited to solving dynamic optimisation problems proposing to 

‘proportionately’ share resources among distributed participants. Although CEEI’s 

decentralised policy guarantees load balancing for performance isolation, they are not fault-

proof for computation offloading. 

The thesis aims to propose a hybrid and fair allocation mechanism for rejuvenation of 

decentralised SDN controller deployment. We apply multi-agent reinforcement learning 

(MARL) with robustness against adversarial controllers to enable efficient priority scheduling 

for FEC. Motivated by software cybernetics and homeostasis, weighted DRF is generalised by 

applying the principles of feedback (positive or/and negative network effects) in reverse game 

theory (GT) to design hybrid scheduling schemes for joint multi-resource and multitask 

offloading/forwarding in FEC environments.  

In the first piece of study, monotonic scheduling for joint offloading at the federated edge is 

addressed by proposing truthful mechanism (algorithmic) to neutralise harmful negative and 

positive distributive bargain externalities respectively. The IP-DRF scheme is a MARL 

approach applying partition form game (PFG) to guarantee second-best Pareto optimality 
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(SBPO) in allocation of multi-resources from deterministic policy in both population and 

resource non-monotonicity settings. In the second study, we propose DFog-DRF scheme to 

address truthful fog scheduling with bottleneck fairness in fault-probable wireless hierarchical 

networks by applying constrained coalition formation (CCF) games to implement MARL. The 

multi-objective optimisation problem for fog throughput maximisation is solved via a 

constraint dimensionality reduction methodology using fairness constraints for efficient 

gateway and low-level controller’s placement.  

For evaluation, we develop an agent-based framework to implement fair allocation policies in 

distributed data centre environments.  In empirical results, the deterministic policy of IP-DRF 

scheme provides SBPO and reduces the average execution and turnaround time by 19% and 

11.52% as compared to the Nash bargaining or CEEI deterministic policy for 57,445 cloudlets 

in population non-monotonic settings. The processing cost of tasks shows significant 

improvement (6.89% and 9.03% for fixed and variable pricing) for the resource non-monotonic 

setting - using 38,000 cloudlets. The DFog-DRF scheme when benchmarked against asset fair 

(MIP) policy shows superior performance (less than 1% in time complexity) for up to 30 FEC 

nodes. Furthermore, empirical results using 210 mobiles and 420 applications prove the 

efficacy of our hybrid scheduling scheme for hierarchical clustering considering latency and 

network usage for throughput maximisation.   
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1.1 Background & motivation 

Within the evolution of related technologies and the Internet, we have seen the emergence of a 

new paradigm, the Internet of Things (IoT). Essentially, IoT is viewed as a network of physical 

objects, such as devices, embedded with electronics, software, sensors, and network 

connectivity that enables these objects to collect and exchange data. In the IoT paradigm, many 

objects are interconnected for information sharing, regardless of their locations [1]. The 

concept of IoT has been nurtured for decades, even though the term IoT was first used by Kevin 

Ashton of Procter & Gamble (P&G) in 1999.  As the realisation of ideas and technologies for 

the IoT evolve, different conceptual views for the implementation of the IoT emerge [2]. 

In the opinion of many experts, IoT is seen as a type of futuristic technology, which implies 

machine-to-machine communications and people to computer communications. Indeed, almost 

all categories of devices will become an IoT device, and they would occupy the role of 

consumers (or data providers), such as, streetlights, air quality sensors and even an Internet-

enabled microwave oven. Typically, Cloud-centric IoT is the de facto architecture 

characterised by physical objects in the form of web resources that are managed by data centres 

or servers in the global internet.  It would be safe to predict that the number of IoT at the 

network edge will grow to over billions in coming years. Therefore, data generated by them 

will be enormous, subverting the ability of Cloud-centric IoT system to deal with all the data 

because of bandwidth, latency, resource-constraint etc. Most of the data produced by IoT would 

probably never be transmitted to the remote cloud; instead, it will be consumed at the edge of 

the network. 

Cloud computing is an intrinsic part of next-generation network service backend for 

applications on connected devices. With advances in Software defined Networking (SDN) and 

Network Function Virtualisation (NFV), the notion of virtualisation in the cloud data centre 

has extended to all resources – including storage, compute, and networks. Fog and Edge 

computing (FEC) are coined to complement the remote cloud to meet offloading demands of 

geographically distributed large number of IoT. The concept of Software Defined Clouds 

(SDC) aims to utilise the advances in cloud computing and virtualisation, SDN and NFV, to 
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enhance resource allocation/management in data centres [3]. The key concept of SDN is to 

separate the control plane from the data plane and concentrate the core logic on a software-

based controller [4]. A controller can be deployed to handle operations within a single domain 

however, there will be need for inter controller communication (east-west interface) to maintain 

reliability in forwarding IoT traffic to gateways. The SDN control plane can either be organised 

as flat or hierarchical structure. In the hierarchical plane, a master controller provides 

synchronisation between the lower-level administrative controller domains. On the other hand, 

controllers may communicate directly with each other when the flat structure is utilised. 

The integration of FEC and SDN [3] has immense prospect for speeding up practical 

deployments and federating resources for IoT. However, there are avenues that still need to be 

investigated to bridge the gap between FEC and SDN. First, scalability and Byzantine fault 

tolerance of SDN control plane is understudied for wider or large-scale geographic coverage. 

Since a distributed form of SDN control plane is required to communicate with adjacent 

controllers, further investigation into scalability and robustness of the SDN plane is therefore 

essential. Second, previous research only focussed on the virtualisation and management of 

SDN controllers in a wired network. To serve a mostly mobile community in the future, the 

benefits of SDN and current standards such as OpenFlow should be utilised by wireless 

networks [5] for federating nodes. 

As human beings, we naturally have a "built-in" sense of fairness for allocation of scarce 

resources in FEC data centres – essentially, this sense of "fairness" is commonly referred to 

as max-min fair allocation policy. In many real-life application instances, there are situations 

where equal division of resources among IoT offloading users is not the desired plan [6]. 

Existing research on fair allocation for distributed SDN has focused more on centralised e.g., 

Dominant resource fairness [6] and distributed or Nash bargaining-based (stochastic) policy.  

However, the advent of fog and edge computing (FEC) with sandbox execution environments 

(containers) has increased the need for more scalable and robust mechanisms to support 

priority scheduling for joint multi-resource and multitasking offloading in distributed data 

centre environments (wireless networks inclusive) comprising administrative controllers at the 

SDN control plane.  
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1.1.1 Fog and Edge Computing (FEC)  

By computing in proximity, the latency problem can be solved for offloading in IoT. The on-

device processing approach should ensure that data sent over the network could be handled 

immediately. This is essential for latency-sensitive applications, such as autonomous vehicles, 

where having to wait milliseconds may be untenable [7]. The distributed nature of FEC also 

mitigates the bandwidth problem; processing data would start at the point of collection and 

only stored data is pushed to the cloud, making edge computing more efficient and scalable. 

Reduced network load and the distance data must travel for edge application services ensures 

lower latency and minimises the cost of transmission. 

Edge Computing. Edge computing, as depicted in Figure 1-1, takes advantage of closeness to 

the physical items of interest by exploiting the relationships those devices may have with one 

another. Data coming from the physical world of IoT or edge devices via sensors is processed 

and then used to change the physical environment state via actuators. As analytics and 

knowledge generation happens at the edge, the communication bandwidth between the 

controlled systems and centralised data centre is much reduced. Mobile edge computing 

(MEC) considered a key enabler of next-generation networks (e.g., 5G) comprises base 

stations and access points equipped with edge computing servers to handle application requests 

at the edge of the network. Edge computing is essentially an extension of technologies such as 

remote cloud services, self-healing networks and peer-to-peer networking. As compared to 

traditional architectures, edge computing offers many advantages such as optimising resource 

usage in a cloud computing system. Offloading at the edge of the network mitigates network 

traffic which in turn reduces the risk of data bottlenecks. In edge computing, embedded 

computational capabilities of local resources or MEC datacentres are accessed through ad-hoc 

networking and used to process IoT data from task offloading. 

Fog Computing. Fog computing offers infrastructure and software services through 

distributed fog nodes to execute IoT applications within the network. Fog enables computation 

offloading by moving the workload closer to the network edge thereby reducing latency 

because of data travel and bandwidth.  Computation offloading in fog computing happens 
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across one or more distributed nodes in the network. Traditional networking devices like 

routers, proxy-servers, micro-data centres can act as fog nodes and create a wide area cloud-

like services either in an independent or hierarchical clustered approach. In the hierarchical 

fog network architecture, data from endpoints is transmitted through gateways, processed, and 

return transmission. 

From a broader perspective, edge computing is naturally considered to be a subset of fog 

computing. Essentially, it is impractical to deploy and manage fog without integrating edge 

computing technologies. Conceptually, the difference in the two concepts lies in the location 

of intelligence and placement of computing power. With Fog computing, compute power and 

intelligence are situated at the local area network whereas the concept of edge computing sees 

intelligence and compute power placed at devices.  

 

 

Figure 1-1. Fog and Edge Computing (FEC) Paradigm 

1.1.2 Load balancing and Quality of service (QoS) 

Network management and orchestration in Software defined clouds (SDC) recognises the 

problem of joint provisioning of administrative hosts and network resources as well as 

scheduling. Two conditions must be satisfied in joint host and network resource 
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management/orchestration for computation offloading: (1) finding the minimum subset of 

hosts and network resources that satisfy a given workload and (2) meeting SLA and user’s QoS 

requirements e.g., latency. The problem becomes more challenging when SDC supports virtual 

network functions (VNF) and service function chain (SFC). 

Load balancing for performance isolation in FEC is generally regarded as a critical part of 

resource allocation in the implementation of SDN technology. Opportunistic scheduling and 

reservation of virtual network resources is difficult to achieve because of many edge devices 

and dynamics. In addition, SDN scheduling mechanisms should be designed to assign shared 

resources in a non-manipulative manner. One of the most critical issues for distributed IoT 

applications is priority allocation of all network resources. Once allocation of multiple 

resources is not managed properly then heterogenous IoT services may experience reduced 

allocations – applications would not receive a fair share of resources. Fair allocation policies 

are made worse due to the dynamic nature of IoT user applications in distributed data centre 

environments leading to FEC scheduler manipulation. 

The International Telecommunication Unit (ITU) [8] defined the concept of QoS as the degree 

of conformance in delivering service to the user by the provider based on agreement between 

them [8]. Many IoT applications need huge processing speed and large data storage to enable 

delay-sensitive control, and high-speed broadband networks to stream video or audio. Clouds 

provide a back-end solution for dealing with large data streams (offloading) - processing them 

for the unprecedented count of IoT devices and humans in real-time [9]. The sheer number of 

different interactions and links between IoT objects qualifies it to be a scalable complex system. 

Furthermore, some IoT services are required to be reconfigurable and composable at run-time 

for Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees. The difficulty in satisfying dynamic requirements of 

IoT services [10] [11] becomes more evident. In IoT systems, more dynamic QoS attributes 

are concerned, such as accuracy, the required network resources, and the coverage of IoT. To 

solve the difficulties mentioned above, new QoS models for service oriented IoT is required 

[11]. For joint computation offloading, the resources should be allocated in such a way to be at 

dynamic equilibrium - load balancing for performance isolation is meant to increase system 
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performance as stipulated in service level agreements (SLAs). Load balancing on different 

virtual networks and QoS can degrade significantly unless efficient monitoring and control is 

imposed [3]. 

1.2 Thesis Scope and research questions 

A multi-controller design can effectively improve the performance of SDN in comparison with 

a single controller. Different types and physical locations of controllers may suffer from attacks 

and failure (indeterminate) which in turn influences the reliability of the control plane. An 

unbalanced distribution of controller workloads will degrade the network performance, and 

how to load balance multi-controller task workloads is also an important point of multi-

controller SDN research - placing multi-controllers requires an effective approach to cope with 

the challenge of complexity. 

1.2.1 Thesis problem description 

Software defined networking (SDN) controllers [3], also called orchestration platforms 

perform the role of network packet “brokers” between client IoT applications (northbound 

interfaces) and network processing elements (southbound interfaces). SDN controllers are 

logically designed as centralised entities generally used to support loosely coupled IoT 

applications (offloading). However, FEC being a distributed computing paradigm, suggests 

distributed monitoring and feedback can provide an efficient solution for load balancing and 

QoS-awareness. 

In a multi-controller architecture for resource allocation, an intelligent software controller 

agent because of limited resource capacity or capabilities of nodes may not accomplish many 

tasks in offloading. In these situations, agents can strategically cooperate by forming groups to 

solve the problem [12]. Forming coalitions or clusters that are effective is a major research 

challenge in the field of multi-agent systems (MAS).  Logically distributed node clusters can 

be viewed as groups of cooperating physical FEC nodes, working together on given tasks, 

short-lived and goal oriented. The coming together of distinct autonomous controller nodes to 
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behave as a coherent unit (called a resource cluster) is called coalition formation; It has long 

been studied in cooperative game theory (GT) and has emerged an important application in 

MAS. A clustering mechanism typically involves three computationally challenging processes 

namely: (i) Coalition value calculation (ii) Coalition structure generation (iii) Reward 

calculation [13]. As singleton FEC nodes may not complete a task individually, software 

agents would therefore exchange information and try to form node clusters which give them 

the best efficiency.  

The concept of complex adaptive systems is a prominent feature of the complexity theory 

paradigm. Complex adaptive systems absorb information from the environment and create 

knowledge content that helps decision-making [14]. The system complexity is derived from 

the diversity of, and the level of interaction between its constituent parts; arising from the 

collective control that the parts exert on the overall system. 

Complex adaptive systems are used to describe “nonlinear systems” whose behavior is 

established by the interaction of its adaptive parts; this explains how learning and innovation 

occurs in living systems [15], [16]. The parts are diverse in their ability and form [17]. 

Consequently, the larger the number of constituent parts, the higher the level of interaction 

between them, making it difficult to predict the behaviour of the system [18].  

Collectively these parts cause the system to sway in a certain direction, which may be hard to 

predict because each part of a complex system acts according to its own best interest.  The 

parts would constantly be seeking to improve value thereby pushing the system away from 

equilibrium [17]. Over time, the extensive interaction between the parts would determine the 

behaviour of the overall system within its environment. Essentially, the constituting parts 

should learn from interactions and reorganise themselves to better adapt to the environment 

[19].  

1.2.2  Fair allocation characteristics of multi-resources 

In many heterogeneous and distributed scenarios for FEC, and to provide high-quality (fault 

tolerant and scalable) offloading services to end-users [3], the distributed SDN control plane 
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would need to guarantee the required fair characteristics – namely load balancing or sharing 

incentive, strategy proof, envy-freeness, and Pareto-optimality.  

Sharing incentive (Load Balancing): FEC user applications are better off sharing the cluster 

than using their individual partition.  A FEC user should not be able to allocate more tasks in 

a cluster partition consisting of 1/n of all resources – for a cluster comprising similar nodes and 

n user applications [6].  

Strategy proof: FEC user applications (offloading) should not be able to manipulate the 

scheduler by being untruthful about their resource demands. This attribute is responsible for 

incentive compatibility, a FEC user application cannot improve allocated resource by 

misreporting requirements.  

Envy-freeness: This attribute embodies the notion of fairness - A FEC user should not be 

envious (or prefer) of the allocation of another user.  

Pareto optimality: It should not be possible to increase the allocation of a FEC offloading user 

without decreasing the allocation of at least another user. This property is important as it leads 

to maximising system resource utilisation subject to satisfying the other properties.  

1.2.3 Fair allocation issues for distributed SDN Control plane 

Ghodsi et al [6] commented on the strategy-proofness (or truthfulness) and load balancing for 

performance isolation or sharing incentive properties, which they suggested are of special 

importance in data centre environments like FEC.  

Generic: 

• Group strategy-proofness is important: “Anecdotal evidence from cloud operators that 

we have talked with indicates that as it is common for FEC nodes to attempt to 

manipulate (knowingly or unknowing) schedulers” [6]. 

• An allocation policy that satisfies the sharing incentive attribute also guarantees load 

balancing [20] for performance isolation. It also ensures a minimum allocation to each 
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offloading application. i.e., a FEC user tasks cannot do worse than owning a fair share 

(i.e., 1/n) of the cluster resources – regardless of the demands of the other FEC users.  

Specific (Network topology): 

The flat and physically distributed SDN control plane [21] for the federated edge must partition 

multiple tasks or workloads from service requesters, called users or clients between the 

providers of resources or services, called edge servers [22]. Host applications require multiple 

resources of the edge server, shared between clients. However, it is uncertain whether the 

application of marginal integrative value for the resource clusters under consideration will shift 

the entire platform closer to the Pareto optimum, unless optimum conditions are met in the rest 

of the economic system [23], [24].  Generally, the latter will not be the case, and as such, first-

best Pareto optimality may not be efficient in the case of resource allocation mechanisms 

(RAMs) seeking to control dynamics (externalities) in controller bargain [20] strategies for 

joint computation offloading. In such instances, second-best Pareto optimality [25] may be 

more efficient. 

Ageing or faulty SDN control plane. Monotonic (population and resource) scheduling to 

address load balancing and QoS challenges in joint computation offloading is an important 

problem for the federated edge. This is because of “the ageing process” or network effects 

(same-side and cross-side) that arise due to cooperative and competitive controller bargaining 

strategies at the flat SDN control plane.  

• Population monotonicity: When a FEC data centre agent relinquishes host resources, 

none of the allocations of the remaining user applications (offloading) should decrease.  

• Resource monotonicity: If more non-excludable resources are added to the federated 

edge, the allocations for existing user applications (offloading) should not decrease.  

For the hierarchical and physically distributed SDN control plane [21] [26], fog network [27] 

layers are divided into at least three (3) discrete layers – client, distribution and cloud layers. 

Each tier or layer is responsible for carrying out multitask processing at the edge of the 

network.  The distribution layer would always connect to the cloud through gateways.  
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Ageing or faulty SDN control plane. Because the distribution layer is an aggregation point 

for the devices in the client application layer, gateway, and low-level controller’s placement 

optimisation (also called bottleneck fairness) is an important problem for fault-tolerance.  

• bottleneck fairness. If there is one fog network resource (i.e., gateway) that is 

percentwise demanded most of the time by every user application, then the problem 

should reduce to max-min fairness for the gateway’s resources.  

1.2.4 Research questions 

An important challenge for network designers is the number of SDN controllers and their 

positions in distributed network architectures will impact the overall performance of the control 

plane. The distributed control of SDNs using multiple controllers face a series of pressing 

design and performance challenges that require special consideration [28]. These issues include 

(1) Complexity/scalability (2) Fault tolerance/ reliability (3) adaptive consistency (4) 

Interoperability, (5) Monitoring and (6) Security.  

Controller Placement Problem (CPP). Heller et al. [29] proposed to control three factors to 

determine how many controllers to use and where to place them. First of them is the required 

response limits, specifically latency agreements. Second, resource availability, fairness of state 

of the network, processing, and bandwidth, and finally, the network topology. The research 

questions in this thesis are limited to two important yet unaddressed fair resource allocation 

problems related to network topology of distributed software defined networking (SDN) 

control plane for joint multi-resource and multitask applications in FEC.  

Research question I: How can monotonic and throughput scheduling be achieved for the 

joint multi-resource and multitask offloading considering an ageing (faulty) flat SDN 

control plane of the federated edge comprising administrative data centres or edge-clouds 

(ECs)? 

Monotonic Scheduler. In flat design, the network provides more resilience to failures as 

controllers can communicate directly with each other on the same layer. However, the task of 

managing autonomous controllers becomes harder. At the federated (platform) edge, 
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controller-to-controller bargain externalities give rise to opportunities for Pareto improvement.  

In this research, we address population and resource monotonicity for joint multi-resource and 

multitask offloading via a truthful scheduling mechanism to achieve allocations that are 

Second-best Pareto optimal (SBPO) [30] which accounts for controller-to-controller bargain 

externalities in the resource allocation mechanism.  

Research question II:  How can bottleneck fairness and cross-layer throughput 

scheduling be achieved for joint multi-resource and multitask forwarding/offloading 

considering an ageing or faulty (wireless) hierarchical SDN control plane? 

Bottleneck fair (link) Scheduler.  The hierarchical design gives a simpler way to manage the 

physically distributed controllers, however, because of the upper layer of the control plane, the 

bottleneck problem or problem of a single point of failure exists. In a hierarchical controller 

architecture, it is common to have about three layers. Each layer contains a type of controllers. 

Typically, the bottom layer contains the low-level or local controllers, while the upper layer 

contains one gateway or root controller, which means that we have the problem of a single 

point of failure (bottleneck), even if it concerns only one layer of the control plane. 

For maximum throughput in gateway and low-level controller’s placement, the wireless 

hierarchical network should be strategically split into distributed clusters covering all IoT mesh 

nodes in the network graph, each cluster has a gateway or cluster head. The bottleneck fair 

scheduling policy optimisation is treated as an NP-complete problem. We propose a truthful 

scheduling mechanism to address this huge optimisation problem by breaking it into 

subproblems and then solve them recursively. 

1.3 Aim and objectives 

Thesis Aim. The aim of this thesis is to develop truthful scheduling mechanisms for 

rejuvenation of decentralised controller deployment in Software defined networking (SDN) 

technology to address priority offloading in FEC. 
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Overall thesis objectives. Essential design and performance objectives for two studies are 

outlined as follows: 

Design Objectives: 

• Centralised SDN controller architecture: Mechanism and multi-controller design 

based on physically distributed SDN controller nodes or administrative data centres in 

flat and hierarchical control planes. 

• Group strategy proofness and Sharing incentive (load balancing): For this 

objective, scheduler manipulation and load balancing for performance isolation are 

important in the design of fair allocation policies for joint offloading in FEC. In the 

case of FEC or distributed environments, it is necessary to ensure that allocation 

policies are group strategy proof or truthful. Load balancing (sharing incentive) 

guarantees node assignment to controllers in problematic cases to avoid congestion and 

workload imbalance between controllers – providing performance isolation. 

Performance Objectives: 

• Computational complexity: the time-taken for the run-time scheduling scheme should 

be fast. 

• Resource utilisation: To evaluate the effect of load balancing on resource utilisation 

optimisation, we propose the utilisation ratio (bandwidth) to measure the SDN 

controller node resources corresponding to the IoT workloads or links.  

• Quality of service: To measure the QoS in distributed SDN architectures, numerous 

metrics are used. The most significant for load balancing in FEC environments are 

described below: 

ü Costs: Quality costs or costs of quality aims to quantify the total cost of quality 

related efforts and deficiencies. 

ü Latency: This metric is the time spent by the physical network switch to transmit 

the incoming data traffic. it is subject to the network’s congestion status and the 
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load of the forwarded tasks. The time taken for a packet to be transmitted from 

the source to the destination is called transmission latency. 

ü Response time: It is defined as the interval of time between request acquisition, 

receipt, and response. The metric indicates the SDN’s ability to meet QoS 

requirements of applications in terms of resource availability, delay, and 

reactivity.  

ü Throughput: By definition, throughput is the quantity of information that is 

processed and forwarded from source to its destination during a specified period 

in other words, the processing speed of the SDN controller nodes and its 

performance is referred to as throughput typically computed as throughput = 1/ 

response time. Successful load balancing schemes that assign IoT workloads to 

SDN controller nodes with capacity sufficiency would maximise throughput. 

1.4 Research methodology 

Applied research [31] is mainly concerned with finding a solution to an immediate problem 

facing a society, or business organisation. This thesis adopts applied research methodology to 

address fair allocation problems for rejuvenation of multi-controller SDN in intelligent FEC 

environments.  

Reverse game theory provides the mechanism design [32] via the study of mathematical 

models to analyse the resource allocation strategies of distributed software controller agents to 

make decision, which will result in social welfare amongst them. 

Software cybernetics and homeostasis. The study of both cybernetics and homeostasis 

provides a transdisciplinary approach used to explore regulatory systems that focuses on how 

systems apply information, models, and control actions to navigate towards and maintain their 

goals.  

With the help of reverse game theory, this thesis applies cybernetic and homeostasis principles 

of positive or/and negative (distributed) feedback to develop and analyse hybrid scheduling 
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schemes for joint multi-resource and multitask offloading in fault-probable multi-controller 

SDN for FEC. The proposed schemes are implemented as multi-agent reinforcement learning 

(MARL) algorithms to provide deterministic allocation policy. We realised the hybrid (and 

truthful) schemes as logically centralised scheduling policy control mechanism applying 

physically distributed node offloading/forwarding strategy feedback for rejuvenation of the flat 

(federated edge) and hierarchical (wireless fog-mesh network) control plane. 

Although multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) and game theory (GT) have different 

origins, they share a common approach on how to define the resource allocation problem in the 

game environment, that is, states, agents, and policies (strategy profiles). In critical evaluation 

of the proposed fair scheduling policies, resource allocation games are formulated and solved 

as multi-agent markov decision process. 

To carry out experiments that evaluate the novel resource allocation mechanisms, it is 

necessary to extend some classes in CloudSim [33] to represent more precisely the federated 

edge, only few classes need to be modified for iFogSim - the wireless fog environment. The 

results from several runs of controlled simulated experiments using the CloudSim [33] and 

iFogSim [34] is then analysed using MATLAB. 

1.5 Original contributions 

The main (generic) contributions to literature as summarised as (see Chapters 4, 5 and 6): 

• Scalable and robust (fault-proof) control learning frameworks for max-min fair 

scheduling of joint multi-resource and multitasks. The framework applies software 

cybernetics and homeostasis to ensure monotonicity (population and resource) and 

bottleneck fairness in the distributed SDN control plane. 

• A mechanism (and controller) design of hybrid scheduling schemes for monotonicity 

and bottleneck fairness as logically centralised scheduling policy control applying 

physically distributed node offloading strategy feedback related to homeostasis. 
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• We propose to model the reference architecture of the federated edge as Inter-edge 

coalition games (ICGs) with controller-to-controller distributive bargain externalities. 

Whereas the proactive reference architecture of the wireless hierarchical fog is 

modelled as constrained coalition (CCF) games. 

• We apply multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) with robustness against 

adversarial controllers to enable efficient joint multi-resource and multitask 

offloading/forwarding enabling the rejuvenation of decentralised controller 

deployment. 

• We propose both IP-DRF and Dfog-DRF schemes implement joint policy search via 

generalisations of control algorithms and DRF (and DRFH) scheduling. The MARL 

schemes apply multi-objective (lexicographic) optimisation to guarantee efficient joint 

policy for monotonicity (population or resource) and bottleneck fairness in multi-

controller SDN. 

• Empirical results via simulation (CloudSim & iFogSim) to evaluate the efficacy of both 

IP-DRF and Dfog-DRF scheme for rejuvenation of faulty distributed SDN control 

plane applying the generalised max-min scheduling methods for deterministic joint 

policy. 

1.6 Thesis structure 

The rest of the chapters in this thesis is organised as follows: 

Chapter 2 discusses application areas for software cybernetics research - networks systems 

(Software define networking), IoT and autonomous cloud computing. We review published 

works for resource management of SDC, decentralised control methodology and gaps in 

literature related to fairness-aware offloading at the federated edge and wireless hierarchical 

fog networks are analysed. 

Chapter 3 discusses the methodology used in the design of hybrid scheduling schemes for 

priority-based joint offloading in distributed SDN control planes. The research methodology 

and justification – alternative methods and proposed methods (Robust MARL against 
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adversaries), theoretical framework, optimisation model and approach – approximate and exact 

(anytime) optimisation.  

Chapter 4 presents the design of the rejuvenation of decentralised controller deployment 

applying (policy-based) MARL for monotonic scheduling at the SDN-based federated edge. 

The work in this chapter answers research question I of this thesis and details contributions to 

literature. 

Chapter 5 addresses research question II by proposing a fog co-forwarding scheme that 

applies distributed (game-theory based) clustering methodology for priority scheduling. The 

research study addresses truthful scheduling with bottleneck fairness in wireless hierarchical 

fog networks via throughput maximisation of fog gateway and low-level controller’s 

placement. 

Chapter 6 discusses experimental evaluation of fair allocation policy for rejuvenation of 

decentralised controller deployment at the federated edge and Wireless fog environments based 

on the Java-based CloudSim architecture. This chapter first focusses on the Cloud market 

model along with extensions to the existing CloudSim framework. Furthermore, it discusses 

the experimental setup and results obtained from several simulation runs.  

Chapter 7 provides the summary, revisits the research questions, significance as well as 

limitations and future work.  
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

 

§ SDC enabling technologies: service-oriented computing, network systems (Software 

defined networking), IoT and computation offloading, autonomous cloud 

computing. 

§ Resource management policies for joint host and network systems.  

§ Centralised optimisation and decentralised (independent) learning for multi-

controller management:  priority scheduling for joint offloading at the: (1) flat SDN 

control plane of the federated edge and (2) hierarchical SDN control plane of fog-

based wireless ad-hoc networks is discussed.  

§ The concept of software cybernetics for mechanism and controller design/ 

management in distributed SDN control plane - theoretical and Artificial 

intelligence-based methods. 

§  The gaps in reviewed literature are analysed. 
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2.1 SDC technologies for Offloading in FEC 

To enhance resource management in Data centres, Software-Defined Cloud Computing 

(SDCC) utilises the advances in areas of cloud computing, virtualisation, SDN and NFV. We 

briefly introduce in this section for FEC, several concepts and technologies that enable SDC 

[35]. 

2.1.1 Service Oriented Computing 

 Service-oriented computing (SOC) is a computing paradigm that utilises services as basic 

resource for developing applications. In the next phase of distributed computing, they will be 

vital for development because services issue a uniform and standard information paradigm for 

a wide range of computing devices. Developers may put together existing web service 

components to create new applications for complex service requirements. 

Applications in Service-based Systems can often be viewed as the composition of various 

computing services following specific workflows. Techniques based on Service Oriented 

Architecture (SOA) to enable utility computing to have emerged and become a cost-effective 

way for organisations to outsource their computing tasks to infrastructure providers and receive 

computing services on-demand. Software cybernetics approach is proposed by [36] to 

modelling and solving timing and resource constraints to deploy and schedule workflows.  

Liu et al. [37] proposed a control-based approach to the security adaptation problem in adaptive 

service-based systems. A performance index that incorporates security requirements and delay 

deadlines is proposed to transform the problem into an optimisation problem. To demonstrate 

the feasibility of the approach and experimental data showing that the system provides 

desirable balance between security and delay requirements, the proposed security technique is 

implemented in an example application.  

Whereby each component fulfils specified functionalities, Cloud applications are typically 

composed of multiple cloud service components communicating with one other through web 

service interfaces. One of major bottlenecks for enhancing availability and efficiency of 
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complex and ageing cloud application systems is lack of effective fault tolerance scheme. Liu 

et al. [38] proposed an adaptive failure detection and ageing degree evaluation approach to 

predict which cloud service components deserve foremost to be rejuvenated and a component 

rejuvenation approach based on checkpoints with trace replay is proposed to guarantee the 

continuous running of cloud application systems. 

2.1.2 Software Defined Networking (SDN) 

SDN is one very promising solution that decouples the data and control planes, incorporating 

one centralised controller for the network. This increases the flexibility to control and manage 

the network as desired, thereby creating many new possibilities [39].  Adami, et al. [39] 

developed a system to enable QoS control and routing in Software Defined Networks. 

Whenever the OpenFlow controller installs a rule for a flow, it also places it in the right queue. 

The experimental results show a more efficient way of managing the network resources and 

providing guarantees about handling traffic. To manage adaptation behaviour of complex 

network systems, Ravindran [40] applied software cybernetics to assess the quality of 

adaptation in a network system in the presence of uncontrollable external environment 

conditions.   

Multi-Controller SDN. In a flat architecture, the controllers are placed horizontally on one 

single layer or level. More specifically, the control plane consists of just one layer, and each 

controller has a partial view of its network and the same responsibilities at the same time [21].  

SDN controllers can also be positioned vertically in a hierarchical or vertical architecture. The 

controllers are allocated among multiple levels, which therefore means that the control plane 

has several layers, generally two or three [21]. The controllers have different responsibilities, 

and they can take decisions based on a partial view of the network.  

Santos et al. [41] proposed Decentralize-SDN or D-SDN, a framework enabling not only 

physical but also logical distribution of the Software-Defined Networking (SDN) control plane. 
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The adaptive resource capacity manager, the policy configuration manager, and physically 

distributed monitoring interfaces [42] make up the proposed intelligent management layer for 

SDN. The basic function of automatic capacity manager at any given time is provide optimal 

decision about the best or most appropriate logically centralised policy to execute at the core 

of the management layer [43]. The responsibility of the configuration manager is to control 

dynamic behavior for multiple SDN controllers [44]. 

Monitoring in the SDN-based environment [45] should be continuous to facilitate decisions as 

part of overall resource utilisation optimisation. Most importantly, monitoring can be carried 

out passively or actively. For passive monitoring, one or more entities collect relevant 

information. The entity may continuously send polling messages to nodes asking for 

information or perform this on demand [46]. On the other hand, monitoring is active when 

nodes are autonomous and decide when to send asynchronously state information to the central 

entity. 

Centrally placed between the application and control planes in the SDN architecture [43], the 

architecture has a IoT traffic router, capable of forwarding big data packets in real-time. The 

router is designed to support fast processing of IoT application streams. The concept of IoT 

traffic gateways is the basic abstraction provided by the IoT router situated at the edge of the 

network. Conceptually speaking, SDN controllers act to direct IoT data streams to one or more 

nodes in network processing elements through dedicated gateways specifically set up to mirror 

the economics of shared resources at the edge of the network. There is still a lack of technical 

know-how on the actual deployment of multiple controllers using control software. 

2.1.3 Internet of Things and Computation Offloading 

The Internet of Things (IoT) refers to a wide set of interconnected and intertwined devices and 

things that provide substantial value to stakeholders. The IoT is being actively developed with 

the emergence of Smart Cities, populated with large amounts of smart objects that are used to 

deliver a host of services. The architecture of IoT is dependent on the pervasive presence of 

smart objects or “things”, which addresses several new challenges in the software engineering 
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domain. These include orchestrating large-scale smart objects, service discovery, data 

gathering, and data processing and so on. To enable resource discovery, Perera & Vasilakos 

[47] suggested how IoT resources could be described using semantics. To develop this, their 

research proposed a knowledge driven approach referred to as Context-aware Sensor 

configuration model (CASCOM) to simplify the configuration of IoT middleware platforms. 

Computation offloading is regarded as a technique that enables an IoT device or low powered 

device to forward the processing of a task. This task for computation offloading could be code, 

service to a higher capabilities and resources. Essentially, a typical offloading system consists 

of two components, a mobile client or device and a server at the cloud or edge. However, large-

scale offloading like in Fog and edge computing does not allow efficient distribution and 

utilisation of multi-resources in the centralised cloud system [48]. 

2.1.4 Autonomic Cloud Computing 

Zhu (2012) in a keynote speech at COMPASAC’12 addressed many issues of cloud computing 

and software cybernetics, such as service architecture, agent-based computing, metrics and 

software evolution [49]. With the recent growth of IoT based applications, the use of cloud 

services is increasing exponentially. The next generation of cloud computing must be 

sustainable to fulfil the end-user requirements which are changing dynamically. Dynamic and 

appropriate resource allocation is a crucial problem in cloud computing. 

Clouds have become the dominant computing environment of the current and the next decade 

by delivering all kinds of services, focusing on innovative applications, large-scale resource 

sharing, and high-performance orientation. The key aspects of cloud computing have been 

reported in the definition provided by the National Institute of Standard and Technologies 

(NIST): “Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network 

access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, 

applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 

management effort or service provider interaction” [50].  Software engineering issues need to 

be addressed to make the most effective use of the clouds.  
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With Clouds being complex, large-scale, and heterogeneous distributed systems, resource 

management is a challenging task. Resource management requires automated and integrated 

intelligent strategies for provisioning of resources to offer services that are secure, reliable, and 

cost-efficient. As such, effectively managing services becomes mandatory in software 

platforms that constitute the inner fabric of computing Clouds. Autonomic computing provides 

a path towards controlling cloud computing services [51]. Open issues in autonomic resource 

provisioning and present innovative management techniques for supporting SaaS applications 

hosted on Clouds was discussed by Buyya, et al. [52]. Their work presented a conceptual 

architecture and early results evidencing the benefits of autonomic management of Clouds. 

[53] discussed one of the case studies of the ASCENS project; a vision of an autonomic cloud: 

A cloud which is based on voluntary computing and using peer-to-peer technology to provide 

platform-as-a-service. It applied self-awareness and self-adaptation as the main components 

for the execution management of arbitrary applications. Despite this, many aspects of this 

technology require further attention, such as large-scale tests, alternative implementation 

models, self-adaptation performance in the cloud etc.  

An important feature of cloud computing is elasticity, and this can be understood as how a 

computational cloud fits variation in their workload by provisioning and de-provisioning 

resources. Autonomic Computing brings many concepts such as control loops and thresholds-

based rules which are important in the construction of elastic cloud computing solutions. 

Coutinho, et al. [54] proposed an elastic architecture for cloud computing based on concepts 

of Autonomic Computing. Konstanteli et al. [55] proposed a mechanism using probabilistic 

optimisation model, for admission control of a set of horizontally scalable services. The 

proposed model reduces the resources required to assure a given quality of service by 

employing statistical knowledge of the elastic workload requirements of services.  

2.2 SDC Resource management policies 

A core functionality required for any manufactured system is resource management. Managing 

resources affect the three basic criteria for evaluating computer systems, which include cost, 
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functionality, and performance. Essentially, inefficient resource management has a negative 

peripheral effect on functionality and central impact on system performance and cost.  

There are different strategies for SDC resource management associated with the three cloud 

delivery models, Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software 

as a Service (SaaS). However, in all delivery models, the cloud services providers are faced 

with enormous, vacillating loads that challenge the claim of cloud elasticity. In some cases, 

when a spike can be predicted, resources provisioning can be planned or takes place in advance. 

For example, seasonal web services may be subject to spikes.  

Typically, SDC resource management requires complex policies and decisions for multi-

objective optimisation. It is extremely challenging because of the complexity of the system, 

which makes it extremely difficult to obtain accurate global state information. Resource 

management is also subject to incessant and sometimes unpredictable interactions with the 

environment. The importance of ascertaining the value or performance of different public cloud 

providers has engendered the development of monitoring services (see Section 2.3.2) that 

report metrics to provide a better picture of the real behaviour of the different services. 

Admission Control. The objective of an admission control policy in cloud computing is to 

prevent the system from accepting workloads that would lead to the violation of high-level 

system policies. For instance, the system may likely reject an additional workload that would 

prevent it from completing work already in execution or contracted for action. To limit the 

workload in a dynamic system requires some current knowledge of the global system state. A 

mechanism using probabilistic optimisation model was developed by [55] for admission 

control of a set of horizontally scalable services. The presented admission control test finds the 

optimum allocation using the optimisation model, which incorporates business rules in terms 

of the trust, eco-efficiency, and cost, and considers affinity rules of the components that 

comprise the service. The model reduces the resources required to assure a given quality of 

service by employing statistical knowledge of the elastic workload requirements of services. 
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Service level agreement (SLA) is signed between service providers and clients with the 

intention to provide the best suitable performance for consumers. The Quality of service (QoS) 

is that aspect of resource management that is the most difficult to address and, at the same time, 

possibly the most critical to the future of cloud computing. Interestingly, strategies used for 

resource management often jointly target performance and power consumption. 

Capacity allocation. Capacity allocation means allocating cloud resources for individual 

instances. Here, an instance refers to a service activation. Locating resources that are subject 

to multiple global optimisation constraints requires anyone to a search a large space when the 

state of individual systems is changing so rapidly. Ardagna, et al. [56] developed a capacity 

allocation algorithm to ensure SLA and handle fluctuating workloads. The allocation 

algorithms interact with geographically dispersed resource controllers and can redirect the load 

whenever congestion is present in the network. Moreover, it requires that an application is run 

on multiple virtual machines or VMs and workload is evenly distributed on the VMs. As the 

workloads vary, a workload predictor is used to forecast future workload requirements and 

resource capacity is changed based on resultant load forecasts.   

In cloud computing, a critical objective is reducing the cost of providing the service, 

interestingly, this also means minimising energy consumption. This gives a different 

interpretation of the term load balancing. There is a correlation between load balancing and 

energy optimisation, and they affect the cost of providing services. The key concept is that 

instead of having the load evenly distributed among all servers, it is possible to concentrate it 

and use the smallest number of servers while others are switched to standby mode, a state of 

the server which uses less energy. Al Sallami [57] proposed an artificial neural network (ANN) 

based load balancing technique. This technique uses back propagation method to distribute the 

load equally among all the servers. Each user’s demand is predicted, and resources are allocated 

according to the predicted demand, but active servers at any given time depend on the demand 

of users at a specified time. Consequently, active servers are minimised leading to low energy 

consumption. The paper also highlights the relationship between energy consumption and 

carbon emissions. Research in [58] predict workload and used a central controller to allocate 
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(and manage) resources dynamically to the running applications. In their effort, resource 

management decisions are carried out hourly to minimise the overhead incurred because of the 

decisions. The resource management decisions include power up, shutdown, and VM migration 

from one server to another and consume a considerable amount of energy and network 

resources. 

Motivated initially by the need to save power for mobile devices, dynamic voltage, and 

frequency scaling (DVFS) techniques such as Intel SpeedStep and American microdevices 

(AMD) PowerNow lower the voltage and the frequency to decrease power consumption. These 

techniques have migrated to virtually all processors, including those used in high-performance 

servers. Because of their lower voltages and frequencies, the processor performance decreases. 

However, this comes at a substantially slower rate than the energy consumption. Ali et al. [59] 

proposed an idea to maximise the revenue of service providers by meeting SLA and minimising 

energy consumption. To achieve their aim, a framework has been proposed in which servers 

have a dynamic voltage/frequency scaling (DVFS) module. However, they assumed that a 

server could not be switched on or off and there is no common cost of VM migration. 

Furthermore, they proposed a hybrid optimisation technique to solve issues related to load 

balancing, DVFS, resource allocation, and service placement based on VMs. 

In early research efforts, much attention has been given to optimisation solutions (cost/energy) 

focussing only on either the host or network ant not both. Many research approaches that do 

attempt to address joint host and network resource provisioning either suffer from high 

complexity or faulty behaviour. Therefore, it is essential to design scalable, load balanced and 

fault-proof scheduling policies for joint offloading at the distributed SDN control plane 

considering both administrative hosts and network resources at the same time. This is 

necessary for FEC because optimisation of one can exacerbate the situation for the other.  

Necessarily, there are about four mechanisms or enabling techniques for the implementation 

of resource management policies in cloud systems [60], these are: 

• Control theory:  predicts only local behaviour, control theory applies feedback to 

guarantee system stability and predict transient behaviour. 
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• Machine learning (ML): One major advantage of applying machine-learning 

techniques is the absence of a performance model of the system. This technique is 

applied to coordinating several autonomic system managers. 

• Market-oriented/economic mechanisms: The methods would not necessarily need a 

system model, as is the case in combining auctions for bundles of resources. 

• Utility-based: Utility-based methods use a performance model and a mechanism to 

correlate user-level performance with cost. 

2.3 Federating (Inter-)edge resources 

The federated edge network issues need an optimisation approach that can simultaneously 

handle: (1) an enormous number of services with replications (2) devices and computing nodes 

joining or leaving the network and (3) heterogeneity, separate internal operations and 

characteristics, different service providers [3]. 

Resource allocation approaches in the federated edge marketplace should address networking 

issues via: (1) loosely coupled and geographically dispersed allocation of resources (2) 

provision of isolated execution environment for multiple services and applications (3) user 

mobility, real-time awareness and (4) the avoidance of over subscription on individual clouds. 

2.3.1 Architectures: Resource provisioning 

In cloud systems, resource provisioning directly concerns the decision about the number, types, 

and location of resources to be deployed for a specific application. Grozev and Buyya [61] 

proposed taxonomies for Inter-cloud architectures and presented detailed surveys of each 

project. Inter-clouds are broadly classified in architecture as volunteer federation, in which a 

group of cloud providers voluntarily collaborate to exchange resources, and Independent Inter-

cloud, where multiple clouds are used by an application or its broker. Volunteer federations 

can be further classified as centralised or Peer-to-peer. In a centralised architecture, there is a 

central entity that either performs or fosters resource allocation. For example, if a provider 

cannot satisfy the request to provision resources from its client, the request is then redirected 
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via the centralised entity to another provider that can offer the needed resources.  Whereas, in 

the peer-to-peer architecture, cloud providers communicate and negotiate directly with each 

other without the need for a centralised server. 

 On the other hand, Independent Intercloud approaches enable resource provisioning from 

multiple clouds without direct exchange between providers as in the previous approach [62]. 

This is achieved with an independent service or library that supports multiple cloud providers. 

These approaches provide application provisioning, hosted either externally or in-house, and 

libraries, which enables a uniform approach to facilitate the use of multiple clouds. 

2.3.2 Projects: Platforms, monitoring and selection 

The Intercloud  [63] project developed at the University of Melbourne, Australia, is one of the 

first initiatives for Interconnected cloud computing. Its proposed architecture is centralised and 

built around a central entity called the Cloud Exchange (CEx). The Cloud Exchange (CEx) 

plays the role of a market maker in bringing together service producers and consumers. It 

aggregates the infrastructure demands from the application brokers and evaluates them against 

the available supply currently published by the Cloud Coordinators. The Cloud Coordinators 

provide programming, management, and deployment environment for applications in a cloud 

federation. 

Jrad et al. [64] proposed a generic architecture for a Cloud service broker operating in an Inter-

edge environment using Cloud standards. The goal of the broker is to find the most suitable 

Cloud provider while satisfying the users’ service requirements in terms of functional and non-

functional Service Level Agreement parameters. Their effort discussed the broker value-added 

services, as well as an elaborated broker design. They focused especially on the incorporation 

of expected SLA management and resource interoperability functionalities in the broker. The 

proposed architecture was validated and evaluated using a realistic simulation testbed.  

 The Resources and Services Virtualization Without Barriers (RESERVOIR) project is a 

European initiative that extends previous research on interconnected grids [65]. The 

architecture of RESERVOIR is peer-to-peer and hence does not rely on a central entity. In the 
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RESERVOIR model for inter-edge or federated edge resources, inter-edge comprises two or 

more independent cloud computing providers. The brokerage of multiple clouds is achieved 

via Claudia, an abstract layer for execution of services on top of a cloud federation. The scaling 

process is automated through a mechanism (elasticity rules) used to specify the dynamic 

capacity requirements of an application at deployment time. 

The mOSAIC project addresses the problem of interoperability by defining a common ontology 

and it aimed at developing an open-source platform that enables applications to negotiate Cloud 

services as requested by users [66]. The mOSAIC open-source API and platform allow for the 

development and deployment of applications spanning multiple clouds. Using a Cloud 

ontology, applications can specify their service requirements and communicate them to the 

platform via the innovative API. The platform implements a multi-agent brokering mechanism 

that searches for services matching the applications' request and could possibly compose the 

requested service if no bespoke service is found. Right Scale provides a consolidated 

Dashboard and APIs to manage many clouds. They provide a configuration framework with 

templates to set up the VMs easily. In addition, they provide an easy management tool on 

multiple cloud providers, but do not perform the provider selection 

 Some InterCloud libraries have also been developed in recent years, Apache Jclouds5, for 

example, is a Java library for Java-based interaction with various providers.  This provides a 

provider-independent API for execution of operations regarding provisioning of storage and 

computing resources. Many of these Inter-edge libraries allow application developers program 

their own application-specific broker. 

CloudHarmony reports for a wide set of public cloud providers, the results of benchmarks about 

performance, network, and uptime [67]. Monitoring services located inside and outside of the 

cloud provider collect these metrics. In addition, and on behalf of CloudHarmony, these 

services execute some benchmark applications. A Monitoring tool called Cloud Provider View 

is provided by CloudSleuth and displays the perceived response time and the percentage of 

availability of various providers in different locations. The tool works by continuously 

monitoring the performance and availability of a test application deployed in each data centre 
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[68]. They provide the status of each data centre by analysing the collected data from 

applications running in each data centre. This can bolster comparison between different data 

centres and providers. 

CloudStatus is a monitoring tool that collects, in real-time, observations of infrastructure 

metrics such as availability, response time, latency, and throughput from Amazon and Google 

cloud services. These metrics are aggregated by the server from sources inside and outside of 

the provider and calculated with the aim of diagnosing the health of the cloud. Applying the 

diagnosis outcome, they provide an overall status of the cloud in real-time that can affect the 

performance of the applications running in the cloud. The results cover global availability and 

normalised metrics across the cloud instead of monitoring specific instances of the cloud. 

Garg et al. [69] proposed a paucity in software framework to automatically index cloud 

providers based on their needs and as such, proposed a framework and a mechanism to measure 

the quality and prioritise Cloud services. The framework aims to influence significantly and 

create healthy competition among Cloud providers to satisfy their Service Level Agreement 

(SLA) and improve their Quality of Services (QoS). SMICloud [69] is the framework to rank 

cloud providers for a given application considering the service measure indexes (SMI). The 

SMI comprises accountability, agility, assurance of services, cost, performance, security and 

privacy, and usability. It works by assigning various Key Performance Indicators (KPI) to 

evaluate the indices in different cloud providers. 

Rak et al. [70] developed a cost/performance evaluation technique using benchmarks and 

simulation to evaluate the trade-off between costs and performance of cloud applications. More 

specifically, given a mOSAIC cloud application, it is possible to predict performance indexes 

and resource consumption under generic workloads. This supports deployment on the resources 

of the provider that guarantees the desired performance levels and minimises the costs for 

executing the application. The authors proposed the use of non-functional requirements to 

create a system that suggests the best option from a set of cloud providers. 
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2.3.3 Resource management in Inter-edge: Enabling techniques 

Aoyama & Sakai [71] proposed that implementation of resource management for Intercloud 

must include a unified way of managing various resource configurations for each service such 

as servers, storage units, and networks. They suggest the aim of this function is to manage 

resource configurations necessary to prevent services from degradation or disaster. Most 

research study already carried out have trivially addressed brokerage in the Intercloud 

environment, and so far, no complete resource management model has been presented [72]. 

Takefusa et al. [73] proposed Grid ARS, an advanced reservation-based resource management 

framework, which aims to integrate heterogeneous resources and construct a performance-

assured virtual infrastructure over Federated clouds environment. Grid ARS was developed 

using common web services technologies and standards and provides four services that address 

resource management, resource allocation planning, provisioning, and monitoring of the 

constructed virtual infrastructure. 

Cloud broker is an important feature of Intercloud computing, which plays its role in terms of 

resource management, service discovery, service-level agreement negotiation and match-

making between service providers and customer(s). Aazam and Huh [72] proposed a service-

oriented dynamic resource management model, which covers cloud service consumer 

characteristics, and includes the issues of resource prediction, customer type-based resource 

estimation, and reservation, advanced reservation, pricing, refunding and acquired the quality 

of service-based refunding. The system was implemented and validated using CloudSim 3.0.3 

(The CLOUDS Lab, The University of Melbourne, Australia) toolkit. Their method was also 

evaluated on Google cluster trace comprising 12,000 machines.  

Son, et al. [74] proposed an architecture to address the challenges emerging from the 

perspective of the system administrator. Using the architecture, administrators acquire the 

desired number of VMs from the best provider with proper resource size that covers their non-

functional requirements. Their proposed approach would assist system administrators to setup 

the required IT infrastructure and migrate their applications to the cloud without much concern 
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of computing the required amount of resources. The method translates the high-level non-

functional requirements from administrators into VM resource parameters, selects an adequate 

type of VM and the provider, and allocates actual VMs from the selected provider. The 

prototype shows, based on non-functional requirements, that the system is effective in 

receiving requests and provisioning resources on different cloud providers. 

A distributed control (algorithmic based) approach was developed by [75] for performance 

management of services hosted in distributed cloud broker environments. The proposed 

distributed algorithm adopts the interaction balanced based approach, where with respect to 

system dynamics, services are decoupled from each other, however, the services are coupled 

in terms of overall deployment wide operating cost functions. These Services are coupled by a 

limited amount of system resources in a cloud broker infrastructure. The focus of this approach 

is to maximise profit for both the service provider and broker while ensuring optimal resource 

allocation. Their research effort introduced a novel negotiation approach between the broker 

and the various cloud providers for optimised allocation of resources through interactive 

bidding in cloud computing environment. 

Research effort in [76] and [77] developed a substantial body of work in agent-based cloud 

computing that provides empirical evidence to show that multi-agent systems are appropriate 

software tools for automating complex interactions within an Intercloud. Sim [78] modeled 

economic encounters between clouds in A federation as a coalition game. His research 

addressed two major issues in Inter-edge interaction. First, the process through which clouds 

agents choose its coalition and secondly, the division of Intercloud coalition payoff among the 

data centre agents. Within a Federated cloud, each self-interested EC controller negotiates and 

establishes agreements with other controllers to meet its own objectives and to optimise its own 

payoff.  

For clouds to discover and select their coalition members and to fairly divide the payoff of the 

Inter-edge coalition, Sim [78] devised a novel four-stage cloud-to-cloud interaction protocol 

that governs how data centre agents join coalitions, and a strategy profile of the data centre 

agents that converges to a sub-game perfect equilibrium. His work provides a set of 
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mathematical theorems and proof to show that: (i) Intercloud coalition formation strategies 

converge to a subgame perfect equilibrium and (ii) every Data centre agent in an Intercloud 

coalition receives a payoff equal to its shapely value. 

2.3.4 Federated edge resources and allocation 

For the main study, we reviewed related work in Inter-edge scheduling and allocation for joint 

offloading – the networking problem, sharing, aggregation and bargaining techniques in 

distributed cloud markets - the flat control plane, centralised and decentralised allocation 

policies in offloading for IoT. 

2.3.4.1 Network management problem 

The Eaas platform [79] and ENORM [80] framework address resource discovery, deployment, 

and load balancing in the context of individual edge nodes. However, they do not assume 

federated edge resources.  

Addressing the resource allocation challenge of the federated edge with service-centric, 

multiple administrative clouds, and reliability issues requires a solution with characteristics of 

both a centralised control and distributed model [3]. 

A.  Agent-Based Cloud Workflow (Flow scheduling) 

Adopting an agent paradigm [76] enables fog and clouds to maintain autonomy and interact 

more intelligently and efficiently via social interactions [78], [81]. It allows agent-based fog 

and Inter-edge  resource allocation systems to be designed with desirable properties specified 

and proven using GT [62], [78], [82], [83]. 

Cloud Workflow (Scheduling) using Petri-nets. Whereas Gutiérrez and Sim [77] developed a 

multi-cloud (with brokers or intermediaries) model in which agents manage workflow-using 

coordination by synchronization, Frincu et al [84] developed an agent-based multi-cloud 

scheduling model using event condition and action rules. In this model, agents are implemented 

as a monitor-analyse-plan-execute (MAPE) control loop whereby each agent has four modules: 
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monitor, negotiator, scheduler, and executor. Agents manage the workflow by 1) considering 

the set of actions to be performed to produce a set of plans and 2) selecting from the plan’s 

actions to execute.  We propose a centralised (agent-based) workflow model in our work, Inter-

edge (i.e., DRF-H [85]) scheduling policies for execution of task offloads are implemented at 

host and VM level based on time (space)-sharing. 

B. Federated edge schemes – Capacity sharing, aggregation, and Bargaining 

Cloud federation. Celesti et al. [86] developed an agent-based testbed comprising home 

clouds (HCs) and foreign clouds (FCs), whereas HCs are clouds requiring additional resource 

capacities from other clouds, FCs lease a portion of their resource capacity to HCs. In their 

work, clouds establish federations to enhance their own resource utilisation and to enlarge 

albeit temporarily, their resource capacities. The process of establishing a cloud federation is 

helped by discovery agents (DAs), matchmaking agents (MAs) and authentication agents 

(AAs). In our work, cloud federation (sharing incentive) can be established via either 

integrative or distributive negotiation to enhance resource utilisation and increase their resource 

capacities.  

Hedonic game. Mashayekhy et al. [87], [88] designed a cloud federation mechanism, which 

allows the cloud providers to make their own decisions to form a federation yielding the highest 

total profit. In the proposed mechanism, federations of cloud providers decide to merge and 

split to form a federation providing requested resources as a service to the user. The policy-

based mechanism also determines the individual profit of each participating cloud provider in 

the federation. Each cloud provider covers its incurred costs and obtains a profit based on its 

market power. 

Bargaining mechanisms. Mathematical proofs in [89] validate that the agent-based bargaining 

mechanism in [81] enables vertically arranged fog and cloud resources to be optimally priced. 

A list of research issues is involved when building Inter-edge infrastructure including 

operability, interaction, and economics [90], [52]. 
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Parallel negotiation in Multiple Cloud Markets. Sim [82] developed a multilateral 

negotiation mechanism comprising consumer, broker and provider agents called the bargaining 

position estimation (BPE) for making concessions. The BPE strategy is a market-driven in the 

sense that an agent adjusts its concessions in response to different market situations [83]. 

2.3.4.2  Fairness and throughput-aware computation offloading  

Centralised control refers to the use of a single inter-domain SDN controller that makes joint 

scheduling decisions for computation offloading at the federated edge. On the contrary, when 

decision-making for joint offloading is distributed across the edge nodes or controllers, we 

refer to the scheme as distributed or fully decentralised [91].  

A. Centralised controller optimisation  

Multi-objective integer programming is commonly used for generating deployment and 

redeployment allocation policies for scheduling workloads in grids, clusters, and clouds [92]. 

Mixed integer programming (MIP) models implement asset fairness whereby allocations are 

truthful and Pareto-optimal but violate the sharing incentive (or load balancing) and are 

impractical for much larger problems [93] without some means for dimensionality reduction. 

Dominant resource fairness [6] (DRF) and its variant [85] for heterogenous edge servers is a 

generalisation of the Max-min fairness for multiple resource types to satisfy important 

properties however, the centralised scheduling approach (weighted DRF) is not easily scalable 

to distributed cluster environments like the federated edge. 

B. Decentralised controller (multi-agent) learning 

Nash Equilibrium and Load Balancing. Grosu and Chronopoulos [94] formulated the load 

balancing problem in heterogenous distributed systems as a non-cooperative game among 

users. In their proposed non-cooperative game for load balancing, the structure of the Nash 

equilibrium (NE) policy is presented. Their work also suggests performance achieved in a 

noncooperative game at the Nash Equilibrium may be made better in a cooperative game 

setting (Nash bargaining solution - NBS). 
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Reinforcement learning to achieve Nash Equilibrium. Zheng et al [95] proposed the mobile 

users’ offloading decision process under dynamic environment as a stochastic game. Their 

work prove that this is equivalent to a weighted potential game, which has at least one Nash 

equilibrium.  Chen [96] designed a decentralised computation offloading mechanism that can 

achieve a Nash equilibrium of the game and quantify its efficiency ratio over the centralised 

optimal solution.   

Research work in [97] formulated the energy efficient edge-server activation problem in a MEC 

offloading system using minority games. The distributed decision-making mechanism focused 

on minimising server energy while guaranteeing QoS. Using auction theory, a resource 

allocation mechanism [98] was proposed whereby service providers in the mobile edge 

network design contracts with the edge node infrastructure providers. Contracts enable service 

providers to efficiently provision assigned computational tasks and schedule offloaded tasks in 

a way that latency is minimised. Considering a multi-cell, quasi-static environment [99], the 

computation offloading problem is cast as a dynamic sequential game. The work establishes 

the existence of Nash equilibrium and develops a distributed convergent offloading scheme.  

Sim [78] devised a novel four-stage cloud-to-cloud interaction protocol that governs how data 

centre agents (will) join coalitions, and a federated edge policy (strategy profile) of integrative 

EC strategies that converges to a sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium, and results in each agent 

obtaining a fair share of the total profit that is equal to the Shapley value.  

Applying the CEEI (Nash bargaining) policy to solve the fair allocation problem for joint 

offloading at the federated edge may not yield group strategy-proof or fault-tolerant solutions 

particularly when node offloading strategy feedback related to sparse interactions (population 

and resource non-monotonicity) from distributive EC bargaining is ignored. 
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2.4 Network management for Wireless hierarchical fog 

networks 

In the second study, we review fog computing and its optimisation taxonomy, interference-

aware controller placement problem in wireless hierarchical fog networks, particularly 

methods that incorporate fairness. The review also identifies current gaps in cluster-based 

methods and highlight the contribution of our game-theoretic approach for the dynamic and 

distributed link scheduling problem in hierarchical WMN. 

2.4.1 Optimisation Taxonomy: Fog Architecture and dynamic life cycle 

Fog computing allows for computation offloading of IoT applications from central clouds all 

through to the network edge. From end users’ devices (mobiles) to many in-network facilities 

along the cloud-to-things continuum, computational tasks are offloaded [100], [101]. To ensure 

quality of service (QoS) requirements for latency-sensitive applications, fog networks use the 

computational capabilities (resources) of edge network devices with proximity to end users 

[102]. Optimisation problems in fog network systems can be grouped depending on which 

tier(s) of the three-layer model (Cloud, edge resources and end devices) is involved. Real fog 

computing involves at least two of these layers. In addition, the different stages of the service 

life cycle also influence the optimisation approach. This service-life cycle dimension is further 

classified into design-time, deployment-time, and run-time optimisation. For fog networks, 

optimisation for reconfiguration needs to happen at run-time. Sardellitti et al [103] considered 

the joint computation offloading problem in mobile edge computing whereby some end devices 

offload compute tasks to a nearby edge resource.  For each task of the end device, it is decided, 

whether the jobs in the case of offloading, which radio communication channel should be used. 

Considering several end devices with a potential for channel interference, the complex 

(nonconvex) problem is solved by means of heuristics. 
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2.4.2 Gateway (controller) placement in Wireless fog (-mesh) networks 

Gateway placement in wireless networks as well as clustering and coverage problems in 

wireless ad-hoc networks have been under study [104], [105], [106]  regardless of the 

underlying physical topology and protocols used (WSN, WMN, M2M or IoT). 

Minimising gateways. The gateway placement problem in [107] aimed at minimising the 

number of gateways, while ensuring access points bandwidth requirements. Their effort 

considers the issue as an instance of the network flow problem, allowing multipath routing. 

However, the proposed greedy heuristics leads to non-optimal solutions when constraints on 

communication path length are imposed. Moreover, since gateways are usually placed 

whenever the rest are fully served, the iterative greedy approach unbalances the load at the 

gateways. 

Network Performance. In Hierarchical WMNs, proper placement of gateways is a key factor 

in the optimal throughput, load balancing on the gateways and satisfying QoS requirements 

[108]. Gateway placement in areas with low traffic or few numbers of Mesh clients (MCs), 

means they might be underutilised. It is for this reason most research has been dedicated to the 

gateway placement problem to enhance the network performance as compared to minimising 

the number of gateways [109]. 

2.4.3 Hierarchical fog clustering 

Grouping of a set of IoT application nodes into classes of similar (fair) computing nodes is 

referred to as distributed clustering. Load balanced gateway placement in Wireless 

hierarchical fog networks is essential to SDN performance [91].  

Zeng et al [110] address the load balancing gateway placement problem and proposed a greedy 

algorithm GA-LBC to partition WMN into load-balance and disjointed clusters, each cluster 

satisfies QoS requirements. Their work proposes a hybrid algorithm HA-LBPG based on GA-

LBC algorithm and the genetic algorithm to get the near-optimal solution. 
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Significant delay occurs at each hop in a Hierarchical mesh network (multi-hop) for offloading 

due to contention for the wireless channel, packets processing, and queueing delay [108]. 

Essentially, the delay constraint is considered a function of the number of hops between the 

sensor and the IoT gateway. The total IoT traffic in each cluster is bounded by the capacity 

(size) of the gateway, based on its connectivity and processing capacity and speed. The 

bottleneck on throughput is reduced to the load of congested intermediate wireless links. Since 

traffic is aggregated and forwarded by intermediate wireless access points (WAPs), we refer to 

the load on individual wireless links as relay load in unit of IoT traffic. 

Using a spanning tree rooted at each cluster head (i.e., gateway) for message delivery, Bejerano 

et al. [107] adopted a clustered view of the WMN. Breaking the distributed problem into two 

subproblems and solving each one separately, their work proposed polynomial time 

approximation algorithms solutions within a constant factor of the optimal ones. 

2.4.4 Throughput-aware task forwarding schemes 

We review fair link scheduling techniques for the interference-aware (strategy proof) load 

balanced gateway (and low-level controller’s) placement problem that consider wireless QoS 

requirements. 

A. Heuristic-based optimisation  

Benyamina et al [111], without the use of constraints for optimisation, developed the cluster-

based gateway placement algorithm (CBGPA) to address end-to-end bounded delay 

communications and attempt to handle scalability using a nature inspired meta-heuristic 

optimisation model.  

• To optimise  placement of gateways in wireless networks, some other studies [112], 

[113], [114] have applied heuristic methods such as genetic algorithm, simulated 

annealing, and tabu-search meta-heuristics. The mobility of wireless fog network client 

devices regarding gateway placement in dynamic WMNs is also studied in more recent 

research [115] [116]. A swarm optimisation method that harnesses the social 
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relationship notion of users, in which groups move with high probability to the same 

direction when they share the same interests [115]. These solutions exhibit very fast 

optimisation speeds but may not be fair because they easily violate solution accuracy – 

metaheuristics trade-off solution accuracy for convergence speed. 

B. Centralised controller optimisation 

Liyanage et al. [117] introduced a hierarchical distributed controller architecture for software 

defined vehicular network (SDVN) with the top tier of controllers regionally distributed on the 

Internet and the bottom tier of controllers are placed in several selected roadside units (RSUs) 

closer to the vehicles to control the latency of the system. They present a novel controller 

placement model for RSU level controllers and based it on the facility location problem. The 

location of RSU and delay are optimised (heuristically) as an integer quadratic programming 

problem.  

Wenjia et al [118] proposed a novel gateway placement approach to address the problem, in 

which three primary objectives are optimised, i.e., the number of gateways, the average MR 

(mesh router)-GW (gateway) hop count and the variance of gateway load. The problem is first 

modeled as a multi-objective linear programming problem, followed by a two-stage load 

balancing gateway placement algorithm. The first stage is a weight-based greedy gateway 

selection, and the second stage is load balanced MR attachment.  

Researchers in [119] also studied the optimal placement of a given number of gateways on a 

wireless fog backbone network to achieve maximum throughput. The problem is formulated 

as an ILP and a greedy algorithm that defines the gateways’ locations to optimise the cross-

layer throughput is given. Due to interference in case of simultaneous transmissions, the 

capacity reduction on wireless links is probed. The algorithm aims to provide truthful or 

interference free link scheduling. However, a distinction between gateway and client devices 

is not made and the installation cost is predefined, since the number of gateways is given a 

priori.  

Asset fairness violates sharing incentive (load balancing) and bottleneck fairness as well as 

suffers from the curse of dimensionality with an increase in problem size; moreover, the greedy 
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heuristics approach provides fast short-term solutions but provides no guarantees on optimality 

(sub-optimal) for the fog scheduling problem.  

C. Decentralised controller (multi-agent) learning 

Reinforcement learning to achieve Nash equilibrium. Because radio communication channel 

is usually shared in wireless networks, the behavior of a wireless device may affect the 

communication capabilities of other neighbouring devices. Nash bargaining solution 

(distributed control) is applied to communication networking to solve routing and resource 

allocation problems [120] in distributed cluster environments [121], [122].  

Cardellini et al [123] proposed a three-tier architecture, which considers a usage scenario where 

no central authority exists, and multiple non-cooperative mobile users share the limited 

computing resources of a close-by cloudlet and can selfishly decide to send their computations 

to any of the three tiers.  

Independent Learners. Lin et al. [124] proposed QoS-aware adaptive routing (QAR) via 

reinforcement learning in multi-layer hierarchical SDNs via a three-level design of controllers 

i.e., super, domain and slave. Their work first introduced a distributed hierarchical control 

plane to minimise the signalling delay, serving as a realistic SDN architecture. Furthermore, 

QAR was then proposed to enable adaptive, time-efficient, and QoS-aware packet forwarding 

upon the hierarchical architecture.  

In [125], an offloading mechanism based on the Stackelberg game is proposed for cloud-

enhanced vehicular networks with edge computing capabilities. Servers and offloading 

vehicles are modelled as leaders and followers. Proof of the existence of Nash equilibrium is 

provided and a distributed algorithm is designed to maximise the edge server’s utility while 

satisfying latency constraints of tasks. 
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2.5 Decentralised controller (multi-agent) learning for resource 

allocation in FEC 

The intelligent Software defined networking (SDN) controller not only monitors the status of 

the networking nodes and links but can also be incorporated with service monitor functionality 

using a northbound application. As such, it becomes much easier to incorporate a customisable 

scheduling policy mechanism that can guarantee fault-proofness and performance isolation 

for applications considering joint host (compute) and network resources. 

Decentralised controller deployment is considered as a more scalable option when compared 

to the centralised controller deployment. However, because FEC execution environment is 

inherently decentralised, multi-agent reinforcement learning policies are typically trained in a 

centralised manner.  The evolution of SDN and OpenFlow allows for a logically centralised 

but physically distributed control plane. Data traffic may be forwarded through at least two 

administrative domains – belonging to different service providers. There is a need for 

abstraction and control over disjoint administrative domains using multiple controllers. As the 

FEC control plane can be structured/organised (physically) as either flat or hierarchical, there 

is also a need for interdomain and inter-controller traffic communication that maintains 

reliability in forwarding traffic to the gateways.  Indeed, for the distributed SDN, multi-

controller deployment is envisioned to address the scalability issue raised by the centralised 

architecture of SDNs. 

Game theory (GT) is concerned with strategic interaction among several decision-makers, 

where each player knows that his actions affect the well-being of the other players, just is their 

actions affect his. In GT, the term “game” is used to describe interactive encounters between 

several rational participants. Each game has predetermined rules of engagement. These rules 

e.g., joint venture agreements define the structure of the game. The motivating forces are the 

actions or strategies that participants can employ. It is also assumed that each participant can 

rate the outcome of the encounter, which depends on the actions of all the participants, and 

based on their own order of priorities. These outcomes are expressed in numeric form and are 
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called the payoffs or levels of utility of the various available strategies’ players can take [126]. 

GT is conventionally divided into cooperative and non-cooperative games; each having its own 

solution concepts, e.g., for non-cooperative games, minimax value and Nash equilibrium, core, 

and Shapley value for cooperative games. However, elements of both competition and 

cooperation are present in most real-world economic and political interactions. 

Multi-agent reinforcement learning – GT perspective. Resource allocation or stochastic 

games are identified by a set of available resources for each player in which the players can 

access each other through a communication network. The access cost among the players is 

determined by communication network, and the collective goal is to satisfy customer needs at 

minimum cost.  

The theories of bargaining [127] and coalitional form games [128] use the same ‘welfarist’ 

assumption that only utility possibility sets are relevant to the analysis.  It is assumed that these 

sets summarise the opportunities available to groups of agents from exploiting unspecified 

resources under their control. To identify systematic methods of selecting one or several utility 

profiles, for each configuration of these feasible sets is the objective of the analysis. It uses 

several axioms based on the shape and relative positions of these sets or involving comparisons 

across configurations. Rahwan [129] focussed on the coalition structure generation (CSG) 

problem for cooperative and competitive game settings. The CSG problem [129] proposed 

partitioning a set of agents into a structure to maximise social welfare.  

The coalition structure generation (CSG) problem poses the question, how can we divide the 

number of autonomic elements into groups to maximise performance? The CSG problem is 

somewhat challenging computationally it belongs to the group of problems classified as NP-

hard. Therefore, to solve this problem efficiently, even under restrictive assumptions, 

researchers are required to develop a range of algorithms applying approximate or exact 

techniques. 

Pareto-Optimality. Considering both competitive and their cooperative aspects, the seminal 

work of Nash [127] pioneered the notion of a solution concept for strategic games. Nash [127] 

defined such a solution for two-person games and proved the existence and uniqueness 
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theorem. The solution is derived by means of “bargaining with variable threats”. In the first 

competitive stage, each agent declares a threat strategy, to be used if negotiations break down; 

the outcome resulting from deployment of these strategies constitutes a disagreement point. In 

the next cooperative stage, agents aim to achieve a Pareto optimal structure and share the gains 

relative to the disagreement point; the controller agents coordinate their strategies, and the 

sharing of resources is done using principles of proportional fairness. From a computer science 

perspective, Nash equilibrium-based solution is not robust [130] or global optimality is not 

guaranteed.  

While in normal form games the challenges for reinforcement learners originate mainly from 

the interactions between the controller agents, in Markov games they face the additional 

challenge of environment state transitions. This means that the controllers typically need to 

combine equilibrium solvers from repeated games with MDP approaches from single-agent 

RL.  

Nash-Q learning. Nash equilibrium as a solution concept for learning in resource allocation 

gives rise to a few criticisms. The most basic of them is that Nash equilibria need not be unique, 

which leads to an equilibrium selection or stability problem [131]. In other words, multiple 

Nash equilibria can exist for a resource allocation game. Furthermore, these equilibria may also 

differ in the value attributed to the controllers. This further suggests that a method learning 

Nash equilibria, cannot guarantee a deterministic outcome or more basic, a unique payoff for 

the controllers.  

Zhu and Lu [132] proposed the robust implementation of decentralised controller learning, the 

distributed Dominant Resource Fairness (D-DRF) scheduling policy is based on a fitness 

heuristic and a task forwarding mechanism. Although the hybrid scheduling scheme improves 

performance at some scale using distributed localised resource managers, however, it overlooks 

an implementation of node offloading strategy feedback to learn interdependencies among 

controllers from joint action at the SDN control plane. We are motivated by the concepts of 

software cybernetics and homeostasis to address group strategy proofness (or fault-tolerance) 

as well as problem complexity for joint multi-resource and multitask offloading in FEC.  
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Joint action Learners. Most literature on the CSG has traditionally been approached as a 

single objective function for hybrid scheduling policy control. Moreover, the global utility 

function of learning agents in a coalition structure [133] [134] can be generalised to include 

the concept of weights for Pareto optimisation using lexicographic ordering. Figure 2-1 shows 

a taxonomy of fair allocation policies for joint offloading that applies to FEC and forms a basis 

for the discussion in the sub sections of this chapter. 

2.6 Software cybernetics   

Yang, et al. [135] reviews new trend and further classified software cybernetics as (i) software 

cybernetics I based on the first-order cybernetics. First order software cybernetics is typified 

by feedback loop control e.g. modeling software systems using finite state machines, and (ii) 

software cybernetics II is based on the higher order cybernetics; characterised by system 

developers, software under development and execution environments influencing each other to 

form a more complex system.  

Achieving scalability while maintaining reliability requires a relevant control distribution 

scheme that considers both the organisation of the SDN control plane and the physical 

placement of SDN controllers [28].  

Software cybernetics is motivated by whether and how software (SDN in this case) behaviour 

can be controlled. The underlying motivations and ideas for software cybernetics include 

feedback mechanisms in software process. Logical foundation for control systems, as well as 

software fault-tolerance and complexity have already been identified as potential research areas 

[136].  
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Figure 2-1: Taxonomy of fair offloading policies for the distributed SDN control pane (FEC) 

2.6.1 Traditional models 

Different mathematical methods are applied to design effective system models, which 

constitutes the main methodological approach in software cybernetic research. Dynamic 

system models, formal models like the extended finite state automata and controlled Markov 

chain exemplify model-based approaches. Supervisory-control theory is based on the finite 

state automata used to represent discrete-event dynamic systems.  

First-order cybernetics or software cybernetics I [135], steers the system into the stable state 

via negative feedback processes, which is designed to take place in isolation from its 

environment as a closed system. 

In prior research work, linear dynamic system models were developed to describe software 

service behaviours and the software test process. Cai [136] viewed software testing as a control 

problem and devised a control Markov chains (CMC) approach to determine optimal test 

strategy. The CMC approach provides theoretic justification that for some circumstances a 

Markov model matches the software test profile. Hu, et al. [137] proposed a new adaptive 

software testing approach based on the improved CMC, which aimed to replace several 

presumptions adopted by previous models with more realistic situations in software testing.  

The finite state machine (FSM) is a classic example of a formal model in software cybernetics. 

Gaudin & Bagnato [138] described a set of safe behaviours as FSMs and these FSMs represent 
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over-approximations of the behaviours of the system to be controlled, relying on a sound 

Supervisory Control Theory. The extended finite state machine (EFSM) is used to model 

communication software behaviours [139]. Using extended finite state machine (EFSM) as an 

embedded part of the controlled system, Yang & Gohari [140] have presented a framework to 

implement supervisory control map. The research work also shows that the constructed EFSM 

shows the same behaviour as the supervised system. Wang and Cai, et al [141], developed 

algorithms that transform EFSM for specification and description language (SDL) to the 

control model of discrete event systems (DES). Their research work shows that EFSM is 

expressed as a closed loop control system. Lorenzoli, et al. [142] proposed the GK-tail 

algorithm; a technique that uses interaction traces to automatically generate EFSM models of 

the behaviour of software systems.  

Zhao et al.  [143] provided efforts aimed at improving the GK-tail algorithm and they propose 

an improved method for modelling software behaviour based on EFSM. Their work designed 

and implemented a software behaviour modelling system to verify the efficacy of their 

improved method.  Wang & Cai [141] investigated the supervisory control problem of restrict 

EFSM model and proposed a necessary and sufficient condition and an optimal algorithm to 

the supervisor. The promising result related the software design problem to supervisory control 

theory and enriches the research content of software cybernetics.  

2.6.2 Artificial Intelligence 

Advances in the field of Artificial Intelligence has fostered active research in software 

cybernetics. Specifically, software engineering has become an important application area for 

the application of machine learning techniques.  Fuzzy logic is a typical instance of the logic-

centric or rule-based approach used in software cybernetics research; it is a knowledge-based 

formal model for machine learning. Addressing challenges or uncertainty in complex software 

systems, Yang, et al. [144] applied fuzzy based logic to control complex software systems. The 

goal of this fuzzy-based technique was to develop a self-adaptive executable software 

framework that improved the performance of process control mission-critical systems. Ding et 

al. [145] proposed an adaptive control system based on fuzzy logic and update the controller 
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itself with a set of fuzzy rules. Yau et al. [146] applied the principles of software cybernetics 

in service-based systems (SBS) to synthesise controllers for online adaptation and monitoring. 

This approach also included situation-aware planning for offline resources taking as input 

timing and resource constraints. Park & Yeom [147] used the concept of feedback in software 

cybernetics to propose an approach for validating Semantic web rule language (SWRL) rules. 

Their method comprises preparation, structural analysis, contextual analysis and the SWRL 

rule adaptation. The approach constituted a feedback loop whereby the SWRL rule to be 

validated is the controlled object while the validation of SWRL rules is the controller. With 

third-order cybernetics, many researchers see the introduction of artificial intelligence taking 

software cybernetics research to a new level [135]. 

2.7 Gaps 

Research gap I. Joint-offloading schemes [97], [95] in the flat and distributed SDN control 

plane apply multi-agent learning (MAL) to achieve Nash equilibrium (or CEEI) from micro-

economic theory guaranteeing load balancing for performance isolation [20]. However, 

allocations from learning for Nash equilibrium may violate group strategy proof as well as 

population and resource monotonicity. Essentially, FEC controller nodes may manipulate 

the SDN scheduler about their resource requirements and reduce the allocation of other FEC 

applications. In addition to violating group strategy proofness, when resources are added (non-

excludable ones) or relinquished (node failure) by FEC server nodes, user applications may 

experience reduced allocations or degradation thereby violating monotonicity. 

On the other hand, asset fair allocation policies do not guarantee load balancing for 

performance isolation and resource monotonicity characteristics. Applying the asset fair 

policy, it is possible for FEC client applications to suffer performance isolation issues. In 

addition, resource non-monotonicity may happen i.e., reducing resources allocated to some 

FEC applications while increasing others. Dominant resource fairness DRF [6]  and DRFH 

[85] policy satisfies load balancing, group strategy proof and Pareto optimality but violates 

resource monotonicity. Moreover, DRF is centralised and not easily scalable (throughput) due 

to physically distributed nature of the flat SDN control plane.  
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Research gap II. Nash bargaining solution, the multi-agent learning methodology from CEEI 

theory guarantees bottleneck fairness for joint forwarding/offloading in wireless hierarchical 

networks. However, CEEI-based policies may manipulate the hierarchical fog scheduler – it is 

not fault-proof. On the other hand, a more straightforward approach using asset fairness 

ensures strategy proofness but would violate sharing incentive or load balancing for 

performance isolation and bottleneck fairness. DRF allocation policy guarantees group strategy 

proofness (or truthfulness) and bottleneck fairness however, it is centralised and would not 

scale efficiently (single gateway) when applied to the wireless hierarchical (and distributed) 

SDN control plane. 

Summary. We propose the concepts of software cybernetics and homeostasis to fill gaps in 

literature of SDC resource management policies for joint offloading in FEC, particularly the 

scalability and byzantine fault-tolerance issues [28] of the centralised and distributed (RL-

based) schemes respectively. We aim to propose rejuvenation of decentralised controller 

placement via the application of multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) with robustness 

against adversarial controllers. Our proposed MARL scheme for resource allocation would 

comprise logically centralised scheduling policy control applying physically distributed node 

offloading strategy feedback to provide dimensionality reduction – decrease and conquer as 

well as divide and conquer. Cybernetic and homeostasis principles (positive or/and negative 

feedback) in reverse games are used to develop efficient resource allocation mechanisms [148] 

for the federated edge and wireless hierarchical fog networks considering multi-resource and 

multitask (distributed) offloading. 

2.8 Summary 

Software cybernetics provides insights into software engineering problems of emergent 

behaviour in service-oriented architecture, self-adaptive architectures, the role of software 

metrics in control and evolution of FEC systems.  
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ü With the widespread use of distributed computing and cloud computing in our daily 

life, the ubiquitous role of software systems suggests that for software cybernetics 

to add significant value to modern software systems. 

ü Research gap I: In addition to monotonic scheduling, the fair allocation mechanism 

also needs to provide group strategy proofness, second-best Pareto optimality, as 

well as problem dimension reduction. We consider non-monotonicity in FEC from 

positive or negative Controller-to-controller bargain externalities as multi-controller 

offloading strategy feedback to adapt (rejuvenate) the faulty (ageing) flat SDN 

control plane. 

ü Research gap II: To mitigate fog scheduler manipulation, the problem of fog 

gateway and low-level controller’s placement (joint) policy optimisation or 

bottleneck fairness for priority-based joint forwarding is concerned with QoS 

constraint dimensionality reduction. We consider cybernetic and homeostasis 

principles of positive and negative multi-controller forwarding strategy feedback to 

proactively rejuvenate (adapt) the faulty distributed control plane of wireless 

hierarchical fog networks. 
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Chapter 3 Research Design and Methods  

 

§ Research methodology: Multi-objective problem and solution model, Markov or 

stochastic games, value iteration and joint policy for MARL. 

§ Software cybernetics and homeostasis principles of positive or/and negative 

feedback are proposed to design truthful resource allocation mechanisms (RAMs) 

for joint multi-resource and multitask offloading/forwarding in FEC. 

§ Theoretical methods: hybrid scheduling mechanism and controller design for joint 

offloading in distributed data centre environments based on Partition form game 

(PFG) and constrained coalition formation (CCF) game.  

§ Critical appraisal: Large state-action spaces and incomplete information. 

§ Solution accuracy and complexity trade-off: exact versus non-exact methods. 
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3.1   Research aim 

The goal of this research is to develop hybrid scheduling policy mechanisms for joint multi-

resource and multitasking offloading in FEC that satisfy essential fair allocation characteristics 

(see Sections 1.2.2 & 1.2.3) including (1) monotonicity (population and resource) and (2) 

bottleneck fairness. 

3.2  Scheduling games for joint offloading 

If the SDN environment controllers experience is Markovian and the controller agent is allowed 

to try out sufficient actions for task offloading, some RL algorithms (e.g., Q-learning) are 

certain to converge to the optimal strategy. However, markov decision process (MDP) do not 

offer the same theoretical support for multi-agent learning (MAL) even though a solid 

mathematical framework for single-agent learning is well-established. The reward a controller 

agent receives may depend on the actions taken by other controllers when multiple adaptive 

controllers interact with each other, thereby rendering the Markov property invalid since the 

SDN environment is no longer stationary and each controller is therefore faced with the classic 

moving-target problem. Markov or stochastic games and joint action learners (JAL) are 

extensions of the MDP framework.  

3.2.1 Markov decision problem formulation 

Stochastic games generalise strategic-form games to dynamic situations in Fog and Edge 

computing environment and MDP to multiple decision makers as response to player actions. 

The solution to the markov decision problem is directly concerned with multi-agent 

reinforcement learning. The reinforcement learning problem can formally be described using 

the framework of stochastic (Markov) games. A stochastic game is a tuple 

(𝑛, 𝑆, 𝐴!, … , 𝐴", 𝑇, 𝑟!, … , 𝑟") 

Where, 

𝑆	𝑖𝑠	𝑡ℎ𝑒	𝑠𝑒𝑡	𝑜𝑓	𝑒𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡	𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 
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																𝐴# 	𝑖𝑠	𝑡ℎ𝑒	𝑠𝑒𝑡	𝑜𝑓	𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠	𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒	𝑡𝑜	𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡	𝑖 

																												𝑟#: 𝑆 × 𝐴 → ℝ		𝑖𝑠	𝑡ℎ𝑒	𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑	𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	𝑓𝑜𝑟	𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡	𝑖 

𝑇: 𝑆 × 𝐴 → 𝑃𝐷(𝑆)																																			 

T is the state transition function, which maps the current state of the environment and the joint 

action of all agents into the set of probability distributions (PD) over the state space S. 

A is the joint action space (𝐴! × …	×	𝐴"). 

The objective for each agent i is to find a strategy 𝜕#: 𝑆 → 𝑃𝐷(𝐴#) mapping the joint state S 

into a probability distribution over the individual action space, which would maximise the 

reward for that agent over some period. In the stochastic game framework, multiple agents are 

selecting actions and the next joint state and individual rewards depend on actions of all agents 

[149].  While assuming that the environment is stationary, Stateless games focus on dealing 

with multi-agent interactions, Markov game techniques deal with both multi-agent interactions 

and a dynamic environment. Furthermore, the type of information used by the controller agent 

for learning also varies across both types of games.  

Independent learners (IL) only learn based on their reward observation, on the other hand, 

joint action learners (JAL) also apply observations or feedback of actions and possibly 

rewards of the other agents [131].  

 

3.2.2 MARL for deterministic policy control  

Reinforcement learning (RL) guarantees optimal policy convergence provided that the agent 

can sufficiently experiment and the environment in which it is operating is Markovian. RL 

problems are solved using MDPs without explicitly specifying transition probability, which is 

needed in value and policy iteration. All reinforcement-learning algorithms share the same 

goal: to solve sequential decision problems through trial-and-error interactions with the SDN 

environment [150]. In theory, a reinforcement Learning (RL) agent learns by interacting with 

its dynamic environment and the goal of the controllers’ in RL is to learn a deterministic policy, 

which maps states to actions. In the multi-controller SDN domain, multi-agent learning is an 

appropriate solution because of scalability (complexity) and inherent decentralised control.  
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Multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) is an application of RL techniques to stochastic 

games. The application of MARL with robustness against adversarial controllers in this thesis 

will focus on joint policy search, which involves policy control via stochastic optimisation. 

Value function methods (unlike policy search methods) need not maintain a representation 

(explicitly) of policies, instead the aim is to learn a value function that returns the expected 

cumulative reward for optimal policy from any state. The focus on value functions in relation 

to RL is to learn value (Q-value) functions though experience. Temporal Difference (TD) 

method is one of the most common method to learning value functions. Policy search methods 

[151] are classified as methods that keep an explicit representation of policies and modify them 

through a host of search operators. Policy-based methods [152] for multi-agent reinforcement 

learning searches for policies that optimise an appropriate multi-objective function.  

To accomplish our objectives, experiment(s) using an agent-based testbed would be designed 

to derive data that would be used to evaluate the learning algorithms for controller agents. A 

set of experiments meant to evaluate the effectiveness of using learning controller agents (on 

multiple levels) for FEC orchestration would be conducted.  

Deterministic Policy evaluation and validation. Essentially, this research would design and 

implement testbeds in some Inter-edge computing and fog environment. Considering this, 

Cloudsim [33] provides a framework for modelling and simulating cloud computing 

infrastructure and Services. In later chapter (Chapter 6) of this thesis, description of the testbeds 

designed based on the CloudSim toolkit would be used to validate the proposed fair resource 

allocation mechanisms.    

 

3.3 Mechanism and controller design 

Multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL). A resource allocation game where coalitions 

or a group of players enforces cooperative behaviour is called cooperative (coalitional) game. 

An example of a cooperative game is the coordination games, games with multiple pure Nash 

equilibria in which players choose corresponding (the same) strategies. With cooperative 

games, software controller agents are willing to form clusters that maximise social welfare, 
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notwithstanding their share of the coalition worth. In such situations, reward distribution 

becomes trivial, and the main concern is, learning allocation policies that maximise social 

welfare [129].  

The main desirable features of the novel hybrid RAMs [32] as proposed in Figure 3-1 are (1) 

robust optimisation, (2) an incentive compatible (IC) mechanism that ensures load balancing 

for performance isolation, group strategy proofness and Pareto optimality or Second-best 

Pareto optimality (SBPO) in the case of the flat SDN control plane. The proposed fair RAMs 

consider individual rationality (participation constraint), information requirement, incentive 

compatibility (IC), and the ability to rank social welfare between the set of possible polices – 

Vickrey-Clarke-Groove (VCG) mechanisms.  

Using reverse games, we apply cybernetic and homeostasis principles of positive and negative 

(distributed) feedback to develop and analyse hybrid RAMs for rejuvenation of the faulty or 

“ageing” distributed SDN control plane. The proposed hybrid scheduling schemes apply 

coalition game models to implement MARL with robustness against adversarial controllers. 

The MARL scheme comprises logically centralised DRF policy control mechanism applying 

physically distributed node offloading strategy feedback to adapt the behaviourally complex 

(ageing) federated edge and hierarchical fog (dynamic) wireless network.  

Conceptual representation of physically distributed SDN control plane. An N-person 

resource allocation (or stochastic) game in coalitional form is defined by the pair (N, v)	where 

N = {1,2,3, … , n}	is the set of singleton controllers (see Figure3-2) as DRF clusters and v is a 

real vector (resource availability) function, called the characteristic function of the joint 

offloading games, is defined on the set, 2$of all coalitions or DRF clusters (subsets of N), and 

satisfying the following: 

(𝑖)				𝑣(∅) = 0 

(𝑖𝑖)(𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦)𝑖𝑓	𝑆	𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝑇	𝑎𝑟𝑒	𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡	𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠	(𝑆 ∩ 𝑇 = ∅), 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛	 

𝑣(𝑆) + 𝑣(𝑇) ≤ 𝑣(𝑆 ∪ 𝑇). 
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The definition makes two assumptions: (i) the empty set has a value zero and (ii) the value of 

disjoint DRF clusters (coalitions) is at least as great when they cooperate as when they do not. 

The second assumption is not required for some applications of the theory of coalitional games.  

 

Figure 3-1: Hybrid scheduling schemes (Robust MARL against adversaries) for Joint offloading/forwarding 

(closed loop control) 

 

Figure 3-2: Singleton controller design in distributed SDN control plane: IL & JAL [131] for Learning on 

multiple levels. 

3.3.1  Study I: Monotonic scheduling scheme 

A. PFG Model for flat SDN control plane 

The Federated edge and internal dynamics.  The multi-controller platform for edge 

offloading thrives on the ability to maintain attraction in multiple two-sided markets (edge-

clouds or EC providers and offloading users) of the architecture. Social factors and economic 

encounters between provider (controller) agents may constitute ‘network effects’ [153, p. 2] or 

externalities (in value), leading to the notion of ‘socio-economic value’. The socio-economic 

or resource availability value is determined from concurrent integrative and distributive 
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bargain strategies of data centre (or EC) agents in competitive markets – the incentive 

compatible mechanism. In federated edge market states, cross-side or indirect network effects 

due to competitive bargaining, are either positive or negative [153]. As the multi-sided platform 

for edge offloading grows and with (ECs) applying a production function to provision for bids, 

many additional task offloading consumers may decide to free ride [154]. Free-rider states 

occur whereby an increase in non-excludable resources from integrative and distributive EC 

strategies at the edge is an incentive. This means positive externalities from competitive EC 

bargaining along with negative can adversely affect SLOs causing platform failure (ageing) 

due to behavioural complexity in the incentive compatible mechanism – as such, fair allocation 

policies [155] must consider node offloading strategy feedback to guarantee population 

(negative) and resource (positive) monotonicity. 

Coalition formation is typically modelled in Multi-agent systems using characteristic function 

games (CFGs), in which the performance of any coalition is not dependent on other coalitions 

in the system. To model the resilient architecture of flat SDNs, PFG allow for controller-to-

controller bargain externalities and these are captured by writing the resource availability value 

𝑣 as a function of DRF cluster and allocation policy (partition) containing this logical cluster 

as a member. Given a set of physically distributed SDN controller nodes	𝐴 = {1,2,3, … , 𝑛}, in 

CFGs any logical DRF cluster 𝑆 ⊆ 𝐴 generates a resource value 𝑣(𝑆) independent of what 

other clusters has formed. Applying partition form game (PFG) framework, the effectiveness 

of one DRF cluster may be affected by the formation of other distinct DRF cluster or coalition 

[24], [156].  A PFG generates a non-negative integer value	𝑣(𝑆; 𝐶𝑆) – the resource availability 

value, where 𝐶𝑆 is a Joint DRF policy (coalition structure) of A and logical DRF cluster	𝑆 ∈

𝐶𝑆.  

B. Homeostasis: Distributed node offloading strategy feedback  

Resource Non-monotonicity - Positive Controller-to-controller bargain externalities. For 

any mutually disjoint DRF clusters	𝐶, 𝑆, 𝑇 ⊆ 𝐴 in scheduling games for joint offloading and 

for a partition 𝜏 of	𝐴 − 𝑆 ∪ 𝑇 ∪ 𝐶. If the resource availability value 𝑣(𝑆; {𝐶 ∪ 𝑇, 𝑆} ∪ 𝜏) 	>
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		𝑣(𝑆; {𝐶, 𝑆, 𝑇} ∪ 𝜏)	, then the PFG model for the flat SDN control plane is said to have positive 

Controller-to-controller bargain externalities. 

Population Non-monotonicity - Negative Controller-to-controller bargain externalities. 

Similarly, in games for joint offloading, if resource availability value 𝑣(𝑆; {𝐶 ∪ 𝑇, 𝑆} ∪ 𝜏) 	<

		𝑣(𝑆; {𝐶, 𝑆, 𝑇} ∪ 𝜏) a PFG for the flat SDN control plane is said to have negative Controller-

to-controller bargain externalities. 

To summarise, when a merger between two DRF clusters makes the performance of other 

clusters better (worse) off, the corresponding scheduling game for joint offloading has positive 

(negative) externalities [24]. 

3.3.2 Study II: fog link scheduling scheme with bottleneck fairness  

A. CCF Model for Wireless hierarchical SDN control plane 

We apply the constrained coalition formation game [134] model to implement interference-

awareness for joint forwarding at the wireless hierarchical SDN control plane as a tuple 𝒢 =

〈𝐴, 𝐶𝑆, 𝑣〉 where: 

• DRF-based software controller agents 𝐴 = {𝑎!, … , 𝑎"} - the set of link nodes for 

monitoring and feedback using northbound and southbound interfaces. 

• 𝐶𝑆 ⊆ 	P(A)- the set of feasible gateways and low-level controller’s placement 

policies. 

• 𝑣: (∪%∈%' {𝐶} → 	ℝ) is the characteristic (or resource availability) function, which 

assigns real value(s) to every DRF cluster that appears in some feasible joint gateway 

and low-level controller’s placement policy. 

Feasibility of allocations is defined for fog gateway and low-level controller’s placement (joint) 

policy rather than individual DRF clusters. It follows that the constraint on fog gateway and 

low-level controller’s placement (joint) policy implied by 𝐶𝑆 can be reduced to constraints on 

individual DRF clusters. A forwarding game	𝒢 = 〈𝐴, 𝐶𝑆, 𝑣〉 is locally constrained if there exists 
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a set of DRF clusters 𝐶 ⊆ 2( such that	𝐶𝑆 ⊆ 	P(A)	𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝐶𝑆 ⊆ 𝐶 - we refer to the coalitions 

in	𝐶 as feasible DRF clusters.    

Representation. A fog link scheduling is interference-aware (or called valid) if a scheduled 

transmission on a link flow (channel) X → Y will not result in a collision at either node X or 

node Y (or any other bottleneck node) due to the simultaneous transmission of other links. 

Quality of service (QoS) constraints arise from joint computation offloading for IoT in Wireless 

hierarchical fog networks. For the proposed gateway and low-level controller’s optimisation 

framework, fairness constraints are introduced for interference-awareness and mapped using 

propositional or logic truth whereby Boolean variables of dynamic controller strategies 

corresponds to link nodes in A. Particularly, the set of Boolean feature constraints Β) =

{β*:	a* ∈ A}. For every router node 𝐚𝐢 there exists a logical constraint 	𝛃𝐢. Furthermore, let 

𝚽 be the feature selection formula defined over Β) for gateway and low-level controller’s 

placement (propositional) and built using the logic connectives (⋀, ⋁, ¬, ⊨).  C ⊨ Φ means 

DRF cluster C satisfies controller feature selection constraint Φ for joint gateway and low-level 

controller’s placement, if Φ  is satisfied under the ground truth assignment such that ∀β* with 

a* ∈ C to true and ∀β* with a* ∉ C to false. In addition, it can be said that a fog gateway and 

low-level controller’s placement (joint) policy or strategy profile	CS satisfies Φ : if C ⊨ Φ ∀C ∈

CS. 

B. Homeostasis: Hierarchical (link) node forwarding strategy feedback 

Fog scheduling with bottleneck fairness - The CCF-based game model can be specified by 

fairness constraints using pairwise (positive and negative) node forwarding strategy feedback: 

• Positive constraints set 𝒫 ⊆ 2( such that a conceptual DRF cluster	𝐶	satisties a 
hierarchical interference-aware constraint	𝑃 ∈ 	𝒫	, 𝒫 ⊆ 𝐶; 

• Negative constraints set 𝒩 ⊆ 2( such that 𝐶	satisties a hierarchical constraint	𝑁 ∈
	𝒩. 𝑖𝑓		𝑁	𝑖𝑠	𝑛𝑜𝑡	𝑎	𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑡	𝑜𝑓	𝐶; 

Note that negative constraints imply respective controller nodes should not work together and 

as such is handled conjunctively, that is, every cluster must satisfy negative constraints.  
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Adding DRF cluster size constraint denoted by	𝑆, a basic forwarding game 𝒢 = 〈𝐴,𝒫,𝒩, 𝑆, 𝑣〉 

can be defined as: 

Where	𝐴 = {𝑎!, … , 𝑎"}	 is the DRF agent set,	𝑣: 2( →	𝑅$ is a resource function 

on	𝐴,	𝒫	𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝒩 are sets of subsets of	𝐴 and	𝑆 ⊆ ℕ. A DRF cluster	𝐶 ⊆ 𝐴 is feasible for	𝒢 =

〈𝐴, 𝒫,𝒩, 𝑆, 𝑣〉, if: 

1. 𝑃 ⊆ 𝐶 for some 𝑃 ∈ 𝒫; 
2. ¬(𝑁 ⊆ 𝐶)𝑓𝑜𝑟	𝑎𝑙𝑙	𝑁	 ∈ 	𝒩	 
3. |𝐶| ∈ 𝑆. 

3.4 Design rationale 

A. Centralised controller  

Asset Fairness. Asset Fairness then tries to equalise the aggregate resource value allocated to 

each user. Asset Fairness computes for each user i the aggregate share  𝑥# = ∑ 𝑆#,--  where 𝑆#,- 

is the share of resource j given to user i. It then applies Max-min across users’ aggregate shares, 

i.e., it repeatedly launches tasks for the user with the minimum aggregate share. While being 

the simplest scheduling policy mechanism to provides Pareto efficiency, asset fairness violates 

several important properties: load balancing for performance Isolation, bottleneck fairness, 

and resource monotonicity.  

Dominant Resource Fairness. For every offloading user, DRF [6] computes the share of each 

resource allocated to that user in a cluster. The maximum among all shares of a user is called 

that user (FEC) application dominant share, and the resource corresponding to the dominant 

share is called the dominant resource – however, different offloading users may have different 

dominant resources. In certain situations, it may be necessary to allocate more resources to 

prioritised applications or to users that have contributed more resources to the cluster. This can 

be achieved via weighted DRF, a generalisation of both DRF (see Appendix A1) and weighted 

max-min fairness. In weighted DRF, each user application is associated a weight vector 𝑊# =

< 𝑤#,!, … , 𝑤#,. > where 𝑤#,- stands for the weight of user applications for resource j. The 
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limitation of DRF is that it provides no mechanism to guarantee resource monotonicity and it 

is not easily scalable to distributed application architectures. 

B. Decentralised controller (Multi-agent) learning 

Microeconomic theory (Competitive Equilibrium Equal Incomes - CEEI). GT was first 

discussed by J. von Neumann and O. Morgenstern in which they developed different methods 

for finding solutions to two-person zero-sum games. Each player in non-cooperative games 

takes actions and the result of the game is described by the action taken by each player as well 

as the value that each player achieves. Wherein cooperative games take into consideration the 

set of joint actions that any group of players can choose, and reward depends on the group 

formed and the joint action taken by them and refer to coalitions. While CEEI policy guarantees 

load balancing for performance isolation, envy-free and Pareto efficiency, it turns out that 

Nash bargaining solution is not group strategy (or fault) proof. Intuitively, this is because CEEI 

policy assumes a perfectly competitive market that achieves market clearance, i.e., matching 

of supply and demand and allocation of all the available resources. This policy can lead to 

giving much higher shares to user applications that use more of a less-contended resource to 

fully utilise that resource. Thus, a user application can claim more of some underutilised 

resource to increase overall share of resources to itself.  

Justification of Research methods. Dominant resource fairness (DRF) guarantees load 

balancing and strategy proofness however, it is a centralised scheme – not easily scalable to 

distributed application environments. Nash Bargaining (or CEEI) policies for the distributed 

problem satisfies several fairness characteristics e.g., sharing incentive and Pareto-optimality. 

However, group strategy proofness, an important property for FEC Data centres is not satisfied 

which may lead to scheduler manipulation (or byzantine faults).  

Software cybernetics (and homeostasis) to design Incentive compatible mechanisms. In 

his seminal work in the field, Wiener [157]  described cybernetics as the study of control and 

communication in animals and machines. Cybernetics [157] lays a strong emphasis in the role 

of positive and/or negative feedback mechanisms. It is transdisciplinary and relevant to 

mechanical, physical, biological, cognitive, and social systems. Although many aspects of 
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resource allocation games for joint offloading in edge and fog computing have been studied, 

however, the MARL methodology for multi-controller rejuvenation combines centralised DRF 

scheduling policy control with positive and negative node offloading strategy feedback related 

to homeostasis. The application of MARL to provide scalability and robustness in one study 

distinguishes this research from the other work. 

3.5 Rejuvenation of decentralised controller placement 

We propose to model hybrid monotonic scheduling schemes for priority-based joint offloading 

as stochastic games with cybernetic and homeostasis principles of feedback (i.e., positive, and 

negative) to address fault-tolerance and scalability for the physically distributed flat and 

hierarchical SDN control plane. The novel self-adaptive architecture for rejuvenation of 

decentralised controller deployment adopts MARL implemented as logically centralised 

scheduling policy control mechanism and applying physically distributed node 

offloading/forwarding strategy feedback.  The closed loop policy control signal from the 

centralised SDN controller for decentralised controller reconfiguration is highly dependent on 

homeostasis or node offloading strategy (positive or/and negative) feedback from FEC 

environment.   

3.5.1 Study I: Monotonic scheduling policy mechanism 

In the first study, we propose to design Integer Partition-Dominant Resource Fairness (IP-DRF) 

scheduling scheme for priority-based joint offloading to rejuvenate decentralised controller 

deployment at the flat SDN control plane of the federated edge. The design of the IP-DRF 

scheme considers: 1) a hybrid scheduling policy mechanism design comprising a logically 

centralised policy control mechanism with distributed node offloading strategy feedback 2) 

group strategy-proofness and monotonic scheduling for joint offloading: population and 

resource.  

Fault tolerant lexicographic multi-objective optimisation. IP-DRF generalises the Integer 

partition algorithm [158], [133] by applying lexicographic ordering method to guarantee group 
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strategy proofness and performance isolation via SBPO. In addition, IP-DRF allocation policy 

generalises DRF [6]  and DRFH [85] to distributed cloud data centre environments as well as 

satisfying resource monotonicity (mitigation of free riding behaviour) by nullifying incentives 

that increase non-excludable resources thereby avoiding degradation.  

3.5.2 Study II: Fog bottleneck scheduling policy mechanism  

Dfog-DRF  is our proposal to provide a decentralised fog controller deployment that 

generalises weighted DRF [6] or Max-min fair allocation [159], [160] to address bottleneck 

fairness in distributed fog micro data centres under wireless QoS constraints.   

Fast constraint-based optimisation. In contrast to previous work [161], [107], [118], [119],  

we consider proactive rejuvenation of decentralised controller deployment (i.e. both centralised 

and distributed properties) applying node offloading strategy feedback to optimise cross-layer 

throughput in fog gateway and low-level controller’s placement. However, run-time 

optimisation plays a central/important role in the optimisation of fog networks. The time 

available for executing the algorithm is severely restricted and as such, optimisation algorithms 

need to be fast/quick as well as uphold important fairness attributes [162]. 

Throughput-awareness using lexicographic multi-objective optimisation. To reduce the 

problem complexity from QoS constraint dimensionality, the proposed game-based 

methodology applies a divide and conquer method [134]  to enable structured (recursive) search 

through ordered (sorted) DRF cluster lists. Finally, optimisation of fog gateway and low-level 

controller’s placement (joint) policy using lexicographic ordering method is applied to 

guarantee throughput awareness as well as group strategy proof and Pareto-optimality for the 

scheduling problem. 

3.6 Critical appraisal 

In joint action learning methodology, the product space of the set of SDN environment states 

and action sets of the different controller agents influences controller learning. The main 

drawback of such approach is the large state-action spaces when the number of controllers, 
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SDN environment states, and actions of controllers increase. Furthermore, a shared joint action 

space approach for multi-controller learning is not always applicable. Particularly, in SDN 

environments with incomplete information where it may not be possible to fully observe the 

offloading strategies or actions other controllers take.  

A. Large state-action spaces 

Centralised policy control framework - Decrease and conquer approach. The IP control 

algorithm proposed in [13], [133] applies an integer partition representation of the search space 

that groups resource structures into subspaces based on the sizes they contain. Using this 

representation, it is possible to establish bounds (upper and lower) on the outcome 

(performance) of the best resource structure in every subspace 𝑃𝐼𝐴 of 𝐼 ∈ 𝐼𝑛 through search. 

More precisely, let 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑠 and 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑠 be the maximum and average outcomes of DRF coalitions 

of size 𝑠 (𝑠 ≤ 𝑛). For all Integer partitions 𝐼 ∈ 𝐼𝑛, it is possible to compute the weighted upper 

bound 𝑈𝐵𝐼 = ∑𝑠∈𝐼 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑠 and lower bound 𝐿𝐵𝐼 = ∑𝑠∈𝐼 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑠 respectively. These bounds are then 

used to guarantee worst case scenarios on the quality of the best resource allocation structure 

found so far and to prune unpromising subspaces.  For the remaining subspaces, these are 

explored sequentially until a value is found that is greater than the upper bound of other 

subspaces; at this point, the algorithm abandons searching such subspaces.  The methodology 

proceeds by performing partial search to establish bound on the optimal resource structure in 

Inter-edge s by observing the maximum (best) outcome of each resource coalition 𝐶 in some 

coalition structure. 

Centralised policy control framework - Divide and conquer approach. The rejuvenation 

of decentralised controller deployment for fog gateway and low-level controller’s placement 

makes use of a divide and conquer (D&C) transformation process that helps to avoid the costly 

possibility of going through every possible DRF cluster formed applying distributed node 

offloading strategy feedback. This works by splitting the set of feasible clusters into ordered 

lists. Essentially, the MARL algorithm fills the lists and computes the upper bound of the list 

from the values of clusters in every list. It builds the feasible fog gateway and low-level 

controller’s placement (joint) policy by adding clusters in sequence. To fasten the exploration 
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for optimal gateway and low-level controller’s placement, the methodology applies branch and 

bound technique to determine the throughput bounds of exploring a set of policies or structures.  

B. Incomplete information 

A standard classification criterion for multi-agent learning (MAL) is a controller (learning) 

agent’s degree of knowledge of the other controllers in the distributed SDN control plane and 

their learning processes.  The classification results in characterisations of the distributed SDN 

environment that range from fully unaware to fully aware.  Whereas overall stability (learning 

goal) may be achievable with very little or no awareness of the other controllers’ behavior, the 

behavioural adaptation of the SDN control plane may only be achievable with high or full 

awareness.  

3.7 Policy optimisation 

Complexity versus Accuracy. In contrast to dynamic programming, the solution quality to the 

coalition structure generation (CSG) problem improves monotonically with computational 

time when applying the anytime algorithm [129]. Also, being anytime makes the algorithm 

strong or robust against failure. The anytime algorithm can further be classified as approximate 

and exact methods. 

3.7.1  Approximate method 

This class of Algorithms provide “good” solutions to the coalition structure generation problem 

and have the added advantages of being relatively fast in comparison to other algorithms. This 

main advantage of this class of algorithms is its ability to scale up with the number of agents 

and return solutions anytime. Sen and Dutta [163] applied genetic algorithms to the coalition 

structure generation problem. Their algorithm begins with an initial set of candidate solutions 

(e.g., a set of coalition structures) and then gradually evolves towards better solutions. The 

algorithm does not provide a guarantee on finding optimal solutions nor do they provide 

worst-case bounds on the quality of the solution they provide. Shehory and Kraus [164] also 
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developed an algorithm that belongs to this class. Their algorithm operates in greedy and a 

decentralised manner. The search method proposed include adding constraints on the size of 

feasible coalitions. The solutions provided by Shehory and Kraus [164] algorithm is guaranteed 

to be within a bound from the optimal but is not guaranteed to find an optimal solution.    

3.7.2 Exact method 

Anytime exact algorithms on the other hand, are guaranteed to find the optimal coalition 

structure. A generalised approach to the CSG problem is described broadly as a search in an 

undirected graph (see Figure3-3) called the coalition structure generation graph [165]. An 

alternate representation of the CSG graph is the integer partition (IP) graph [133]; it is based 

upon the integer partition of a positive integer, which equals the aggregate number of 

autonomic nodes in the Inter-edge computing environment. This research would focus on 

developing mechanisms using anytime algorithms/dynamic programming (DP) to solve the 

coalition structure generation problems for priority-based joint offloading/forwarding at the 

distributed SDN control plane. 

 

 

Figure 3-3  CSG graph - DRF cluster mergers & splits (with IP-based subspaces) 
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3.8 Summary 

This chapter describes from reverse game theory and software cybernetic perspective, novel 

hybrid schemes used to solve priority scheduling or coalition structure generation (CSG) 

problems (i.e., monotonic scheduling and bottleneck fairness) for joint offloading/forwarding 

at the federated edge and wireless hierarchical fog networks. The proposed centralised policy 

mechanisms rely on cybernetic and homeostatic principles of positive or/and negative 

distributed node offloading strategy feedback to adapt the physically distributed SDN control 

plane of FEC. 

ü First, we discuss alternative mechanisms for priority scheduling of joint offloads – 

Asset fairness and CEEI.  

ü Theoretic principles of games (stochastic) are applied to design direct policy search 

mechanisms that enable multiple autonomic controllers in cooperation or 

competition to achieve common goals or overcome conflicting objectives. 

ü FEC environment is typically characterised by resource sharing through 

interworking (cooperation) and competition between multiple controllers (nodes). 

ü The exact approach to CSG problems is adopted for control design of priority 

scheduling and allocation using specialised classes of coalition games namely games 

in partition form and constrained coalition formation. 

ü The proposed fair resource allocation mechanisms focus on joint DRF policy control 

via application of a MARL methodology based on ‘trial and error’. 
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Chapter 4 Monotonic scheduling scheme for joint 

offloading at the federated edge 

• This chapter proposes IP-DRF scheme, an incentive compatible mechanism design 

(self-adaptive) for monotonic and maximum throughput scheduling of multi-resources 

and multitask IoT applications applying distributed node offloading strategy feedback. 

• The flat and physically distributed control plane scheme addresses behavioural 

complexity of controller or data centre agents in priority-based joint offloading 

(multitask & multi-resource) via a generalisation of the integer partition (IP) control 

algorithm to provide SBPO. 

• The IP-DRF, a hybrid scheduling scheme for priority-based joint offloading is designed 

to be robust against “ageing” or population and resource non-monotonicity due to 

network externalities. The hybrid scheduling scheme (IP-DRF) is an application of 

MARL (with adversaries) to ensure demographic parity and satisfy several desirable 

qualities as compared to asset fair and Nash bargaining allocation policies.  
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4.1  Background  

Fair allocation policies for priority-based joint offloading. Multi-objective integer 

programming (centralised) model for asset fair policy is the simplest and ensures Pareto-

efficiency [166]; however, the asset fair policy does not guarantee load balancing or sharing 

incentive and resource monotonicity [6]  properties and the model also suffers from dimension 

complexity. Despite the amount of research on intelligent Inter-edge resource scheduling and 

allocation, most fair policies primarily focus on strategic games in non-cooperative form, the 

distributed methodology for the bargaining problem. Competitive equilibrium effort incomes 

(CEEI) or Nash bargaining allocation policy in the federated edge architecture with market 

failures is not robust as it violates population and resource monotonicity. For free or 

competitive markets, it is uncertain whether controller agents applying only marginal 

integrative value for the offloading users under consideration will move the entire platform 

closer to the Pareto optimum (PO), unless the optimum conditions are met in the rest of the 

economic system [23], [167]. In general, the latter will not be the case; Nash bargaining policies 

[6] violate incentive compatibility or group strategy proofness. In addition, CEEI [6] policy 

may not necessarily be Pareto-optimal in the case of Inter-edge resource allocation mechanisms 

seeking to correct for competitive controller-to-controller bargain externalities at the federated 

edge.   

Decentralised control. Multitask offloading at the federated edge such that no user is better 

off if resources are equally partitioned among them is a critical yet unaddressed challenge. The 

problem implies a reliable and efficient allocation of the federated edge, while maintaining 

synchronisation between administrative data centre or singleton controller agents. The platform 

orchestrator for edge offloading can adopt DRF [6], a centralised structure for governance as 

depicted in Figure3-1. However, the control operations for coordinating the internal control 

process of individual/administrative ECs for muti-task offloading is distributed. Therefore, 

weighted max-min fairness or DRF needs to be applicable to distributed EC environments for 

muti-task offloading at the federated edge. The following properties guide the generalisation 

of DRF scheduling for Federated edge resources:  sharing incentive, group strategy proof, 
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envy-free (embodies the notion of fairness) and Pareto-efficiency as well as population and 

resource monotonicity.   

4.2 Reference architecture  

The subsection presents the architecture for priority-based joint offloading at the federated edge 

with two distinct users: administrative data centres or EC s and consumers with distributed 

multitask applications. 

Interactions at the Federated edge. For competitive equilibrium, economic encounters (win-

win or integrative strategies) between data centre agents can be modelled as a coalition game. 

At the federated edge, the incentive compatible mechanism is behaviourally complex – parallel 

win-win and win-lose or distributive bargain strategies to handle IoT task bids for co-

offloading. Socio-economic interaction (win-win versus win-lose bargaining) among controller 

agents for muti-task offloading is modelled as coalition games with externalities. 

4.2.1 Physically distributed SDN architecture 

Definition 4.1. Multi-sided Platform (and edge offloading nodes). For the provider side of 

the two-sided market, datacentre agent set	ℂ represents a set of administrative 

infrastructure/data centre agents	ℂ = {C!, C/, … , C0}.  For the offloading consumer side, the set 

𝔹 = {B!, B/, … , B0} comprises consumer (offloading) agents	B*, as market coordinator for 

native IoT task computation offloading.  

Offloading bids for IoT. Task group list 𝛩	𝔹 = {𝜃3! , 𝜃3" , … , 𝜃3#}. Each task offloading bid 

𝜃-	 ∈ 	𝜃3!$ is associated with a task length, number of processing elements (PEs).  

Edge resources and resource provisioning. Infrastructure (EC) Host list is defined as Ηℂ =

{𝐻!, 𝐻/, … , 𝐻"}. Each Virtual host list corresponds to physical machines 𝐻# =

{ℎ#!, ℎ#/, … , ℎ#5}. Each host (physical) machine ℎ#5 ∈ 𝐻# is associated with compute capacity 

𝑐𝑎𝑝(ℎ#5) ∈ ℝ6and a compute speed 𝑆𝑝(ℎ#5) ∈ ℝ6. The data centre agent C* uses production 
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(or capacity allocation) function ℱ#�𝜃3$� to map consumer bids for joint offloading in 

administratively controlled physical machine set 𝐻#. 

Multi-controller SDN. The Multi-controller (horizontal or flat) platform ecosystem, E =

{ρ!, ρ/, … , ρ0}, where each conceptual node ρ7, denotes a parallel market maker and the 

platform (or broker) node maps the two sides of the federated edge and where  ρ*: B* ↠ C*. 

Assume each edge broker agent acts as a functional mapping (isolated task workflow) 

equivalent to DRF scheduling for individual task offloads represented as cloudlet instances 

[168]. 

Definition 4.2. logically distributed DRF clusters - Using set notation, the set of all possible 

singleton DRF-based [6] nodes and integrative strategies for main (broker) and secondary 

controller’s placement or DRFH [85] clusters or coalitions for multitask offloading denoted ς� 

can be expressed as, 

 ς� = {ς	|	ς ⊆ E, ς ≠ ∅}           (1) 

For simplicity’s sake, we can rewrite ς	�as	ς� = P(E) − {∅}. More specifically, 

|ς�| = |P(E)| − |{∅}| = 20 − 1                   (2) 

Let ς�8denote all the possible integrative bargain strategies for broker and secondary controller’s 

placement made up of r nodes. It follows that the number of DRF clusters in	ς�8 can be 

characterised as the binomial coefficient (or combination) of n and	r computed as, 

|	ς�8| = �08�                       (3) 

Definition 4.3. The joint DRF allocation policy (of East-West interface).  An exhaustive 

partition (a strategy vector) of	E comprising mutually isolated DRF clusters for muti-task 

offloading at the federated edge is referred to as Joint DRF policy or more simply, a policy 

denoted as Π and given by, 

𝚷 = �𝛓𝟏, 𝛓𝟐, … , 𝛓|𝚷|�	, 𝟏 ≤ |𝚷| ≤ 𝐧         (4) 
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In addition to the non-empty subset constraint for constituting DRF clusters, a policy	Π in the 

federated edge satisfy the following simple rules: 

⋃ ς= = E|>|
=?! , ∀ς= ∈ Π  

(ii)ς@ ∩	ςA = ∅, p, q ∈ {1,2, … , |Π|}, p ≠ q, ∀	ς@, ςA ∈ Π. 

Let ΠB denote the set of all Joint DRF policies and the set of policies containing exactly m 

DRF clusters or coalitions be	ΠCB . Thus, the number of possible policies is computed as 

the	nDEbell number thus, 

|ΠB| = ∑ |ΠCB |0
C?!            (5) 

Where |ΠCB | is evaluated as, 

	|ΠCB | = (1 m!)∑ (−1)F�CF �
CG!
F?H⁄ (m − k)0                    (6) 

Table 4-1 shows for n edge processing nodes exponential growth of the (total) number of 

possible clusters and feasible Joint DRF policies.  

Definition 4.4. Inter-edge coalition games (ICG) for co-offloading at the SDN-based 

federated edge – Stated mathematically, ICG = (𝐄, Γ), where E denotes the controller set in the 

ICG and Γ is a scalarised or weighted function, called the (characteristic) QoS value of the 

game, and defined on any feasible Joint DRF policy Π.  

 

Table 4-1: Exponential number of possible DRF clusters and feasible joint DRF policies 

 

𝒏 1 3 5 7 11 

|𝛓$| 1 7 31 127 2047 

|𝚷𝑬| 1 5 52 877 678570 
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Integrative EC bargaining. Let ς"/I8I0 represent all possible Inter-edge coalitions 

implemented as DRF or DRFH [85] clusters for joint multitask offloading. It can be deduced 

that|ς"/I8I0| = ∑ |	ς'8|0
8?/ , and since|ς"| = ∑ |	ς'8|0

8?! , this implies using eq. (2) and (3) 

that,|ς"/I8I0| = |ς"| − |	ς'!| = |ς"| − )0!* = |ς"| − n therefore, 

|ς"/I8I0| = 20 − n − 1          (7) 

Distributive EC bargaining. In ICGs (win-win or integrative strategies), any DRF cluster 𝜍 ⊆

𝐸 generates a socio-economic value γ(𝜍) independent of any zero-sum strategies played. 

However, in a more realistic settings, the competitive marketplace, concurrent Integrative and 

distributive (non-zero-sum and zero-sum) strategies for allocation of federated edge resources 

implies (zero-sum) bargain value externalities; a divergence between private and social welfare 

in joint multitask offloading leads to platform failure.  Zero-sum bargain value externalities 

[24], [169] from cross-side effects of integrative strategies at the federated edge are captured 

by writing the resource availability or socio-economic value	𝛾(𝜍; Π), where Π is the policy or 

strategy profile from E and DRF cluster	𝜍 ∈ Π.  

4.2.2  Fault-prone SDN control plane  

Integrative bargain strategies for broker and secondary controller’s placement can cause cross-

side effects or externalities that lead to inefficient allocation for the offloading user application 

due to parallel distributive EC bargain strategy. Dynamics in the incentive compatible 

mechanism is monitored from two perspectives: (1) Population monotonicity – from EC 

(Infrastructure) providers to offloading consumers and (2) Resource monotonicity – from 

offloading user to EC providers. We analyse complex fairness characteristics for multitask 

offloading that arise from negative and positive same-side network effects [153], [170] as 

depicted in Figure 4-1. 

Ageing of distributed SDN architecture – multitask offloading, EC data centres and multiple 

resource types. Consider a multi-sided platform for edge offloading described as an ICG 

comprising four (n = 4) data centre agents for C1, C2, and C3, C4 and four offloading consumer 
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agents: B1, B2, B3 and B4. Each platform agent is matchmaker and monitors offloading 

consumers request for virtual resources in data centre hosts (𝑖 ≤ 4), platform monitoring agent 

ρ*.  Let consumer bids for IoT offloading at the federated edge be of at least two cloudlets [171] 

or container-based) requirement classes: video stream processing applications ΘℬKL  

(bandwidth-intensive) and interactive offloads like health monitoring or intelligent 

transportation  ΘMKN. Multiple resources (containers/VMs) are critical to satisfy QoS objectives 

of low response times: Interactive for example, health monitoring or ITS applications ΘMKN 

require medium containers that require, for example, six vCPUs, 2GB of memory, 2,000 Mbps 

bandwidth and 60 GB of storage. bandwidth-intensive offloading application (video 

processing) ΘℬKL that require large containers comprising of eight vCPUs, 4 GB of memory, 

8,000 Mbps bandwidth and 100 GB of storage.  

Administrative data centre (EC) agents C1, C2, C3 have limited host infrastructure capacity (in 

MIPs/bandwidth) for medium VMs and large VMs and data centre agents C4 only provisions 

 
Figure 4-1: Network effects in multi-sided platform for edge offloading: Two-sided markets 
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large VMs for video stream processing and no medium VMs. In addition, assume the 

marketplace is a time-shared resource provisioning scheme.  

Incentive compatibility issue I: Negative Controller-to-controller bargain externalities in the 

transaction platform – Governing the congestion problem in EC negotiation for multitask 

offloading at the SDN-based federated edge architecture as shown in Figure4-2.   

Example 4.1. Population non-monotonicity from concurrent short and long-term Data centre 

(DC) host failures. Assume at some instance	𝑡 in platform evolution, data centre agents C2 

implements reliability via distributive bargain strategy for excess resource capacity from 

competitors due to temporary (short-term) physical host outages for bids ΘO%Pof consumer agent 

B2. Whereas data centre agents C1 has ‘just enough’ compute capacity 𝑐𝑎𝑝(ℎ!5) , data centre 

agents C4 is largely underutilised for large containers or VMs considering consumer bids at B1 

and B4 respectively. Fewer bids are submitted at offloading consumer agent B3 and data centre 

agents C3 can play host to container-based (or VM) migration workload based on zero-sum 

bargain strategies to address short-term under-provisioning mistakes. Concurrently, resource 

outages due to disasters [71],  e.g. floods can cause available physical host machines 𝐻!QG! =

⋃ ℎ!,RR  to diminish to 𝐻!Q = ⋃ ℎ!,SS   where ‖𝐽‖ ≪ ‖𝐾‖ and result in a  major decline in its 

production function ℱ!Q(Θℬ%T , ΘO%P) and subsequently excessive demand in large VMs  for video 

surveillance applications at offloading consumer agent B1.  
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Negative distributive bargaining of data centre (EC) agents. Geographic proximity allows 

the presence of distributed bargain (for VM migration) strategies between data centre agents 

C3 and C2 to correct short term infrastructure unavailability.  however, in the non-zero-sum 

bargaining game (i.e., ICG), C3 can adopt integrative strategy or main (broker) and secondary 

controller’s placement and merge in a win-win agreement with resource-deficient provider 

agent C1.  Inter-edge (or DRFH cluster) cluster	ς!U denoted by (ρ! ∘ ρU)	 satisfying SLOs for 

task offloading of bandwidth-intensive application Θℬ%T constitutes a subgame Nash 

equilibrium. However, the subgame perfect NE policy may not be Pareto-efficient, this is 

because integrative EC strategies to form DRF clusters portends cross-side controller-to-

controller bargain externalities (or socio-economic 𝛾 value loss) in DRF cluster 𝜍/. Essentially, 

some offloading consumers in logical DRF cluster 𝜍/ can suffer increased SLO violation for 

Figure 4-2: IP-DRF (monotonic) scheme for rejuvenation of flat SDN control plane 
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interactive applications ΘO%P. For the priority scheduling of multitask offloading, the proposed 

allocation scheme considers negative distributive EC bargain externalities to mitigate platform 

failure. 

Incentive compatibility issue II:  Mitigating the free riding problem from distributive EC 

bargaining in multitask offloading at the federated platform (innovative) edge.  

Example 4.2.  Resource non-monotonicity from non-excludable resources increase the free 

riding incentive. A process for the provisioning of edge services proceeds as follows: first, each 

offloading user application submits a bid 𝜑 for resources. Then, the edge infrastructure 

provider maps the vector of bids 𝜑 into provisioned resources ℱ(𝜑) and a payment the 𝑝#for 

each multitask offloading user (application) i, we say ℱ the production function and the 𝑝#(𝜑) 

the payment function. Assume, the production and payment functions are known in advance. 

Specifying the space of application bids, the production and payment specify the negotiation 

process.  Free riders in the (distributed) singleton DRF clusters of the platform create problems 

for allocation of resources particularly when their actions fail to communicate signals to the 

allocator of resources (i.e., data centre agents).  In platforms that support innovative service 

marketplaces for cross-platform capabilities e.g., multitask offloading in video stream 

processing, long-term integrative strategies can increase non-excludable resources (i.e., 

containers or VMs) e.g., health or ITS applications – hence, promoting the free riding incentive.  

Positive distributive EC bargaining.  Assume the incentive for free riding (see Figure 4-2) 

at consumer agent B4 is non-excludable resources that exist because of known positive 

distributive EC bargain externalities of C4. Data centre agents C3 has enough capacity for large 

containers or VMs handling bandwidth-intensive applications as well as play host to container 

(or VM) migration of non-excludable resources (medium VMs or containers) from positive 

zero-sum bargaining of data centre agents C4. Moreover, in environments whereby integrative 

or win-win strategies of data centre agent C3 in the ICG can only lead to socio-economic value 

𝛾	gain (an increase in non-excludable resources) for third-party offloads at consumer agent B4 

– this only increases the incentive to free ride. Uncontrolled integrative EC strategies in the 

innovative platform leads to free riding or cross-side negative network effects that result in 
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market failure (underproduction) or increased SLO failures. The CEEI policy may not satisfy 

QoS unless the cross-side network effect or incentive leading to free riding in the resource non-

monotonic environment from positive distributive bargaining of C4 is internalised or nullified. 

One way to internalise the incentive for free riding in the federated edge is to implement 

integrative strategies or DRF clusters.  

4.3 System model 

4.3.1 Monotonic scheduling games for Joint offloading  

A. Markovian model.  

Extending the framework from chapter 3, the multi-objective optimisation framework to 

analyse priority scheduling for joint offloads in the intelligent multi-sided platform or flat 

architecture is defined as a 5-tuple Multi-agent markov decision problem 

MDP	(𝑮(ΠB, 𝝃), 𝕋, 𝑸±, 𝜼, 𝚪).  

Briefly, 𝑮(ΠB, 𝝃) represents the space of Joint DRF policies in the federated edge environment,  

𝕋 is discrete time; 𝑸± is a set of federated edge with failure states, that is, ICGs with either 

strictly positive or negative controller-to-controller distributive bargain externalities. 𝑞H is the 

initial state; and   𝜂 is a transition function mapping to the next federated edge environment 

state of resource functions. 

𝑮(ΠB, 𝝃), the bargaining space for multitask offloading is represented as a graph. Particularly, 

we say, 𝐺 is the scheduling policy graph, and 	ΠB, is the set of vertices or Joint DRF policy 

subspaces of 𝐺, each comprising at least one policy. The set 𝜉 of edges in 𝐺 represent mergers 

and splits of DRF clusters - the existence of Integrative and possible distributive EC bargain 

strategy. The search cost metric that simply computes the cost of searching a logically 

distributed policy subspace	ΠB in 𝐺, equal to the aggregate number of policies in the policy 

subspace	ΠB. 
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The discrete time 𝕋 = (𝑻, 𝚺, 𝚼, <) is a dimensionless measured space with strict total 

ordering.	𝑇 is a set of time periods with at least one element 𝜅H, that is, 𝜅H ∈ 𝑇.  𝑇 can be 

viewed as a set of abstract time steps	𝑇 = {𝜅H, 𝜅!, 𝜅/, … }.	Σ is defined as	𝜎-Algebra over time-

period	𝑇	or more simply as a non-empty set of subsets of	𝑇	closed under union and complement 

with respect to 𝑇. Υ is the measure of peak offload bids for the real-time IoT application in 𝑇. 

For example, let 𝑡! ∈ Σ then Υ(𝑡!) = ∂. We define	∂ as the peak number of application instance 

bids. The ‘less than’ (<) operator represents a strict total order on 𝑇.       

B. Homeostatic regulation for monotonicity 

The set of federated edge or ICG environment (feedback) states with resource and population 

non-monotonicity 	𝑸± = {𝒒𝟎, 𝒒𝟏, 𝒒𝟐, … } where 𝑞H is the initial state and the max-min fairness 

problem for each feasible state 𝑞- in 𝑸± corresponds to finding the best response Joint DRF 

policy in the set ΠX-Y ≡ 𝑮. Let ΠX- represent the allocation policy such that ΠX- ∈ ΠX-Yand 

Γ(ΠX-) is the weighted sum (QoS value) of the Joint DRF policy or strategy profile ΠX-. 

 The State transition function	𝜼: 𝑻 → 𝑸± maps a specific time to specific federated edge 

environment states (with market failure) –population or resource non-monotonicity. 

Definition 4.5: Inter-edge coalition games (ICGs) with positive and negative controller-

to-controller bargain externalities – DRF agents undergo monitoring of edge-data centre 

agents simultaneously adopting both Integrative and distributive negotiation in Inter-edge 

resource allocation for reliable co-offloading.  The states 𝑸6 is modelled as ICGs having 

strictly positive (possibly weak) bargain externalities if for any mutually disjoint integrative 

coalitions ς!, ς/, ςU ⊆ E and for a partition Ξ	of	𝐄 − {ς/ ∪ ςU ∪ ς!}, we have, γ(ς/; {ς! ∪

ςU, ς/} ∪ Ξ) 	≥ 		γ(ς/; {ς!, ς/, ςU} ∪ Ξ).		Similarly, states 𝑸G is modelled as an ICG having 

strictly negative (maybe weak) EC  bargain externalities if the resource availability or socio-

economic value γ(ς/; {ς! ∪ ςU, ς/} ∪ Ξ) 	≤ 		γ(ς/; {ς!, ς/, ςU} ∪ Ξ). In simple terms, an ICG has 

positive (negative) zero-sum bargain externalities if a merger (integrative EC strategies) 

between two DRF clusters makes the resource availability for some third-party consumer tasks 

in other logical cluster better (worse) off.  Socio-economic (or resource availability) value 	γ to 
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determine the QoS value	Γ has two dimensions: a non-zero-sum bargain value and zero-sum 

bargain value.  

Socio-economic value γ. The QoS 

value is evaluated as the rate of success 

(in resource allocation) satisfying strict 

constraints (latency) for consumer 

offloading - providing performance 

isolation for IoT application instances. 

Performance related to QoS in SLO 

contracts for IoT applications is 

considered the most critical objective in 

offloading at the edge.  

Non-Zero-Sum bargain value. For 

any distributed DRF coalition	ς in 

policy Π (ς ∈ Π) at discrete time	t, this non-zero-sum bargain (integrative) value is 

denoted	γ!,Π\ς]. 

Evaluating Controller-to-controller distributive bargain externalities (Negative & 

Positive). Because a DRF cluster	ς can co-exist (in parallel) with other clusters in a Joint DRF 

policy, suppose	ςo denotes the set of other DRF clusters, e.g., ςo = Π − ς. We denote by eD,_̂ as 

the zero-sum bargain externalities acting upon the QoS value of	ς by	ςq	in time t	(see Figure 4-

3).  Let 	γ!,Ψ(ς) be the non-zero-sum bargain value for embedded DRF-based coalition	ς in some 

other policy	Ψ, and	Π ≠ Ψ. Now, if for any two DRF coalitions	x, y ∈ Π, let	x ∪ y	 ∈ Ψ, where 

{x, y} ∩ ς = ∅	and	{x, y} ∩ ςo ≠ ∅.  Controller-to-controller bargain externalities if any can now 

be determined by observing the divergence in ‘bargain value’ or resource availability for DRF-

based coalition	ς in policies Π and	Ψ.  Externalities acting upon the resource availability (or 

QoS) value of embedded DRF cluster	ς  is computed as,  

eD,_̂ 	= 		 	γt,c(ς) − 	γt,>(ς)              (8) 

 

Figure 4-3: Controller-to-controller distributive bargain externality 

(+Ve/-Ve or 0) for third-party offloads. 
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Socio-economic (QoS) loss (likewise socio-economic gain) are said to occur when zeD,_̂ 	z <

(>)0 – the resource availability for applications that is lost (or gained). The sum of non-zero-

sum bargain value and (external) zero-sum bargain externalities yield the socio-economic 

interaction value for any logical DRF cluster	ς. 

	γ!\ς,Π] = 	γ!,Π\ς] ± et,ς$ 	           (9) 

Fault-tolerant control using lexicographic multi-objective optimisation. A primary 

characteristic of pareto optimisation for multi-criteria optimisation (MCO) problems is the need 

for a decision maker’s intervention in the optimisation process. The resource allocation 

problem for co-offloading implies maximising resource availability (𝑓!) to guarantee latency 

requirements in SLOs as well as reducing cost of processing tasks (𝑓/). Therefore, we propose 

the a priori Multi-Criteria Optimisation (MCO) method called lexicographic method [172], 

[43] which assumes that objectives can be arranged in a hierarchy of preference or importance. 

The initial step in this method is to categorise the objective functions into different levels based 

on their importance. The highest level is the most important whilst the lowest level is the least 

important. Due to its simplicity and effectiveness, the conventional approach for dealing with 

the MCO aspect of the problem is to use the scalarisation approach, in which multiple objective 

functions are combined to a single objective function.  Thus, we apply a common scalarisation 

approach known as the weighted sum method. Accordingly, we describe the bi-objective 

maximisation problem for QoS control such that the latency 𝑓! is the highest priority or 

objective whereas the cost 𝑓/ is the least priority. Precisely, let	𝑓! and	𝑓/ denote the objectives 

with the highest and least importance respectively. 

Joint DRF policy (or Strategy profile) payoff. The multi-objective (scalarised) value or QoS 

value for any policy	Π	denoted	ΓD(Π), is computed as the weighted sum of QoS metrics for 

offloading policy configuration 𝔈> i.e., for all embedded DRF clusters	ς in Π,  

ΓD(Π) = ∑ 𝛼𝑖 .
𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑓

𝑖
	(𝔈Π)                    (10) 

∑ 𝛼# = 1.
#?!   and  𝑓 = (𝑓!, 𝑓/, … , 𝑓.), where 𝑓# is the numerical approximation of the ith 

objective from 𝑚. The joint DRF payoff is defined in order of priority by: (1) the latency of 
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IoT offloading consumers and (2) the cost of processing in EC providers. Socio-economic 

interactions 𝔈> = {𝔈gh
>, 𝔈'igh

>} comprises: (1) only win-win or Main (broker) and 

secondary controller’s placement value in joint policy configuration 𝔈gh
> = ∑ γD	(ς)^∈>  as it 

is assumed zeD,_̂ 	z 	→ 0  (2) Main and secondary controller’s value and win-lose or distributive 

bargain externalities in joint policy configuration setting 𝔈'igh
> = ∑ γD	(ς, Π)^∈>  from 

definitions 4.4 & 4.5 to model the two different classes of ICGs at the edge. The distributed 

Joint DRF policy (or strategy profile) payoff 𝚷∗ is computed as 𝚷∗ ← 𝒎𝒂𝒙𝚷∈𝑮𝒏(ΓD(Π)). 

Distributed calculation of Socio-economic or resource availability value(s). The core idea 

of the distributed coalition value calculation (DCVC) [173] is to represent the space of all 

feasible DRF clusters for co-offloading in the form of structured lists to support the efficient 

distribution of the utility calculation among controller agents and virtually no redundant 

calculations are performed. Given these core definitions/descriptions of the co-optimisation 

model, we show, in section 4.4, how this background is applied to develop the fast Second-

best Pareto-optimal (IP-DRF) policies.  

4.3.2 The joint DRF policy space 

The proposed joint policy [149] control approach to govern node strategies adopts a gradient-

based method for representation of the policy space ΠBcalled the Integer partition (IP) [13], 

[45], [133], [158], [174] graph.  

Joint policy search spaces. The set of all possible Joint DRF policies, 	ΠB	in the federated 

market is grouped into subspaces, each of which is represented by an integer partition of	n, 

the number of edge nodes in	E. To describe this further, an integer partition of 	n consists of 

integer parts, the sum of which equals	n.  
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Joint policy search based on graph representation. In the IP graph representation for joint 

policy space, every vertex in the graph represents a policy subspace that comprises joint DRF 

policies (also called policies), nodes are categorised into	n	levels (partition spaces) denoted 

I!, I/, … I0  Partition space	IF(k ≤ n) contains the  logical policies comprising k DRF clusters 

[43] [174] [45]. Specifically, if 	G0denotes the IP graph of bargain strategies comprising n FEC 

provider nodes then the vertex or policy subspace Π7?[|^!|,|^"|…,n^'n] ∈ IA, the partition subspace 

that consists of policies with q distinct or non-overlapping DRF-based coalitions such that, 

|ς!| + |ς/| …+ �ςA� = |E| = n, and q ≤ n. For example, Figure 4-4 shows the IP graph	Gp 

consisting of vertices and the Joint DRF policy subspaces for 4 edge nodes enumerated as, 

Gp = {Π[p],Π[/,/],Π[U,!],Π[/,!,!],Π[!,!,!,!]}           (11) 

 

Figure 4-4: Joint DRF policy graph for n= 4 nodes containing lists	𝐿! of all possible Integrative EC strategies of size 

𝑠 ≤ 𝑛. 
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4.4  Robust MARL against adversaries (IP-DRF scheme) 

Multi-objective (and Anytime) optimisation. For anytime optimisation to effectively govern 

against the Controller-to-controller bargain externalities at the flat SDN plane of the federated 

edge, the core approach is to generate an initial joint policy (strategy profile) for muti-task joint 

offloading that is guaranteed to be within a ratio bound	𝛽 from the optimal joint policy. To 

implement Pareto improvements in Joint DRF policy and bound	𝛽, more policies are 

searched/explored.  

4.4.1  Overview of centralised scheduling policy control  

Lexicographic multi-objective optimisation. The IP control algorithm is based on an integer 

partition representation [133], [175] of the search (bargain) space that groups Joint DRF 

policies into subspaces based on cluster sizes 𝑠 ≤ 𝑛. Using this graph representation for multi-

objective optimisation, our solution follows a branch and bound algorithm design paradigm to 

establish bounds (upper and lower) on the scalarised value of the best Joint DRF policy in every 

subspace	Πq, 𝐼∈𝐺"	through partial search. More precisely, let 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑠 and 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑠 be the maximum 

and average weighted-sum (QoS) payoff of policies of cluster size𝑠 (𝑠 ≤ 𝑛). For all policy 

subspaces 𝐼∈𝐺", it is possible to compute the weighted-sum upper bound 𝑈𝐵%&= ∑𝑠∈𝐼m𝑎𝑥𝑠 and 

lower bound 𝐿𝐵%!&= ∑𝑠∈𝐼𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑠	 respectively. These weighted-sum bounds are then used to 

guarantee worst case scenarios on the payoff of the most optimal joint DRF policy (strategy 

profile)  and also to prune redundant joint DRF policy subspaces.  As for the remaining logical 

joint policy subspaces, they are searched one after another unless a weighted-sum value is 

found that is higher than the upper bound of other subspaces, in which case we abandon 

searching that joint policy subspace.  
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4.4.2 MARL policy for Monotonic scheduling 

Background. To implement fault-tolerance and scalability for IP-DRF scheme in the flat SDN 

control plane based on the weighted-sum upper 𝑈𝐵%& and lower 𝐿𝐵%!& bounds, several definitions 

are generalised using theorems provided by Rahwan et al [129], [158], [133].     

From Eq. (10), we established that bargain (QoS) payoff 	Γ of a joint policy Π	 ∈ ΠY is the 

weighted-sum of peformance objectives for distributed DRF clusters 𝜍 in Π. Now, let 𝜍 ̅refer to 

the logical DRF clusters in E that do not belong to 𝜍	 (𝜍̅ = 𝐸 − {𝜍}). More so, we generalise the 

definition of a joint DRF policy to include sub-policies of 𝜍 as a set comprising disjoint main 

and secondary controller’s placement (as DRF coalitions) of which the union equals DRF 

cluster 𝜍, and denote the set of all sub-policies as Πr. Every element of a sub-policy Χ ∈ Πr is 

a logical DRF cluster. However, for the sake of clarity, we use small letter chi 𝜒 to denote such 

logical DRF cluster. For any Joint DRF policy Π, the payoff of a sub-policy Χ ⊆ Π denoted 

Γ(Χ, Π),  is the weighted sum of objectives for all logical DRF clusters in that sub-policy, i.e. 

Γ(Χ, Π) = ∑ 𝛼# . 𝑓#(.
#?! ∑ 𝛾(𝜒, Π))s∈	t . 

4.4.2.1 Computing Fault-tolerance bounds (Upper and Lower)   

Definition 4.4.1. The Upper and lower weighted-sum payoff (QoS) bounds of Joint DRF policy 

subspaces can be computed.  

Consider an ICG with congestion enviroment states 𝑄G (likewise free-rider problem 𝑄6) in 

muti-task offloading at the federated edge, then given any isolated (Integrative) DRF coalition 

𝜍 ∈ 	 𝜍̂, a DRF sub-policy	𝛸 ∈ 𝛱r, and a policy 𝛱 ⊇ 𝛸, the following hold where the singleton 

EC  (controller) agents in	𝜍 ̅are denoted as �̅�!, �̅�/, … , �̅�|r_|: 

For  population non-monotonicity states (𝑄G), negative controller-to-controller distributive  

bargain externalities in muti-task offloading, 

Γ(Χ, {𝜍}̅ ∪ Χ) 	≤ 	Γ(Χ, Π) 	≤ Γ�Χ, {{�̅�!}, {�̅�/}, … , {�̅�|r_|}	} ∪ Χ� 
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For  resource non-monotonicity states (𝑄6), positive controller-to-controller distributive  

bargain externalities in co-offloading, 

Γ(Χ, {𝜍}̅ ∪ Χ) 	≥ 	Γ(Χ, Π) 	≥ Γ�Χ, {{�̅�!}, {�̅�/}, … , {�̅�|r_|}	} ∪ Χ� 

Explanation. Let policies Πu = {𝜍}̅ ∪ Χ and Πuu = {{�̅�!}, {�̅�/}, … , {�̅�|r_|}	} ∪ Χ. Also, assume 

Π ≠ Πu and Πu ≠ Πuu. Then, given an ICG with strictly negative and positive controller-to-

controller bargain externalities, it can be proven that QoS value Γ(Χ, Πu) 	≤ (≥)Γ(Χ, Π) and 

Γ(Χ, Π) 	≤ (≥)Γ(Χ, Πuu). 

Essentially, definition 4.1 bounds the payoff (i.e., weighted sum reward) of any given sub-

policy of DRF coalition	𝜍. For every sub-policy	Χ ∈ Πr, the (weighted sum) upper payoff 

bound 𝑈𝐵vt and lower payoff bound	𝐿𝐵wt can be computed in ICGs with congestion (or free 

rider) states as,  

𝐿𝐵vt�𝑈𝐵vt� = 	∑ 𝛼# . 𝑓#.
#?! (∑ 𝛾(𝜒, Χ ∪ {𝜍}̅)s∈t )       (12) 

𝑈𝐵vt�𝐿𝐵vt� = ∑ 𝛼# . 𝑓#.
#?! (∑ 	𝛾 £𝜒, Χ ∪	¤{�̅�!}, {�̅�/}, … , ¥�̅�|r_|¦§¨s∈t )    (13) 

Assuming Χ = {𝜍}, then we can compute the weighted-sum upper payoff bound 𝑈𝐵vr and 

lower bound 𝐿𝐵vr on the capacity sfficiency of any DRF coalition 𝜍 using the equations above. 

Furthermore, for any policy subspace ΠqY, it is possible to compute the upper and lower bounds 

on the payoff of the best DRF policy in that subspace. Let 𝑀𝑎𝑥xY and 𝑀𝑖𝑛xY be the maximum 

and minimum (or average) payoffs of all DRF clusters in policy subspaces of size	𝑠. The 

maximum and minimum payoffs is used to bound each policy subspace for joint offloading at 

every level 𝑠,  ΠqY: 𝐼	 ∈ 𝐺" without necessarilly inspectig the policies they contain. 

Definition 4.4.2. The average weighted-sum (QoS) payoff bound, and the lower weighted-sum 

payoff bound are equivalent. 

 For every logical (joint) DRF policy subspace (or Integer partition) Πq 	 ∈ 𝐺", let Πq 	(𝑖) be the 

multiplicity of 𝑖 in Πq 	. Then it follows that:  
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∑ Γ(Π)>∈>(
) |ΠqY|⁄ = 	∑ Πq 	(𝑖). 𝐴𝑣𝑔#Y#∈q       (14) 

4.4.2.2 Partial search of Joint DRF policies (and ratio bound	𝜷 from 

Pareto-optimal)  

Solving the combinatorial problem is not a trivial task, the direct search methodology applies 

distributed node offloading strategy feedback to reduce the search space (ratio bound) by 

pruning logical Joint DRF policy subspaces using definition 4.1. 

Definition 4.4.3.  The solution accuracy or ratio (search) bound	𝛽 from the optimal joint policy. 

Consider at the federated edge, an ICG with congestion environment state 𝑄G or free rider 

problem	𝑄6 for IoT task offloading and a policy subspace 𝛱' ⊆ 𝛱Y, a ratio bound can be 

established on 𝑚𝑎𝑥y∈y)𝛤(𝛱) 𝑚𝑎𝑥y∈y*𝛤(𝛱)⁄  if and only if: 

∀𝜍 ⊆ 𝐸, ∃Πu ∈ Π' :	∑ 𝛼# . 𝑓#.
#?! (𝛾(𝜍, Πu)) = max

>∈>)
	∑ 𝛼# . 𝑓#.

#?! (𝛾(𝜍, Π))    (15) 

max
>∈>)

Γ(Π) max
>∈>*

Γ(Π)® ≤ max
>∈>)

¯ min
t∈>+:t⊆	|,-.\>*]

|Χ|±         (16) 

In this definition, we evaluate 𝛿.}~(Π') as,   

⋃ ¤Χ ⊆ Πu :	∑ 𝛼# . 𝑓#.
#?! (𝛾(Χ, Πu)) = max

>∈>)
∑ 𝛼# . 𝑓#.
#?! (𝛾(𝜍, Π))§ .>/∈>*   

Definition 4.4.4. The partial search of Joint DRF policy (or Strategy profile) subspaces (worst-

case bound 𝛽) is necessary for dimension reduction.  

To establish a ratio bound 𝛽 on the allocation (governing) policy given an ICG with the free 

rider problem	𝑄6 - positive only zero-sum bargain externalities in co-offloading, every policy 

subspace 𝛱qY: 𝐼 ∈ 𝐺":	|𝐼| ≤ 2 must be searched. In this case, the number of Joint DRF policies 

searched is 2"G! and the bound (from the optimal)	𝛽 = 𝑛. Conversely, given an ICG with the 

congestion problem in environment states 𝑄G (negative zero-sum bargain externalities), every 

subspace	𝛱qY: 𝐼 ∈ {[𝑛], [𝑛 − 1,1], [𝑛 − 2,1,1], … , [1,1, … , 1]} must be searched, with this 
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search, the with this search, the number of strategy profiles searched is 2" − 𝑛 + 1 and 𝛽 =

µ"
/
¶.  

Given an ICG, it will suffice to explore the first and second levels [165] of a coalition structure 

graph (CSG) to establish the ratio bound	𝛽. However, given the scheduling problem, it is 

necessary to searchΠqY: 𝐼 ∈ G":	|𝐼| ≤ 2 and	ΠqY: 𝐼 ∈ {[𝑛], [𝑛 − 1,1], [𝑛 − 2,1,1], … , [1,1, … , 1]} 

respectively (see Figure 4-5). Essentially, the best response policy or (bargain) strategy profile 

denoted as 𝚪∗is computed as: 

𝚪∗ = 𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝚷∈𝐆𝐧

𝚪(𝚷)          (17) 

 Distributed problem space reduction (using weighted-sum payoff bounds) 

Definition 4.4.5. logically distributed policy subspace pruning based on the Joint DRF policy 

subspace graph.  

Given the joint DRF policy graph of 𝑠 (i.e.,	𝐺x, 𝑙𝑒𝑡	(𝐺x)x/denotes the part of (𝐺x) in which 

every policy subspace (node) contains at least 𝑠uthat are 1 and where 𝑠u < 𝑠. Then, if we 

    

(a) Resource non-monotonicity (free-rider states) 𝑄" (6 nodes)  (b) Population non-monotonicity (congestion states) 	𝑄# (6 

nodes)       

Figure 4-5:  Joint DRF policy subspace partial search 
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remove 𝑠uparts (that are 1) from every node in 	(𝐺x)x/ then 	(𝐺x)x/is like 	𝐺xGx
/
 as shown in 

A.2-1.  

Definition 4.4.6. Joint DRF policy pruning - using upper and lower weighted-sum payoff 

bounds of Sub-policies. 

Consider an ICG with congestion environment states 𝑄G or free rider setting	𝑄6. Given a DRF 

cluster	𝜍 ⊆ 𝜍̂ and a sub-policy Χ ∈ Πr, any policy or joint DRF policy containing Χ can be 

pruned from the search space if there exist another sub-policy Χu ∈ Πr such that: 

∀𝜒u ∈ Χu, ∃𝜒 ∈ Χ:		𝜒u ⊆ (⊇)𝜒		𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝑈𝐵vt ≤ 𝐿𝐵vt
/
	 

From definition 4.5, the following holds forth:  

Definition 4.4.7. Joint DRF policy subspace pruning using upper and lower weighted-sum 

payoff bounds of Sub-policy spaces.     

Consider an ICG with congestion environment states	𝑄G (or free rider setting 𝑄6), Then 

given a DRF sub-policy space 𝐼 ∈ 𝐺x: 𝑠 ≤ 𝑛, any search subspace represented by Joint DRF 

policy subspace 𝐽 ∈ 𝐺": 𝐼 ⊆ 𝐽 can be pruned from the search space (see Appendix A-2) if ∃ 

sub-policy space 𝐼u ∈ 𝐼x such that: 

∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼(𝐼u), ∃𝐽 ⊆ 𝐼u(𝐼):	∑ = 𝑖-∈S 	𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝑈𝐵𝐼𝑊 ≤ 	 𝐿𝐵𝐼′
𝑊  

Algorithm 5-1: The Weighted-sum Joint DRF policy Space Pruning 

1: 𝑃" ← [{1}]  

2: For 𝑠 = 2	𝑡𝑜	𝑛 do 

3:  {For	𝐼 ∈ 𝑃"	 do {𝐼 ← 𝐼⨄[1]} 

{gets the integer partitions of	𝑠 without 1’s} 

4:   𝑃" ← 𝑃" ∪ 𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑠(𝑠, 2)  

5: For 𝐼	 ∈ 𝑃" do { 

6:  If (𝑸# and ∃𝐼$ ∈ 𝑃": 𝐼 → 𝐼$, 𝑼𝑩𝑰𝑾 ≤	𝑳𝑩𝑰!
𝑾)  
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 Or (𝑸" and ∃𝐼$ ∈ 𝑃": 𝐼$ → 𝐼,𝑼𝑩𝑰𝑾 ≤	𝑳𝑩𝑰!
𝑾)  ) then 𝑃" ← 𝑃"\𝐼 }} 

7: Return 𝑃" 

	

 

4.4.3 Pseudo-code for hybrid scheduling policy control  

Given an ICG with positive and negative controller-to-controller distributive bargain 

externalities, the best response policy (or strategy profile) 𝚷∗ is to guarantee that the fair policy 

payoff 𝚪∗ is maximum or the ratio bound	𝛽 = 1, either of which can be achieved via joint 

policy space search (see section 3.3). The IP-DRF scheduling scheme, a straightforward 

generalisation of the IP control algorithm (see A.2), is essentially a decrease and conquer 

procedure which comprises 2 main steps described as the process flow (Figure 4-6).        

Step I: Partial Joint DRF policy search to establish fault tolerance bounds. Let L� represent 

the list of DRF clusters with  s	(s ≤ n) data centre agent(s) in the ICG. This stage of the 

algorithm computes the maximum and average payoff bounds (weighted sum) of all lists 

containing DRF clusters of size	s ≤ n. This is done by searching policy subspaces relevant to 

the federated edge (market failure) states (i.e., ICG with strictly negative or positive zero-sum 

bargain externalities). For ICGs with positive zero-sum bargaining, every policy subspace 

Π7B: I ∈ G0:	|I| ≤ 2 must be searched whereas with negative zero-sum bargaining every 

subspace	Π7B: I ∈ {[n], [n − 1,1], [n − 2,1,1], … , [1,1, … , 1]} is to be explored.  

(First Pass) Joint DRF policy Pruning (reduce problem complexity) using (or partial 

search). In this sub procedure, the MARL scheme prunes the remaining Joint DRF policy 

subspaces using the (weighted sum) lower payoff bound of the most optimal Joint DRF policy 

and upper bargain payoff (weighted sum) bound of the rest of the subspaces (Algorithm 5-1).  

Step II: Further prune and search for Second-best Pareto optimality. Each joint policy 

subspace is explored unless it is guaranteed not to contain a joint DRF policy better than the 
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most optimal Joint DRF policy. An integer solver [133] is used called to determine the 

sequence (order) in which joint DRF policies are explored based on the cost of searching policy 

subspaces (i.e., the number of strategy profiles in it) and current bound 𝛽. The depth first search 

(DFS) and branch and bound (BB) search algorithm proposed in [129], [158], [133] is applied.  

 

4.5  Summary 

Multi-controller SDN of the federated edge operate in two distinct sides (i.e., EC providers and 

consumer offloading) each with a unique user role. Rejuvenation of decentralised controller 

deployment (IP-DRF) must address both fault-tolerance and complexity (or behaviour) of the 

flat and distributed SDN control plane. The IP-DRF governs against “ageing” or potentially 

 
 

Figure 4-6: IP-DRF hybrid scheduling scheme (MARL policy) 
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harmful negative and positive Controller-to-controller bargain externalities causing population 

and resource non-monotonicity. An outline of the research study discussed in this chapter: 

ü A hybrid scheduling scheme for joint and efficient computation offloading at the SDN-

based (flat control plane) federated edge to due to concurrent integrative and distributive 

EC negotiation strategies. 

ü Joint DRF policy control learning framework for monotonic scheduling developed as 

logically centralised policy control mechanism based on physically distributed node 

offloading strategy feedback. 

ü IP-DRF scheme is a generalisation of both Integer Partition control algorithm and DRF 

(and DRFH) scheduling algorithms to guarantee population and resource monotonic 

scheduling as well as policies that are second-best Pareto-optimal (SBPO). 

ü The rejuvenation of decentralised controller deployment for joint offloading is inherently 

fast (from pruning) and returns good (bounded) solution when stopped and finally, 

allocations (or strategy profiles) are second-best Pareto optimal once all the promising ones 

have been examined. 
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Chapter 5 Bottleneck fair scheduling scheme for 

joint forwarding in Wireless Hierarchical Networks  

• This chapter introduces the rejuvenation of decentralised controller deployment in 

hierarchical fogs based on the Dfog-DRF scheme that applies MARL to implement a 

hybrid scheduling policy control mechanism for bottleneck fairness and cross-layer 

throughput maximisation.   

•  To implement the hybrid scheduling policy mechanism for joint forwarding at the 

wireless hierarchical (and distributed) SDN control plane. This chapter focusses on: (1) 

the development of a proactive reference architecture that consists of feature extraction 

applying multi-controller forwarding strategy feedback (homeostasis) to implement a 

2-step process that evolves bottleneck (pairwise) fairness constraints (2) A stochastic 

game model for joint offloading applying the CCF game framework and (3) an applied 

orthonormal transformation framework using map reduce paradigm to sort and organise 

the joint policy space and (3) an application of fast MARL to determine efficient fog 

gateway and low-level controller’s placement that ensure both load balancing for 

performance isolation, bottleneck fairness and group strategy proofness. Dfog-DRF 

aims to address cross-layer throughput maximisation of fog gateway and low-level 

controller’s placement in joint multi-resource and multitask forwarding at the wireless 

hierarchical network. 
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5.1   Introduction 

In the realisation of smart cities, it is imperative for backbone wireless networks (WMNs) that 

constitute underlying infrastructure for highly adaptive software defined networks (SDNs) to 

respond to changing demand in a short period of time. Run-time optimisation plays an essential 

role in the throughput maximisation of Fog network systems considering the service life cycle. 

In addition to wireless communication link requirements, specific end devices or mobiles and 

the compute tasks these devices offload to edge resources keep changing during the operation 

of the distributed fog network system. As a result, much of the operation of the fog network 

needs to be optimised during run-time. In light of this, the time required for executing a network 

optimisation algorithm is limited, therefore adopted solutions for resource allocation have to 

be fast [3] and fair [162] [176]. This includes the devices that make up the fog network on one 

hand and technical aspects such as wireless networking, computation, volatile memory on the 

other. An important resource allocation challenge of the wireless fog-mesh network is that 

several distributed wireless fog nodes and multiple resource types need to be optimised at the 

same time to achieve bottleneck fairness [6] while satisfying multiple service objectives e.g., 

latency, network usage. 

Wireless hierarchical fog networks for smart cities [177] can have a relatively dynamic 

topology. One prominent issue in the run-time management/allocation of Wireless hierarchical 

fog networks is gateway and low-level controller’s placement, as gateways constitute IoT 

traffic sinks and sources to fog networks [178]. The main objective is to maximise throughput 

in fog gateway and low-level controller’s placement (joint) policy optimisation subject to QoS 

constraints of delay, gateway capacity and relay load [107] [179].  

Bottleneck fairness. Resource management and operation of wireless SDNs means fast and 

efficient connection of IoT gateways to lower-level fog infrastructure is critical [179] [180]. It 

has been postulated in wireless fog networks [102], [181] that the network scales better when 

the IoT traffic pattern is localised; every node transmits only to nearby gateways within a fixed 

radius or distance, independent of the network size. Hence, for high throughput in fog gateway 

and low-level controller’s placement optimisation, the wireless hierarchical fog network should 
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be strategically split into distributed clusters, covering all IoT mesh nodes in the network graph. 

Time division multi-access (TDMA) link scheduling is to assign each link a set of time slots in 

which it can transmit in the scheduling period. Managing heterogenous real-time IoT 

applications in a multi-hop fog network is even more challenging. The real issue for cross-layer 

throughput maximisation is reduced to the physical interference on intermediate wireless (co-

) links. 

Cross-Layer Throughput maximisation. A central problem for fog gateway and low-level 

controller’s placement optimisation of Wireless hierarchical networks for smart cities is 

scalability as frequently seen in multi-hop networks. To ensure weighted max-min fairness in 

placement of gateways considering QoS constraints, the Hierarchical WMN must grow (scale) 

cost-effectively and efficiently. However, as more IoT nodes are deployed and as more users 

participate the benefits of multi-hop wireless networks begin to fail and would degrade 

performance. The denser the IoT users in disjoint clusters, the more physical link interference 

is experienced that would deteriorate throughput or performance and scalability objectives 

[161].  

The simple or straightforward fair scheduling scheme for throughput optimisation in fog 

gateway and low-level controller’s placement is asset fairness [161] which tries to calculate all 

possible solutions and compute the optimal policy from multiple service metrics or objectives. 

They are mostly used for small scheduling problems since the number of possible (discrete) 

states of the wireless fog network increases exponentially with the number of QoS constraint 

dimensions.   

To solve the dynamic problem, this work proposes a hybrid scheduling scheme, a mechanism 

design that generalises weighted DRF [6] and applies reverse game theory to ensure sharing 

incentive, group strategy proofness, envy-freeness and pareto-optimality; deemed essential 

fairness properties [176] for distributed fog environments.  Applying node forwarding strategy 

feedback, we propose a co-channel interference model using implicit positive and negative 

feedback from distributed fog node monitoring to trade-off between complexity or solve time 

and exactness in throughput performance (maximisation) of joint gateway and low-level 
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controller’s placement. In this chapter, we propose the rejuvenation of decentralised 

controller deployment comprising a weighted max-min fair allocation methodology to address 

bottleneck fairness in distributed wireless fog micro data centre environments via 

generalisation of a recursive algorithm [134] to enable multi-objective (lexicographic) 

optimisation for cross-layer throughput maximisation. 

DFog-DRF Scheme. The adaptive (proactive) scheme promoting the rejuvenation of 

decentralised controller deployment comprises a hybrid scheduling policy control mechanism 

based on stochastic games to address the dynamics in (multitask) co-forwarding via constraint 

dimensionality reduction. Implicit feedback from agent-based (distributed) monitoring maps 

QoS constraints for hierarchical WMNs (relay load, cluster size and hop distance) to 

cooperative (positive) and competitive (negative) co-channel constraints [134].  

Contribution. To develop and implement the constraint dimensionality reduction (CDR) 

methodology, we propose an interference-aware model (truthful) using propositional logic to 

select fairness constraints for gateway and low-level controller’s placement.  The chapter 

implements a markov (repeated) game model that applies control principles of positive and 

negative (dual) feedback [182] to evolve (strategic) DRF constraints. Using unsupervised 

learning, the policy control mechanism of Dfog-DRF scheme employs a 5-stage Map-Reduce 

[134] framework introduced to transform positive and negative or pairwise fairness constraints 

resulting in isometric constraints’ sets (sorted). The ordered lists foster the generation and 

search of feasible fog gateway and low-level controller’s placement (joint) policies or strategy 

profiles. Finally, the DFog-DRF applies lexicographic ordering method to solve the Markov 

decision problem and adapt improvements in cross-layer throughput for the fog gateway and 

low-level controller’s placement (joint) policy.  
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5.2  Reference architecture (Proactive) 

Cross-Layer throughput model. Fog computing can be represented by a hierarchical three-

layer model where the higher layers represent higher computational capacity i.e., Cloud. The 

middle layer (edge resources) which offers compute services near the end of the network and 

lowest layer comprising IoT devices (mobiles) is the focus of our interference model in muti-

task forwarding.   

Definition 5-1. Formal model for Co-optimisation in the Hierarchical SDN control plane 

(see Figure 5-1). Given a set E = {e!, … , e0}	, the physically distributed node set of Mesh 

routers (MRs) or edge resource agents for joint computation forwarding.  

𝐷� =	⋃ (𝑑�)�∈Y            (1) 

𝑊Y = ¥𝜍𝑒�: 𝑒� ∈ 𝐸¦ ∪ {𝑒�𝑋�:	𝑋� , 𝑒� ∈ 𝐸, 𝑋� ⊉ 	𝑒�, �	𝑒�� = 1} ∪ {𝑑"𝑒":	𝑑" ∈ 𝐷� , 𝑒" 	 ∈ 

            (2) 

The set of all connected mobile devices 𝐷� -  𝑑# is the set of all end user devices called Mesh 

clients (for computation forwarding) connected to edge resource 𝑒#. User mobile device 𝔡 ∈ 𝑑# 

is associated with sensors	𝔰	𝔡 and actuators 𝔞	𝔡. Each smart edge resource 𝑒# is associated with 

a compute capacity 𝑐𝑎𝑝(𝑒#) ∈ ℝ6and speed 𝑠𝑝(𝑒#) ∈ ℝ6.  The set of dynamic wireless (fog) 

communication links denoted 𝑊Y includes: (1) link sets comprising links from the selected 

gateways 𝑒� (edge resources) to the cloud data centre 𝜍 (2) DRF clusters 𝑒�𝑋�  between selected 

gateways and other smart routers of edge resources and (3) link set (𝑑"𝑒") for forwarding 

between mobile devices and edge resources. Each link 𝑙 ∈ 𝑊Y is associated with a latency 

𝑡(𝑙) ∈ ℝ6 and a bandwidth 𝑏(𝑙) ∈ ℝ6. Each individual wireless link 𝑙 ∈ (𝑑"𝑒") is associated 

with a relay load 𝑙𝑑(𝑙) ∈ ℤ6- the connected mobiles.  The set of all fog-cloud network 

resources for forwarding is denoted as 𝑅 = {𝜍 ∪ 𝐸}.  

Channel Assignment. The Hierarchical WMN is represented as a resource graph G(E, ℵ). 

Each wireless edge resource e* = {x*, y*, r*} 	 ∈ E represents a smart router, where x*	and	y* are 
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the x-coordinates and y-coordinates of	e* and r* is the circular transmission range radius of e*. 

Arc {e*, e=} ∈ ℵ if and only if node e= is in the transmission range of router node e* or 

Ë(x* − x=)/ + (y* − y=)/ ≤ r*. However, this is not commutative as the radius of their 

transmission range may differ. 

Logically distributed DRF clusters. Each hierarchically organised fog DRF cluster is defined 

as a set of cooperative edge nodes C ⊆ E including a gateway	𝑒� or cluster head hK ∈ C. The 

edge nodes in C and the arcs between them define a DRF cluster graph (sub graph) GK =

(C, ℵK	), where an arc {	e*, e=} ∈ ℵK	 if and only if ∀	e* , e=  ∈ C. The maximal shortest distance 

between from the gateway h and all other router (agent) nodes in C is referred to as the radius 

of a mesh link cluster rK	[108].  

Definition 5.2. hybrid scheduling game for joint forwarding considering bottleneck fairness 

and throughput maximisation – A generic model of the markov game for muti-task forwarding. 

The muti-task forwarding (packet forwarding) markov game is a tuple 𝒢 =〈E, 𝐶𝑆Ó, 𝑉〉. Let Π(E) 

denote the set of all possible logically distributed DRF clusters that make up fog gateway 

and low-level controller’s placement policies [45] or strategy profiles. 𝐶𝑆Ó  ⊆ Π(E) is the set of 

all feasible fog gateway and low-level controller’s placement strategy profiles or joint DRF 

policies. Formally, the markov game 𝒢=〈E, 𝐶𝑆Ó , V〉 is locally constrained if there exists a set 

Figure 5-1: Reference architecture (bottleneck fairness) for Hierarchical SDN control 

plane. 
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of mesh DRF clusters ℂ ⊆ 2E such that 𝐶𝑆Ó  = {CS ∈ Π (E) |CS ⊆ ℂ}, ℂ	is the set of feasible 

logic DRF clusters and V is the multi-objective value function of joint gateway and low-level 

controller’s placement policy.  

5.2.1 Interference-aware link scheduling model 

Definition 5.3. Propositional logic-based feature selection for joint gateway and low-level 

controller’s placement. The markov game for fog gateway and low-level controller’s placement 

can be said to be propositionally definable if for feasible strategy profiles there is a gateway 

and low-level controller’s placement feature selection constraint Φ defined over ΒB such that: 

𝑪𝑺Ó = {CS: CS ⊨ Φ}          (3) 

Definition 5.4. The fog gateway and low-level controller’s placement feature selection 

method	Φ can be defined as, 

 Φ = ⋁ Þ(∧�1∈K21) 	∧ (∧�1	∈	B\K¬21)àK∈K�          (4) 

On the other hand, the set of feasible fog gateway and low-level controller’s placements in fog 

deployment be can defined as Cá as Cá = {C: C ⊨ Φ	} given the feature selection constraint	Φ.  

Markov game for bottleneck fairness considering adversarial controllers. The muti-task 

forwarding game can be specified by (1) Positive DRF cluster constraints 𝒫 ⊆ 2B such that a 

DRF cluster	C	satisfies a feature selection constraint	P ∈ 	𝒫	(P ⊆ C) for fog gateway and low-

level controller’s placement (2) Negative co-forwarding constraints 𝒩 ⊆ 2B such that cluster 

C	 satisfies co-forwarding constraint	N ∈ 	𝒩.		N	 ⊈ 	C;  
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Figure 5-2: Wireless hierarchical network (co-channel) for distributed applications 

Interpretation. The QoS constraints for wireless DRF clusters can be combined using the 

feature selection logic over ΒB (in section 3.3.2) for fog gateway and low-level controller’s 

placement, associating every co-forwarding constraint P ∈ 	𝒫 with Φ� = ⋀�$	∈	�2$ , and every 

N ∈ 	𝒩 with Φ� = ¬(⋀�$	∈	�2$). Interpreted conjunctively, each logical DRF cluster should 

satisfy each negative co-forwarding constraint. Each DRF cluster should satisfy at least one 

positive co-forwarding constraint.  

Thus, a strategy profile for fog gateway and low-level controller’s placement (Joint DRF 

policy) 𝐶𝑆 is feasible if 𝐶𝑆 ⊨ Φ and where the feature selection logic is defined as,  

𝛷�' = (∨g∈	𝒫 Φg)	⋀ 	(∧$∈	𝒩 Φ$)         (5)  

5.2.2 Homeostasis: Controller forwarding strategy feedback 

In this sub section, the distributed controller forwarding strategy feedback process (see 

Algorithm 5-1) is described under QoS constraints for wireless networks and performs the 

feature selection (i.e., positive, and negative fairness constraints) necessary for the QoS 

constraint dimensionality reduction methodology. 

QoS Constraints for Hierarchical WMN. Given a Hierarchical WMN represented by a 

directed graph 𝐺(𝐸, ℵ), a delay constraint Rmax, a relay load constraint Lmax and a gateway 

capacity constraint Smax, the real-time fog gateway and low-level controller’s placement 

problem is to find a set of DRF clusters {𝐶!, 𝐶/, … , 𝐶.} and their representative minimum 

Steiner flow trees such that n is minimal subject to: 
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a) 𝐶! ∪ 𝐶/ ∪ …	∪ 𝐶. = 𝐸  

b)  |𝐶�| ≤ 𝑆.}~, where 1 ≤ k ≤ n.   

c)  𝑟(𝐶�) ≤ 𝑅.}~, where 1 ≤ k ≤ n. 

d)  ∀e ∈ 𝑇(𝐺%4), 𝜓(e) ≤ Lmax. 

Hop distance constraint (Rmax) as Wireless DRF cluster delay. Real-time application delay 

constraint is translated into an upper bound R on the mesh cluster radius.  The Fog-based 

Steiner (rectilinear) tree is a shortest-path spanning tree of GK, T(GK) (see Figure 5-2) 

established by obtaining the shortest paths from the gateway h to all other router link nodes 𝑋� 

in C. All router nodes at ith level of the minimum Steiner tree are i hops distant to the gateway 

or link cluster head h. The quantity dep (T (GK)) denotes the depth of T(GK). With a controller 

node e in T(GK),	the number of nodes in the subtree rooted e is denoted 𝜓(e).   

The mobility of router nodes can lead to new cooperative arrangements or renders some co-

forwarding strategies infeasible due to the maximum hop distance Rmax. Within mesh DRF 

clusters, Rmax guarantees a bound on the maximum expected latency or delay of real-time 

applications, 

𝑟(𝑐# , 𝜁) ≤ 𝑅.}~ , ∀𝜁 ∈ 𝐶#  and 𝜁 ≠ 𝑐#         (6)  

	𝑟(𝑐# , 𝜁) is the depth of Steiner tree in terms of number of hops (distance), between gateway 	𝑐# 

and transmission node	𝜁.  

DRF cluster size constraint (Smax). For multiple resources, a threshold is put on the number 

of fog node links that can be supported by each mesh cluster and the gateway to provide 

guarantees for real-time applications. A minimum throughput for each cluster minimises the 

blocking (interference) probability between a node and its gateway.  

 |𝐶#| ≤ 𝑆.}~ ∀𝐶# ⊆ 𝐸              (7)  

DRF cluster (relay) load constraint (Lmax). User mobility in mesh-IoT clusters may lead to 

new cooperative and competitive strategies for real-time applications due to dynamic load of 

the intermediate node links, and it can be expressed as,  
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ld(v) ≤ Lmax           (8)  

5.2.3 Pairwise-fairness constraints for homeostatic regulation 

A feasible fog gateway and low-level controller’s placement (joint) policy is generated from 

the positive and negative co-forwarding constraint set modelled as dynamics of the strategic 

markov game. Algorithm 5-1 outline the pseudo-code to compute 𝛷�' using feedback from 

monitoring (smart) router agents.  

Example 5.1. Muti-task forwarding (channel allocation) game in Wireless Fog-Mesh network 

(Positive and Negative co-forwarding or bottleneck fairness constraints in Figure 5-3) to 

represent the ageing of multi-controller SDN. Consider a markov game with seven fog resource 

nodes (MRs) given as 	E = {e!, e/, eU, … , e�}	 and MCs denoted D� = {d!, d/, dU, … , d�}. 

Assume resource nodes can form DRF clusters to meet the QoS requirements of IoT 

applications in the wireless (hierarchical) mesh network.  While each edge resource or smart 

MR has a processing capacity and bandwidth for application module placement and data 

transmission, application links 𝑙 ∈ 𝑊Y is associated with a latency 𝑡(𝑙) ∈ ℝ6 and a bandwidth 

𝑏(𝑙) ∈ ℝ6. Each individual wireless link 𝑙 ∈ (𝑑"𝑒") is associated with a relay load 𝑙𝑑(𝑙) ∈

ℤ6- the connected mobiles and resource requirements.  

Step 1: hierarchical organisation – master and low-level controller nodes. Prior knowledge 

(online monitoring/feedback) shows that certain hierarchical node sub-clusters in co-

forwarding are minimal and indispensable to satisfy the QoS constraint of hop distance i.e., 

𝑟(𝑒�, 𝑒-) ≪ 𝑹𝒎𝒂𝒙 ∈ ℤ6∀	𝑒-	 ∈ 𝑋�. Assume at some discrete time t, let ℳQ
� denote the set of 

Steiner subsets satisfying 𝑹𝒎𝒂𝒙. Let’s say this set of structured elements is given 

by	ℳQ
� ={{𝑑!��𝑒!��	},	{𝑑/��𝑒/��, }, 	{𝑑���𝑒���}, {𝑑!/U𝑒!/U}, {𝑑/U�𝑒/U�} }.  

Step 2: interference-aware constraints. At discrete time t, let edge resource node alliances 

𝒫Q or constraints (Steiner resource [183] subtrees)  P!D = {𝑑!��𝑒!��},  P/D = {𝑑/��, 𝑒/��}	and 

PUD = {𝑑���𝑒���} reliably satisfy QoS constraints of link relay workload 

𝑙𝑑(P!), 𝑙𝑑(P/), 𝑙𝑑(PU) ≪ 𝑳𝒎𝒂𝒙 	 ∈ ℤ6 and size constraint  	|P!|, |P/	|, |PU| 	≪ 𝑺𝒎𝒂𝒙 		 ∈ ℤ6 of 

computation offloading requirements.  
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On the other hand, for joint gateway and low-level controller’s placement, any DRF sub-

cluster	𝒩Q involving edge node alliances (link sub-clusters) that are negative N!D = {𝑑!/U𝑒!/U},  

N/D = {𝑑/U�𝑒/U�} should be avoided because these specific combinations violate relay link 

workload constraints 𝑙𝑑(N!), 𝑙𝑑(N/) ≥ 𝑳𝒎𝒂𝒙 thereby affecting QoS guarantees for some 

forwarding applications.  

 

Figure 5-3: Pairwise-fairness constraints in Wireless hierarchical Fogs (Example 5.1) 

 

 

Algorithm 5-1: (Fairness Constraints) gateway placement feature selection process applying node offloading 
strategy feedback  

Step1. (hierarchical constraints).  Monitoring for application of the real-time delay constraint (Rmax) to G, results 

in the minimum Steiner tree set ℳ)
*, ℳ)

*= subsets(G, 𝐑𝒎𝒂𝒙, s)	.  

Step2. (interference-aware constraints). Applying relay load and cluster size constraints to 𝑀), positive and 

negative co-forwarding constraint is (ineq. 7, & 8) computed as: 

§ ∀𝑃	 ∈ ℳ)
*		such	that	(𝑙(𝑃) ≪ 𝐿./0 and  |𝑃| ≪ 𝑆./0):  Φ1 = ⋀2#	∈	1$#         

§ ∀𝑁 ∈ ℳ)
*	such	that	(𝑙(𝑁) ≥ 𝐿./0	𝑜𝑟		|𝑁| ≥ 𝑆./0):  Φ5 = ¬(⋀2#	∈	5$#)       
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5.3  System model 

The fog link scheduling problem. The joint multitask and multi-resource forwarding 

(markov) game	𝒢 can be defined as: 𝒢 = 〈𝐸, 𝑘, 𝒫,𝒩, S.}~ , 𝜎, 𝑣, 𝑉〉, the lexicographic or multi-

objective value function, 	𝑉: 2Y →	ℝ� is a and real-valued characteristic function on	𝐸, At 

discrete scheduling time 𝑡 ∈ 𝜎, 	𝒫Q	𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝒩Q are sets of subsets of	𝐸 and S.}~ is the DRF cluster 

size constraint. 

 A logically distributed DRF cluster 𝐶 ⊆ 𝐸 is feasible for 	𝒢 = 〈𝐸, 𝒫,𝒩, S.}~ , 𝜎, 𝑣, 𝑉〉, if: 𝑃 ⊆

𝐶 for some 𝑃 ∈ 𝒫Q,  ¬(𝑁 ⊆ 𝐶), ∀	𝑁	 ∈ 	𝒩Q	and |𝐶| ∈ S.}~ and scheduling duration 𝑡 ∈ 𝜎. 

Essentially, a fog DRF cluster is feasible if it contains at least one of the hierarchical positive 

co-forwarding constraints and none of the negative co-forwarding constraints. We denote by 

ℂ〈𝐸, 𝒫,𝒩, S.}~〉 the set of all feasible DRF clusters or controller node strategies. Therefore, a 

strategy profile	CS for fog gateway and low-level controller’s placement is only feasible if and 

only if CS ⊆ ℂ〈𝐸, 𝒫,𝒩, S.}~〉. Given any feasible fog gateway and low-level controller’s 

placement (joint) policy or strategy profile CS, we set, 

𝑉(𝐶𝑆) = ∑ 𝛽#.
#?! 𝑓#(∑ 𝑣(𝐶))%∈%'          (9) 

∑ 𝛽# = 1.
#?!  is the priority-based scalarisation factor, 𝑓# is the set of objectives for throughput 

and ∑ 𝑣(𝐶)%∈%'  represents the resource function - aggregated routing of data, code, and tasks 

within each DRF cluster of the fog gateway and low-level controller’s placement policy.  

𝐶𝑆Q∗ 	= max
%'∈>(B)

𝑉(𝐶𝑆)                   (10) 

With the feature selection for fairness constraints described in the Example 5.1, the problem 

can now be specified given the basic Muti-task forwarding (packet forwarding) game 

described.  

Given 𝒌 a set of the minimal number of fog gateways deployable (denoted by k) and the 

interference model in the fog network, we study optimisation of fog gateway and low-level 
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controller’s placement in the hierarchical fog network. In the proposed scheme, total 

throughput is maximised while also providing guarantees of bottleneck fairness among all 

forwarding user applications – as well as avoiding scheduler manipulation. 

Applying the constrained coalition formation (CCF) game [134]  framework, we model the 

forwarding game with dynamics that aims to investigate interference-awareness in dynamic 

wireless fog networks. Node forwarding strategy feedback (distributed monitoring) is used to 

implement fairness constraints (positive and negative) based on the pairwise gateway feature 

selection	𝛷�' of the constraint dimensionality reduction methodology. To achieve this goal, 

we define the fog gateway and low-level controller’s placement feature selection method over 

propositional logic and address the physical link scheduling problem for joint forwarding as 

dynamics in the markov decision process. 

The goal is to find feasible fog gateway and low-level controller’s placement (joint) policy or 

strategy profile 𝐶𝑆∗ that maximises throughput  𝑉(𝐶𝑆) amongst all feasible gateway policies 

or strategy profiles. The next section describes the MARL methodology or centralised policy 

control mechanism applied to solve this link scheduling problem. 

Computing the fog network throughput V(CS) is implausible in severe situations using a 

centralised approach, especially with multiple often conflicting objectives of latency 

performance and resource usage. This huge combinatorial optimisation problem needs to be 

reduced to sub-problems that can be solved.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

To overcome this challenge, we propose a more robust way of establishing weighted max-min 

fairness, the Dfog-DRF scheme. Our solution proposes the use of distributed node strategy 

feedback to generate positive and negative co-forwarding (fairness) constraints for the 

centralised policy control. A transformation (Map-Reduce) framework that applies divide and 

conquer to build isometric or principal co-forwarding constraint sets. The proposed novel 

forwarding scheme is Dfog-DRF that avoids searching redundant or infeasible fog gateway 

and low-level controller’s placement policies thereby speeding up solution time (scalability) 

while guaranteeing cross-layer throughput-awareness via lexicographic multi-objective 

optimisation. 
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5.4  Robust MARL against adversaries (DFog-DRF scheme) 

This sub-section presents the mechanism design of feasible fog gateway and low-level 

controller’s placement (joint) policies using a two-step constraint dimension reduction 

methodology as shown in Figure 5-4. First step in the fair allocation methodology is to have 

our feasible policy control space sorted in some order. An extraction/transformation ℱ process 

converts the specified set of fairness (from node forwarding strategy feedback) constraints to 

another isomorphic or congruent set 	𝑇∗. Divide and conquer (D&C) technique proposed in 

[134] provides an isometric transformation method to simplify the identification of all feasible 

fog gateway and low-level controller’s placement policies in a quick manner (i.e., avoids 

performing redundant computations). Second, fast joint policy control based on lexicographic 

multi-objective optimisation is proposed to find the optimal fog gateway and low-level 

controller’s placement (joint) policy using a recursive algorithm. 

 

Figure 5-4: DFog-DRF scheme (MARL Policy) 

5.4.1 Definitions 

Definition 5.1. A base case fog gateway and low-level controller’s placement (clustering) 

problem is where ℂ〈E, 𝒫,𝒩, S.}~〉 satisfies the following conditions: 
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• The size of the set containing positive co-forwarding constraints is minimum and 

negative co-forwarding constraints is empty |𝒫| = 1, 𝒩 = ∅ . 

• The number of negative co-forwarding constraints in the set is at most 1 

�{𝑁	 ∈ 	𝒩�|𝑁| > 1}� ≤ 1.  

Definition 5.2.  Given any link node 𝑒# ∈ 𝐸, with mobile device link set	𝑑#𝑒# , the following 

holds forth: 

ℂ〈𝐸, 𝒫,𝒩〉 = ℂ〈𝐸\{𝑒#}, 𝒫�5� ,𝒩�5� 〉	⋃	〈{𝑒#}⨁ℂ〈𝐸\{𝑒#}, 𝒫�5� ∪ 𝒫�5ù ,𝒩�5� ∪𝒩�5ù 〉〉		   (15)  

Definition 5.3. Sorted-order principal pairwise-fairness constraints – essential to speed up fog 

gateway and low-level controller’s placement (joint) policy search.  

 

Background.  We apply the divide and conquer algorithm (unsupervised learning) for 

distance (colinear) preservation; we are required to specify: 

1. Feasible DRF clusters of	ℂ〈E, 𝒫,𝒩, S.}~〉. 

2. Define a base case clustering problem for gateway and low-level controller’s 

placement.  

3. Specify how sub-problems are generated.   

To generate feasible DRF clusters of ℂ〈E, 𝒫,𝒩, S.}~〉, let’s define the following variables: 

 𝒩^ = {𝑁 ∈ 	𝒩|		|𝑁| > 1}, N^^ = 𝒩\N^,  𝐸^ =∪𝒩^ and 

𝐸^^ = 𝐸\∪ (𝒫 ∪𝒩^ ∪𝒩^^).  

Given a base case clustering problem, the following holds true (⨂	is cartesian product): 

ℂ〈E, 𝒫,𝒩〉 	= 𝒫⨂⋃ ℊx(𝐸^)	⨂	⋃ ℊx(𝐸^^)		x∈',-.∪{H},xInY^^nx∈',-.∪{H},x�nY^n  (11) 

Let ℊx be a function that takes the set of link nodes in C ⊆ E as input and returns all sub-

clusters of DRF cluster C that are of size s. This means ℊx(𝐶) = {𝐶∗: 𝐶∗ ⊆ 𝐶, |𝐶∗| = 𝑠}. Then 
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with a base case and ℂ〈E, 𝒫,𝒩, S.}~〉, this approach can generate required DRF clusters 

without checking fairness constraints based on this definition.  

The transformation approach divides the huge problem of generating link clusters  

ℂ〈E, 𝒫,𝒩, S.}~〉 into two sub-problems - link clusters that contain a specific node are 

separated from those that do not contain link node	e*. Generating DRF clusters that have 

controller node e* requires removing e* from every positive or negative co-forwarding 

constraint. Likewise, generating link clusters that do not contain e* suggests we remove every 

positive or negative co-forwarding constraint from 𝒫	and	𝒩 that contains edge node agent e*. 

Because this operation is done recursively, keeping track of nodes that must and must not be 

contained in DRF clusters in the new principal co-forwarding constraints’ sets 	𝒫∗	and	𝒩∗.  

5.4.2 Unsupervised framework 

The Transformation function ℱ to generate equivalent fairness constraint sets takes as input 

(E, 𝒫,𝒩) and returns		ℱ: (E, 𝒫,𝒩) → 	 (E∗	𝑇∗), which includes an orthogonal (linear) 

transformation 	𝑇∗〈𝒫,𝒩〉 = 〈𝒫∗,𝒩∗〉 and 𝐸∗ is a set used to sort DRF clusters. The main 

stages of the orthonormal transformation algorithm [134] for the preservation of structured 

fairness constraints are as follows: 

Stage 1: Decentralised control problem Initialisation 

The theoretical basis for this sub-process is formed by defining a DRF cluster sets of sets 

operand ⨁. Let Å and ℬ be two arbitrary sets of sets then, 

Å⨁ℬ = þ{Α ∪ Β	�Α ∈ 	Å, Β ∈ ℬ}				𝑖𝑓	Å ≠ ∅, ℬ ≠ ∅		
∅																																																𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

     (12)  

For any edge node	𝑒# ∈ 𝐸, let 𝒫�7 = {𝐶 ∈ 𝒫	|	𝑒# ∈ 𝐶} and  

For any edge node	𝑒# ∈ 𝐸, let positive constraint set 𝒫�7 = {𝐶 ∈ 𝒫	|	𝑒# ∈ 𝐶} and 𝒫�5� = 𝒫\𝒫�7, 

similarly, let 𝒩�7 = {𝐶 ∈ 𝒩	|	𝑒# ∈ 𝐶} and 𝒩�5� = 𝒩\𝒩�7. Concluding we define 𝒫�5ù  and 𝒩�5ù  

as, 

𝒫�5ù = {	𝐶 ⊆ 2Y 	\	{𝑒#}	|𝐶 ∪	{𝑒#} 	 ∈ 	𝒫�7}      (13) 
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𝒩�5ù = {	𝐶 ⊆ 2Y 	\	{𝑒#}	|𝐶 ∪	{𝑒#} 	 ∈ 	𝒩�7}       (14)  

A branching router node is first selected and stored in set 𝐸∗only if 𝒫∗ = ∅. Reinforcement 

learning via Joint DRF policy control (using principal constraint lists) is the reason behind the 

use of set 𝐸∗. The node at the ith location in 𝐸∗is 𝑒#∗. This process also sets 𝒫�5� ,𝒩�5� , 𝒫�5ù ,𝒩�5ù 	as 

they are necessary for the divide and conquer technique of the constraints-based dimensionality 

reduction.  

Stage 2:   Problem decomposition method (D&C) 

Application of D&C. With definitions described above, we now provide an approach that 

allows us to decompose (locally) the pairwise-fairness constraints by choosing branching link 

node 𝑒# and dividing the problem into two smaller (sub) problems.  

The controller placement problem is divided into two base problems (using Definition 5.2). 

The scheduling algorithm is guaranteed to reach one of the exit conditions	𝒫	 ∋ ∅	 ∧ 𝒩 = ∅ or 

𝒫 = ∅, 𝒩	 ∋ ∅ because of the way 𝒫	𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝒩 are updated. The updates involve either the 

removal of entire link sub-clusters or nodes. Finally, principal co-forwarding constraints 𝒫∗, 𝑁∗ 

are put together in such a way that they are guaranteed to be base case distributed clustering 

problems. Also, an example of how the method does the orthonormal transformation is given 

in Figure 5-5.   

Stages 1 and 2: Initialisation and D&C 

// D&C and Initialisation 

1: e' ← choose(E,𝒫,𝒩,𝒫∗,𝒩∗) 

2: 𝒩)"* ← ∅		and		𝒩)"Q ← ∅, 𝒫+#* ← ∅		𝑎𝑛𝑑		𝒫+#Q ← ∅ 

3:  If 𝒫∗ = ∅ then E∗ ← E∗ ∪ {e'} 

********************* 

4: For all N ∈ 	𝒩 do 

5:  If e' ∈ N then 𝒩)"Q ←𝒩)"Q ∪ {N	\{e'}} 

6:  else If  e' ∉ N 𝒩)"* ←𝒩)"* ∪ {N} End if 

7: End for 
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*********************** 

8: For all  𝑃 ∈ 	𝒫 do 

9: {If 𝑒, ∈ 𝑃 then  𝒫+#Q ← 𝒫+#Q ∪ {𝑃	\{𝑒,}} 

10:  else If (𝑒, ∉ 𝑃) 𝒫+#* ← 𝒫+#* ∪ {𝑃} End if 

11: End for 

12: ----D&C Application for subproblems--- 

13: ℱ(𝐸\{𝑒,}, 𝒫+#* ∪𝒫+#Q ,𝒩+#* ∪		𝒩+#Q , {⋃ 𝑷}𝑷∈𝓟∗∪{𝒆𝒊} ,𝓝∗) 

14: ℱ(𝐸\{𝑒,}, 𝒫+#* ,𝒩+#* , 𝓟∗,𝓝∗ ∪ {𝒆𝒊}) 

	

 

Stage 3: Purge redundant fairness constraints. In this stage, and occurring at every call of the 

recursive function, it becomes essential to remove: 

• Every negative fairness constraint that are supersets of another negative constraint.  

• Every positive fairness constraint that is a superset of another one.  

Stage 3: (Reduce) redundant fairness constraints 

//Ensure non-redundant negative Co-forwarding constraints 

1: For all N ∈ 	𝒩 do 

2:  If ∃N^ ∈ 	𝒩:	N^ ⊃ N	then remove 𝐍^from 𝓝 

//Ensure non-redundant positive Co-forwarding constraints 

3: For all P ∈ 	𝒫 do 

4;  If ∃P^ ∈ 	𝒫:	P^ ⊃ P	then remove 𝐏^from 𝓟 

	

 

Stage 4: Functional mapping. Cases in which only one co-forwarding constraint (either 

positive or negative) remains to be met – the base case gateway and low-level controller’s 

placement problem. In such cases, the orthogonally transformed positive and negative co-

forwarding constraints are computed.  
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Stage 5: Check for exit conditions. Based on the definitions of  𝒫	and	𝒩, the positive co-

forwarding constraints are met if 𝒫	 ∋ ∅ and the negative co-forwarding constraints are 

satisfied only if 𝒩 = ∅. We define a set T∗ which stores the tuple (𝒫∗,𝒩∗) if both 𝒫	and	𝒩are 

satisfied. The co-forwarding constraints would not be satisfied if 𝒫 = ∅ or	𝒩	 ∋ ∅.  

Stages 4 and 5: Map and Exit conditions 

1: For all N ∈ 	𝒩 ∶ 	 |N| = 1 do 

2:  E ← 	E\{N} ; 𝒩∗ ←𝒩∗ ∪ N; 𝒩 ← 	𝒩\{N} 

3: End For 

4: If 𝒫 ∋ ∅	and	|𝒩| = 1 then 𝒩∗ ←𝒩∗ ∪𝒩, 𝒩 ← 	∅  

5: If |𝒫| = 1	and	𝒩 = 	∅ then 𝒫∗ ← ⋃ P6∈𝒫∪𝒫∗ ; 𝒫 ← {∅}  

---Exit Conditions--- 

6: If 𝒫 ∋ ∅	and	𝒩 = ∅ then Τ∗ ← Τ∗ 	∪ {(	𝒫∗,𝒩∗)}; Exit  

7: If	𝒫 = ∅		and	𝒩 ∋ ∅ then Exit  

// Check Wireless DRF cluster size constraints 

8: If (|∪ 𝒫∗| > 𝑀𝑎𝑥(S89:))) or (|𝐸| − |𝒩∗| < 𝑀𝑖𝑛(S89:))	 Exit 

	

 

5.4.3 Fog scheduling policy control mechanism 

The goal of MARL is to find the gateway and low-level controller’s placement (GP) strategy 

profile CS∗ that maximises throughput, the scalarised V(CS) of all feasible 

cluster	ℂ〈E, 𝒫,𝒩, S.}~〉. The control method is generalised to handle multiple objectives and 

avoid the costly route of going through every possible combination in the scheduling problem 

space. The Dfog-DRF scheme makes use of the principal constraints orthonormal 

transformation described in the previous section. The set of all feasible logically distributed 

link clusters ℂ〈E, 𝒫,𝒩, S.}~〉 is divided into principal (sorted) constraint lists ℒ!, … ,ℒ|Y∗|6! 

Where ℒ- = {(𝒫∗,𝒩∗): 𝒫∗ ∋ 𝑒-∗}, for 𝑗 = 1,… , |𝐸∗|, ℒ|Y∗|6! = {(𝒫∗,𝒩∗): 𝒫∗ ∩ 𝐸∗ = ∅}. The 

following definition explains the reasoning behind this division.  
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Explanation (Definition 5.3). Every feasible gateway and low-level controller’s placement 

policy or strategy profile contains exactly one wireless DRF cluster from ℒ! and at most one 

wireless DRF cluster from every ℒ= where j ∈ {2,… , |E∗| + 1}. 

The centralised scheduling policy control mechanism of Dfog-DRF scheme for joint gateway 

and low-level controller’s placement policy optimisation is provided in Algorithms 5-2 & 5-3 

and a pictorial view of how it searches through wireless DRF cluster lists is given in Figure 5-

6. Essentially, the method fills up the principal constraint lists ℒ!, … ,ℒ|B∗|6! and then calculates 

for DRF clusters in each ℒ# 	, a weighted-sum (lexicographic ordering) upper bound UBwℒ$ as 

shown in steps 1 to 18. In the next step, Algorithm 5-3 (a function) is called which operates by 

adding wireless DRF clusters to 𝐶𝑆 until it is a feasible fog gateway and low-level controller’s 

placement (joint) policy or strategy profile. After which it updates if necessary 𝐶𝑆∗, the most 

optimal gateway and low-level controller’s placement policy or strategy profile found at this 

point. 

   

Figure 5-5: MapReduce (linear) transformation process to obtain Principal variable sets given 

+Ve and -Ve Co-forwarding constraints (Example 5.1) 
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Algorithm 5-2: Hybrid Scheduling policy control (DFog-DRF scheme)  

Algorithm. 5-2:	𝐇𝐲𝐛𝐫𝐢𝐝𝐃𝐑𝐅𝐒𝐜𝐡𝐞𝐝𝐮𝐥𝐞𝐫(𝐄∗, 𝚻∗, {𝜷𝟏, … , 𝜷𝒎}, {𝒇𝟏, …𝒇𝒎}) 

global k // set of number of deployable gateways 

1: For j = 1	to	|E∗| do 

2:  ℒ=	 ← ∅;		𝐔𝐁𝑾𝓛𝐣	 ← −∞ {initialise ℒ=	 and UB@ℒ(	} 

3: End for 

4: For (	𝒫∗,𝒩∗) ∈ 	Τ∗ do 

5: Listfound ← false 

6:   For j = 1	to	|E∗| do {if 𝒫∗ contains e=∗ then update ℒ=	 and UBℒ(	} 

7:   If e=∗ ∈ 𝒫∗ then ℒ=	 ← ℒ=	 ∪		(	𝒫∗,𝒩∗) 

8:      For C ∈ ℂ(	𝒫∗,𝒩∗) do 

9:   If ∑ 𝜷𝒊𝒇𝒊(𝒗(𝑪))𝒎
𝒊B𝟏 > 𝐔𝐁𝑾𝓛𝐣	 then 𝐔𝐁𝐖𝓛𝐣	 ← ∑ 𝛃𝐢𝐟𝐢. (𝐯(𝐂))𝐦

𝐢B𝟏  

10:   End if 

11:    End for 

12:  Listfound ← True 

13:  Break {For loop} 

14:  End if 

15:   End for 

16:  If Listfound	is	false then 

17:  ℒ|G∗|"H ← ℒ|G∗|"H ∪ (	𝒫∗,𝒩∗) 

18: End for 

19: ListsSearch(1, ℒ=	, ∅) 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 

Algorithm 5-3: 𝐋𝐢𝐬𝐭𝐬𝐒𝐞𝐚𝐫𝐜𝐡(𝛉, 𝓛, 𝐂𝐒	)  

1: For (	𝒫∗,𝒩∗) 	∈ ℒ do 

2:        For C ∈ ℂ(	𝒫∗,𝒩∗) do 

3:   CS$ ← CS ∪ {C}  

4:    If (⋃CS$ = E) and (|𝐂𝐒$| ∈ 𝒌) then 

5:     If 𝑽(𝐂𝐒$) > 	𝐕(𝐂𝐒∗𝒕) then		CS∗J ← CS$  {update CSJ∗} 
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6:     End if 

7:   Else  

8:        If	(𝛉 ≤ 	 |E∗|) and(V(CS$) +	∑ 𝐔𝐁𝑾𝓛𝐦	 > 	𝐕(𝐂𝐒𝒕∗)
|𝐄∗|"𝟏
𝐦B𝛉"𝟏 ) 

 {nodes in	CS$ to -Ve constraints} 

           ℒ$ ← ℒM"H 

9:        For (	𝒫∗,𝒩∗) 	∈ ℒ$ do 

10:       For C$ ∈ CS$ do 

11:        For e' ∈ C$ do 

12:     𝒩∗ ←𝒩∗ ∪ {{e'}} 

13:        End for  

14:       End for 

15:      End for 

16:   ListsSearch(𝛉 + 1, ℒ$, CS$) 

17:     End if 

18:    End if 

19:    End for 

20: End for 

 

 

 

Figure 5-6: DFog-DRF scheme - Joint policy search order for efficient gateway and low-level 

controller’s placement (searching through sorted DRF cluster lists). 
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Specifically, DRF cluster lists constructed in this way means every feasible joint gateway and 

low-level controller’s placement strategy profile has exactly one link cluster from ℒ! and at 

most one DRF cluster from ℒ# 		, 𝑖 > 1. As such, the algorithm selects a wireless DRF cluster 

say	𝐶!, from some base case in ℒ! and checks whether {𝐶!} is a feasible strategy profile or 

policy i.e., if 𝐶! = 𝐸.  If this is not the case, then router agents or nodes in 𝐶! are added to the 

negative co-forwarding constraints of all base cases in  𝒩∗ for each (𝒫∗,𝒩∗) ∈ ℒ/. This action 

further introduces constraints on the co-located links in that base case, i.e., ℒ/, ensuring that 

there is no intersection with wireless DRF cluster	𝐶!. In the next step, the fault tolerant control 

method chooses for every link cluster say	𝐶/	in the (now modified) base case in list ℒ/ and 

determines if 𝐶! ∪ 𝐶/ = 𝐸 (a feasible placement policy or strategy profile) If this is not the 

case, then the process is repeated for ℒ/ and so on. This means the nodes in  𝐶!𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝐶/ are 

added to 𝒩∗ for each (𝒫∗,𝒩∗) ∈ ℒU . Following this approach, all feasible fog gateway and 

low-level controller’s placement strategy profiles would be examined eventually. The Dfog-

DRF scheme implements a branch-and-bound technique (see line 8 in Algorithm 5-2) to speed 

up the joint policy control process.  

5.5  Summary 

In hierarchical fog networks, traffic emanating from wireless transmission devices for IoT is 

aggregated and forwarded through gateways. Placing and connecting IoT gateways to the 

wireless ‘backbone’ fog devices is critical to efficient operation and management. This chapter 

proposes a novel decentralised control methodology for gateway and low-level controller’s 

placement optimisation to guarantee improved throughput for IoT computation offloading in 

wireless hierarchical fog networks. 

ü Decentralised fog link scheduling for joint forwarding in hierarchical (wireless) fog-

mesh networks that can efficiently support (via constraint dimensionality reduction) 

bottleneck fairness with dynamics. 

ü  A model for ground truth interference-aware feature selection of gateways (master 

nodes) that applies node forwarding strategy (adaptive) feedback to generate fairness 
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(positive and negative co-forwarding) constraints for the real-time scheduling 

problem. 

ü Application of Map-Reduce framework using unsupervised learning (divide and 

conquer) to support fast search of fog gateway and low-level controller’s placement 

policies (or strategy profiles).   

ü  A recursive multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) with robustness against 

adversarial controllers to implement Pareto-improvements using lexicographic 

multi-objective optimisation to determine cross-layer throughput maximisation of 

fog gateway and low-level controller’s placement policy. 

ü The challenging fog link (throughput) scheduling with bottleneck fairness problem 

for joint multitask and multi-resource forwarding is unaddressed in literature. This 

study provided a formal hierarchical co-optimisation model, technological SDN 

framework, and scheduling scheme to shape hierarchical fog network behaviour 

(i.e., throughput-awareness and complexity) taking into consideration hierarchical 

and distributed node forwarding strategy feedback.  
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Chapter 6 Performance & Evaluation 

§ Testbed’s design and simulation of experiments to evaluate the effect of strategic 

feedback control for rejuvenation of decentralised SDN controller deployments in 

the federated edge using CloudSim and Wireless fog-mesh network using iFogSim. 

§ Complexity/Scalability analysis of the centralised policy control mechanism for IP-

DRF and Dfog-DRF schemes in joint multi-task offloading/forwarding with other 

state-of-the-art methodology – Asset fair and CEEI-based policies (i.e., Distributed 

DRF). 

§ Simulation results I: Empirical evaluation of the hybrid scheduling mechanism for 

IP-DRF (in chapter 4) for joint offloading at the federated edge considering fault-

prone settings or population and resource non-monotonicity – We compare the 

allocation policy of D-DRF scheme (Pareto-Optimal) with Second-Best Pareto 

optimal (SBPO) ones. 

§ Simulation results II: Empirical evaluation of the DFog-DRF scheme for 

bottleneck fairness or throughput maximisation of fog gateway and low-level 

controller’s placement (joint) policy in the wireless hierarchical fog. Experiments 

are carried out using iFogSim to show its efficacy based on network average latency 

and scalability (network use) as important objectives for throughput maximisation. 
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6.1 Experiment’s design 

6.1.1 Federated edge testbed 

CloudSim Features. The key features of CloudSim are described in Figure 6-1 and Figure A-

0-1 [184] which allows for modelling system and complex behaviour of components in Cloud 

computing. Exploring dynamic resource allocation mechanisms in edge and Fog environments 

that are massively distributed and scalable, the simulation of clouds and applications is applied 

to evaluate performance and further provide useful insights. 

 

Figure 6-1 CloudSim Features 

 

Implementing the core functionality required for higher-level simulation frameworks is the 

SimJava discrete event simulation engine [184]. The engine is at the lowest layer, such as 

communication between components (see Figure A-0-2 [184]), creation of system components 

(services, host, data centre, broker, and VMs), and management of the simulation clock, 

queuing, and processing of events. 

FEC Data centres.  The simulator models core hardware infrastructure for cloud-related 

services using the Data centre Class. Essentially, infrastructure level services i.e., hardware and 

software, provided by resource providers in a Cloud environment are modelled using this class.  

The Data centre class comprises several compute hosts that are homogeneous or heterogeneous 
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as regards to capacity, cores, memory, and storage. In addition, every Data centre creates an 

instance of a generalised resource-provisioning component that supports policies for allocating 

memory, bandwidth, and storage devices. 

Decentralised SDN controller (Edge ResourceLayer [43]). This class models a DRF broker, 

whose responsibility for fair allocation between FEC service providers and FEC users. 

However, the broker functions to establish user QoS requirements and deploy service tasks 

amongst Clouds as shown in Figure 6-2. The Edge broker acts on behalf of users to identify 

via the Cloud Information Service (CIS) appropriate Cloud service providers. The broker than 

proceeds to negotiate with them for an allocation of resources that meets QoS needs of users. 

We extended this class to conduct experiments with A custom developed allocation policy 

(non-intersecting or non-overlapping). 

 

Figure 6-2: Edge Datacenter Broker – decentralised SDN controller implementation 

 

6.1.2 IFogSim Testbed 

The simulation kernel for IFogSim [34] is an extension of CloudSim, therefore, the experiments 

design would focus on the implementation of testbed components.   
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We provide a description of the elements of network architecture using the classes of iFogSim 

is shown in tables 6-8 and 6-9. The implementation of the test bed for Wireless fog mesh 

network environment using iFogSim consists of simulated entities and services. 

6.1.2.1   Physical Elements 

Edge/Fog Device. In this class, all characteristics of hardware for fog devices (i.e., mobiles, 

WIFI gateways, proxy, and cloud) and their connections to other actuators, fog devices, and 

sensors is given. The definition of the communication capacity of fog devices i.e., downlink 

bandwidth, memory, processor, storage size, uplink, are the key attributes of the FogDevice 

class.  This class allows researchers to define how the fog device resources are scheduled 

between application modules running on it and how modules are deployed and removed.  

Overriding these methods allows for plug-in custom policies. Essentially, the realisation of this 

class is an extension of CloudSim’s PowerDatacenter class. 

IoT Sensor. An instance of the sensor class represents an IoT sensor in the network 

architecture. In this class, the characteristics of a sensor, from connectivity to attributes for 

output is contained.  

The class contains a reference attribute to the gateway fog device to which the sensor is 

connected and the latency of connection between them. Most importantly, the output 

characteristics of the sensor and the distribution of tuple inter transmission is defined in this 

class, which identifies the tuple arrival rate at the gateway. By setting appropriate values of 

these attributes, devices like smart cameras and connected cars can be simulated.  

IoT Actuator. The model of an actuator is defined by the effect of actuation and its network 

connection properties. The class defines an override method to perform, at basic levels, an 

action on arrival of a tuple from an application module and can be extended to implement 

custom effects of actuation. An attribute in the class refers to the wireless gateway (Fog Device) 

to which the actuator is connected and the latency of this connection.  
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Data Stream Layer (Tuple Class). A realisation of the data stream layer in the wireless 

hierarchical network architecture and the basic unit of communication between entities in the 

Fog. Inherited from the Cloudlet class of CloudSim is the Tuple class. The characteristics of a 

tuple is its type and the source and destination application modules. Attributes of the class 

specify the length of data encapsulated in the tuple and the processing requirements defined as 

million instructions (MI).  

6.1.2.2  Logical Parts 

Smart City Application. The application design in the experiments follows the Distributed 

Data Format (DDF) model, whereby applications are modeled as a directed graph.  Modules 

represent the vertices of the directed acyclic graph (DAG) that perform processing on incoming 

data and edges denote the relationships (data dependencies) between modules. These entities 

are realised using the following classes.  

• AppModule. This class is realised by extending the class PowerVm in CloudSim. 

For each incoming tuple, an AppModule instance processes it and generates output 

tuples that are sent to next modules in the DAG. Using a selectivity model, the 

number of output tuples per input tuple is chosen—which can be bursts or fractional.  

Instances of AppModule class represent processing elements of fog applications and 

realise the vertices of the DAG in DDF model.  

• AppEdge. An instance of this class denotes the data dependency between a pair of 

smart city application modules and represents a directed edge in the DDF application 

model. Captured by the tupleType attribute of AppEdge class, each edge is typified 

by the type of tuple it carries. The processing requirements and length of data 

encapsulated are also captured in this tuple. iFogSim supports periodic and event-

based application edge; For the tuples on a periodic AppEdge, these are emitted at 

regularised intervals.  Furthermore, tuples on an event-based edge e = (u, v) are sent 

when the source module u receives a tuple, and the selectivity model of u allows the 

emission of tuples carried by e.  
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6.1.2.3  Management and Monitoring 

Control Loop. AppLoop Class is used for specifying the process-control loops of interest to 

the user. For the wireless fog mesh networks, the control loops are specified to measure the 

end-to-end latency. A list of modules beginning from the origin of the loop to the module where 

the loop ends constitute an AppLoop instance. In addition to the basic tuple processing 

functionality, simulated services available in iFogSim are as follows:  

• Resource Management Services. The Fog simulator implements placement and 

scheduling of resource management for IoT applications. These abstract classes are 

independent of each other to facilitate easy customisation and extension. 

• Application Placement. After submission of applications for processing, the 

placement policy determines how application modules are placed across Fog 

devices.  

Monitoring service. Each device monitors and maintains its current resource use statistics in 

the current version of iFogSim. The executeTuple () method in the FogDevice class contains 

the tuple processing logic whereby the device updates its resource usage. The statistics can also 

be stored in a tuple and pushed to the resource management layer for running use-aware 

resource management policies. This information can be useful in the studying the performance 

of the IoT application on fog infrastructure and may be collected as logs to be analysed offline.  

6.2  Simulation and discussion: Study I 

In this sub-section, we perform several simulated experiments and present empirical results to 

(1) compare the deterministic policy of the hybrid scheduling mechanism provided by IP-DRF 

to allocation policy of the D-DRF scheme (see Table 6-1) (2) compare the running time and 

accuracy of the IP-DRF scheme with other state of the art methodology for solving similar 

problems - the results from simulations [133] , [158] for the IP control algorithm highly 

correspond to results we obtained from similar experimental setup.    
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6.2.1 Complexity analysis of centralised policy control mechanism 

Run Time & solution quality. For comparative purpose only, two state of the art algorithms 

for fair allocation namely integer programming (based on ILOG’s CPLEX) and Improved 

dynamic programming 𝑂(3") for CSG are considered. Using sub-additive, super-additive, 

normal and uniform distributions used to generate test cases for the Nash bargaining solution 

by [165], [185], the policy control mechanism of IP-DRF scheme always finds the best 

allocation policy quickest compared to the rest of the solutions. In the worst case, the IP-DRF 

(anytime) scheme computes the solution for 27 edge nodes in 1.3 hours or 4.69 × 10U𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 

while the DP algorithm waits approximately 5.2 × 10�	𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠. In the best case, the 

centralised policy (IP) control mechanism of IP-DRF scheme only needs 	2.2 × 10G�	% of the 

time for DP algorithm in the CSG – these metrics are much smaller when using graphic 

processor units (GPUs). For population non-monotonicity setting, with changing number of 

singleton clusters, the growth rate of the run-time for IP-DRF’s deterministic policy 

considering 𝑛 controller nodes can be proven to be approximately 𝑂(2.7") given an NCDS 

distribution and like 𝑂(2.3") given uniform and normal distributions. This is significantly less 

than 𝑂(𝑛") growth rate of the size of the flat distributed SDN Policy space.  

TABLE 6-1: TAXONOMY OF FAIR ALLOCATION POLICIES FOR RECONFIGURING THE FLAT SDN CONTROL PLANE 

 

Allocation Property Asset Fairness 

(Centralised) 

CEEI (D-DRF) 

(Decentralised) 

IP-DRF 

(Decentralised) 

Sharing Incentive   Y Y 

Group strategy Proof Y  Y 

Population & Resource Monotonicity Pop.  Y 

PO/SBPO PO PO SBPO 
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The ratio bound	𝜷 (as a function of searched Joint DRF policies).  In CSG literature, [165] 

and [185] are the two algorithms that improve solution quality. The proposed IP-DRF scheme 

is benchmarked against these two schemes for evaluation. With 24 singleton nodes in the free 

rider problem or resource non-monotonicity, the number of strategy profiles required IP-DRF 

to establish a bound	𝜷 of 3 is 0.0012% that of [165] and approximately 1% that of [185].  On 

the other hand, given a congestion problem setting or population non-monotonicity, the IP-

DRF’s hybrid scheduling mechanism for joint offloading requires searching more strategy 

profiles (Joint DRF policies) as compared to other scheduling algorithms or mechanisms to 

establish its first ratio bound (definition 4.4.1). However, once the search is done, the number 

of strategy profiles required to establish a bound of 3 is only approximately 0.00067% as 

compared to the [165]  and 0.51% of [185]. 

6.2.2 Simulation parameters 

The joint offloading model at federated edge.  Offloading bids are allocated a share of 

processing power on Data centre’s host components; application elements are sandboxed 

within VMs or container engines (CE). Host is a component that represents a physical 

computing node in an EC: a pre-configured processing (expressed in millions of instructions 

per second– MIPS, per CPU core), memory, storage, and a scheduling policy for allocating 

processing cores to virtual machines. Administrative EC set ℂ assigned a different compute 

 
 

Table 6-2: Consumer task instances and resource requirements at the platform edge. 

Bid 

Type 
 Length 

File 
Size 

(MB) 

Output 

Size 
PE  

Util. 

Mode 
 

VM 

Priority 
MIPS 

Image 
Size 

(MB) 

RAM 

(MB) 
Bandwidth CPUs VMM 

𝜃𝔹+,-  5000 30000 30000 2  Full  I 8000000 40000 4096 10000 2 Xen 

𝜃𝔹.,-  7000 50000 60000 1  Full  II 800000 4000 2048 10000 1 Xen 
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capacity (of MIPs) and 𝑐𝑎𝑝(𝜌#) ∈ ℝ6 in the marketplace using settings of 𝜌#= ki×108. With 

𝑘 = {2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0} representing the order (multitude) of available compute capacity 𝑘# ∈

ℝ6 in data centre host lists 𝐻# (with 4 PEs per host) in the federated edge.  

The Cloudlet class is extended to create the IoTCloudlet class (used to create offload task list 

𝛩	𝔹) whose instance represents the offload application service activation 𝜃. Table 6-2 lists the 

simulation parameters for two consumer offloads {𝜃�(𝐼),𝜃'(𝐼𝐼)} including the 

EdgeVm/container priority, task length, file size, output size, and processing elements (PEs). 

Logically distributed SDN controllers or DRF-enabled clusters [6], [85] are created from the 

EdgeResourceLayer [43] class which extends the DatacenterBroker class in the CloudSim 

toolkit [20]. Each Host component instantiates a VM/Container scheduler component that 

implements time-shared policies for allocating cores to VMs/containers. The VM class is 

extended to include a VM/Container component characteristic related to its weight or 

scheduling priority (i.e., I or II). 

6.2.2.1 Population non-monotonicity 

User Offloading Bids. Offloading agents 𝐵!, 𝐵/, 𝐵U and 𝐵p  each receive IoTCloudlet instance 

bids generated from the uniform distribution in Table 6-3.  

TABLE 6-3: SETTINGS FOR THE SIMULATION OF POPULATION NON-MONOTONICITY 

Byzantine Strategies  
Bids {I, II} 

Uniform distribution 

Lose-lose  θ/%= {[4,500, 4,600], [2,400, 2,500]} 

[C0, C1	]  θ/&= {[4,500, 4,600], [7,000, 7,145]} 

Win-Win 

[C2] & [C3] 
 θ/',θ/(= {[16,500, 17,000], ∅} & 'e4,67	' ≤ 0 

Win-lose (Distributive) strategies – With the advantage of geographic proximity, data centre 

agents 𝐶p adopts a win-lose VM migration (zero-sum) strategy with EC agent 𝐶/ to correct 
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provisioning mistakes from production function ℱp(𝜃��� ,𝜃'��) because of temporary host 

outages ℎp5 ∈ 𝐻p.  

Win-Win (Integrative) strategies – ICGs with negative settings. Administrative data centre 

agents C! and CU face data centre host failures (e.g., Fires or floods) and adopt integrative 

strategy to handle excess offloads 𝜃𝔹���. In socio-economic interaction for experiments, ICGs 

(interactive strategies) can only lead to negative zero-sum bargain externalities i.e.  zeD,_̂ 	z ≤

0	 or decrease the availability of external resources. 

6.2.2.2 Resource Non-Monotonicity 

Bids (	𝓕) and Non-excludable Bids. Table 6-4 describes experiment setup for IoTCloudlet 

instances requested at offloading agents 𝐵!, 𝐵/, 𝐵U (includes paid bids and non-excludable 

bids), 𝐵p. 

Table 6-4: Settings for the simulation of Resource Non-Monotonicity 

Byzantine 
Strategies  

Paid-Bids - ℱ {I, II} 

Uniform distribution 

Non-Excludable Bids {I, II} 

Uniform distribution 

Win-lose 

[C3, C0	] 

 θ/& = {[3500, 3,600], [4,500 4,700]} 

 

θ/(= {∅,[8,400, 8,575]}, > ℱ3(∅, 𝜃𝔹𝑆𝑉𝑀) 

  

Win-Win 

[C2], [C1] & 
[C0] 

 

 

θ/'= {[3500, 3,600], [2,500, 2,860]},  

θ/% = {[3500, 3,600], [3,500, 3,810]} 

θ/(= {[7,000, 7,200], ∅} 

 

 

'e4,67	' ≥ 0	  

 

Distributive EC strategies. Because of the uncertainty in production		ℱU(𝜃��� ,𝜃'��) from 

the behaviour (bidding) of consumer agent 𝐵U, cloud or data centre agents 𝐶U and 𝐶p adopt 
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(positive) zero-sum bargain strategies to support capacity scheduling and allocation of 

unpredictable offloads. 

Integrative EC strategies for DRF broker (main) and secondary controllers’ – ICGs with 

zero-sum settings. Essentially, EC contractual or win-win strategies are solely meant to support 

Platform innovation – In the socio-economic interaction during experiments, ICGs (integrative 

strategies) can only cause positive controller-to-controller bargain externalities zeD,_̂ 	z ≥ 0	or 

increase the availability of non-excludable resources	𝜃𝔹'��. 

FEC Marketplace - Cost Model 

Modelling of costs and pricing policies is an important aspect to be considered in the simulation 

of Cloud systems. Two basic pricing policy for offloading processing cost are used to evaluate 

the IP-based platform governance, these are: 

• Fixed cost. The cost per unit processing in all data centres is fixed. 

• Production-based (variable) cost. In this market scheme, set 𝑤#  the unit processing cost 

in EC data centre i offering capacity	𝜌# in MIPS. The MIPs available is directly 

proportional to the cost per unit processing	𝑤# ∝ 𝜌#. For simplicity, this proportionality 

is linear, as such let 𝑤# = 𝜎.𝜌#.  

Where	𝜎 = 𝑤# 𝜌#® . In all experimental runs, we set 𝜎 = 1 × 10G� for each of the 4 fog 

infrastructures (data centres) using the production-based cost scheme, and 𝑤# = 20	for the 

fixed cost. All experiments were carried out on a 32-bit OS (x64 based processor) machine 

with specification Intel Duo core T660 @ 2.20 GHz and 3.0 GB installed RAM.  

6.2.3 Fault-tolerance, monotonicity, and rejuvenation of the flat SDN plane 

The knowledge of Controller-to-controller bargain externalities is calculated (for each DRF 

coalition) as eD,_̂� = 	𝜇zeD,_̂z where 𝜇 ∈ (0,1], Second-best Pareto-optimality (SBPO) assumes 

perfect information or 100% knowledge of externalities.  Using exact test method in analysis 

of the truthful mechanism of IP-DRF, we set the weights of preference criterions for fault-
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tolerance as  α! = 0.99,α/ = 0.01 and compare first best PO structures of Nash bargaining 

based allocation policy called distributed DRF [132] with SBPO ones. The IP-DRF scheme 

provides a deterministic policy that guarantees second-best Pareto optimality (SBPO) in 

resource allocation for IoT cloudlets. Figures 6-3 and 6-4 depict the efficacy of IP-DRF scheme 

with increasing knowledge of bargain externalities (𝜇 = 10% to 100%) in both positive and 

negative zero-sum Controller-to-controller bargain settings for ICG. With much higher (e.g., 

80-100%) knowledge of zero-sum or controller-to-controller bargain values (externalities), the 

hybrid scheduling policy mechanism of IP-DRF scheme exhibits strong rejuvenation and 

reconfiguration capabilities or fault proof characteristics.  

Objective 1: Execution time and Turnaround time (𝒇𝟏).  Table 6-5 (and Figure 6-5 & 

Figure 6-7) shows at 100% knowledge of Controller-to-controller bargain externalities 

(Second-best) how IP-DRF’s policy outperforms that of the D-DRF scheduling scheme. The 

average time for processing of 57,445 bids (IoT cloudlets) for both execution and response 

time is reduced by 6.89% and 23.96% in resource non-monotonicity settings and 19% and 

11.52% (respectively) in the population non-monotonicity problem. In particular, the second-

best PO policy achieved by IP-DRF scheme reduced the relative average execution time for 

first best PO (the D-DRF scheme) by 0.0624secs and average turnaround time by 0.0542 secs 

for the population non-monotonicity setting.  For resource monotonicity, the IP-DRF 

scheduling scheme outperformed D-DRF scheme by reducing the average execution and 

turnaround time by 0.0276s and 0.1682secs. 

Objective 2: Processing Cost (𝒇𝟐).  Figure 6-6 & Figure 6-8 shows for the SBPO policy, 

output of the IP-DRF offloading scheme (in Chapter 4) also performs better than the D-DRF 

scheme in minimising cost for both the fixed and variable pricing strategy in ICGs with 

environment settings of population and resource non-monotonicity for multitask offloading. 

The average cost of processing all 38,000 IoT cloudlets (bids) using both fixed cost and variable 

cost pricing strategy is reduced by 6.89% and 9.03% in resource non-monotonicity settings and 

19.1% and 12.73% in the population non-monotonicity settings respectively.  
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Figure 6-3 Robustness against population non-monotonicity setting 

 

Figure 6-4 Robustness against resource non-monotonicity setting 
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Table 6-5: Comparing Pareto-optimal (PO) structures with Second-best ones SBPO. 

Experiment 
settings 
(Network 
Effects) 

Strategic 
Game 
Solution 

SLA 
Deadline  
Violation 
(0.51s/0.6s) 

Reduced 
Ave. Exec. 
Time 
(Relative) 

Reduced 
Ave. TAT  
(Relative) 

Reduced 
Processing Cost  
(Relative in %) 

 Fixed Variable 

Congestion 
(57,445 
cloudlets) 
Resp. 
time=0.51s 

First-Best PO 
ICG 

1,488 
jobs 
(2.6%) 

 - 
 

 - - - 

Second-Best 
PO 
ICG (-Ve) 

0 (0%)  0.0624s  
(19%) 

 0.0542s 
(11.52%) 

19.1% 12.73% 

Free Riding 
(38,000 
cloudlets) 
Resp. time=0.6s 

First-Best PO  
ICG  

38,000 
jobs 
(100%) 

 -  - - - 

Second-Best 
PO  
ICG (+Ve) 

12381 
jobs 
(32.58%) 

 0.0276s 
(6.89%) 

 0.1682s 
(23.96%) 

6.89% 9.03% 
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Figure 6-5 comparing SBPO with PO deployment for population non-monotonicity setting (time) 

 

Figure 6-6 comparing SBPO with PO deployment for population non-monotonicity Setting (cost) 

 

Figure 6-7 comparing SBPO with PO deployment for resource non-monotonicity setting (time) 

 

Figure 6-8 Comparing SBPO with PO deployment for resource non-monotonicity setting (cost) 
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6.3 Simulations and Discussion: Study II  

In this sub-section, it is necessary for dynamic hierarchical fogs to empirically evaluate the 

DFog-DRF scheme against other centralised and decentralised methods for proactive 

rejuvenation of controller deployment (See Table 6-6) taking into consideration: (1) 

benchmarking or run-time optimisation against the state-of-the-art methodology for fair 

allocation in literature – the results correspond to similar experiments [134] performed (2) the 

throughput awareness of Dfog-DRF forwarding scheme as compared to Nash bargaining 

(distributed) DRF scheme for the EEG tractor beam game of iFogsim.  

6.3.1  Run-time complexity analysis of centralised policy control mechanism 

The hybrid scheme for gateway and low-level controller’s placement optimisation were 

benchmarked against a modified version of the mixed integer programming formulation for the 

dynamic equilibrium problem, which has a column for every feasible wireless DRF cluster, 

instead of a column for every possible wireless DRF cluster. Empirical evidence shows that 

DFog-DRF scheme outperforms by orders of magnitude the mixed integer programming (MIP) 

scheme [186] for optimisation of the hierarchical WMN. The DFog-DRF scheme solves the 

optimisation problem instances comprising 20 and 30 physical SDN nodes and for 100 and 

Table 6-6: Taxonomy of Fog Link scheduling schemes for reconfiguration (with bottleneck fairness) 

Allocation Property Asset Fairness 

Centralised 

D-DRF 

decentralised 

 

DFog-DRF 

decentralised 

Load balancing  N Y Y 

Group strategy proof Y N Y 

Pareto-Optimality Y Y Y 

Bottleneck fairness N Y Y 
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1000 positive and negative fairness constraints. Given a different number of edge resource 

nodes, we perform a comparison between the times the generalised algorithm takes to generate 

the feasible clusters (using the transformation process) and the search for feasible wireless DRF 

clusters by going through every coalition in 2Y against the specified constraint to check whether 

it is feasible or not. The proposed Dfog-DRF scheme is faster by orders of magnitude - for 

instance, given 30 router nodes, the fault tolerant control mechanism takes a fraction of the 

time (< 1%) for both r=100 and r=1000 wireless DRF cluster constraints. 

Fog gateway and low-level controller’s placement (joint) policy. For evaluation purposes, we 

compare the hybrid mechanism of Dfog-DRF scheme which applies node forwarding strategy 

feedback with two other mechanism designs [187], [186] given the same input parameters. 

Nash Bargaining solution is implemented such that it checks every possible cluster against 

the list of QoS constraints storing only feasible ones. Here, the centralised policy control 

mechanism proceeds as normal except that every branch in the search tree is pruned if it does 

contain a cluster that is not feasible. The mixed integer programming formulation for synergy 

coalition groups was implemented using a standard MIP package (ILOG’s CPLEX). Given a 

normal distribution and different number of transmission or forwarding controllers, the 

proposed control algorithm outperforms all other (state-of-the-art) mechanisms by orders of 

magnitude. Table 6-7 shows the performance of the generalised algorithm considering 30 

transmission nodes. The average number of DRF clusters was nearly 8 × 10� and 6 × 10  

given 100 and 1000 pairwise-fairness constraints respectively. 
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Table 6-7: Relative comparison (speed) of Dfog-DRF scheme with other scheduling schemes (20 & 30 nodes) 

 

6.3.2 Empirical analysis using IFogSim (Latency sensitive online game) 

IFogSim. An effective tool for evaluating resource management approaches including cloud-

only application module placement and edge module placement - a technique that pushes 

applications towards edge devices when there are enough resources.  

 

Figure 6-9: Two apps architecture [34] 

The latency-critical application model (Figure 6-9) in the case study [34] is a human-vs-human 

game (EEG Tractor Beam Game) that involves augmented brain computer interaction. To play 

EEG

Display

Client

Conc. 
Calculator

Coordinator

EEG

SELF_STATE_UPDATE

GLOBAL_STATE_UPDATE

SENSOR

CONCENTRATION
PLAYER_GAME_STATE 

(Periodic 100ms)

GLOBAL_GAME_STATE
(Periodic 100ms)

Algorithm   Edge resource nodes r=100  r=1000 

Nash Bargaining 

solution  

(coalition games) 

20 0.079% 

0.0017% 

0.104% 

0.38% 30 

 

Asset Fairness  

(MIP-CPLEX) 

20 

30 

0.025% 

0.065% 

0.003% 

0.01% 
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the game, every player/actor needs to wear an MINDO-4S wireless EEG headset connected to 

his smartphone. The Tractor Beam Game is implemented as an Android application on the 

smartphone of users. The application is responsible for real-time processing of the EEG signals 

sensed by the EEG headset as well as computing the brain state of the user. 

The availability of iFogSim should help rapid development of innovative resource management 

policies in the areas of fog computing and IoT and with end-to-end modelling and simulation. 

Table 6-8: Configuration of fog devices for EEG applications 

 

 

Table 6-9: Simulation parameters of Edge Devices 

Source Destination Latency (due to hops) in ms  

IoT Sensor IoT Device 6 

IoT Device  

(Mobiles) 

WIFI Gateway [0,2], [2,3], [3,5], [8,10] 

(uniform distributions) 

WIFI Gateways Proxy-server 4 

Proxy-server Cloud DC 100 
 

TwoApps. The critical control loop in the EEG tractor game application (latency of response) 

is the loop with the responsibility of transforming the brain-state of the user into a game state 

Edge  

Devices 

CPU (GHz) RAM (GB)  

 

Mips 

(´103) 

Bandwidth (Up, 

Down) (´103)  

Cloud (1) 3.0 8 32.8 [10, 10] 

WIFI Gateways (2) 3.0 4 4 [1 10], [1 10]  

Mobiles (210) 1.6 1 1 [0.1, 0.27] 

Proxy-server (1) 3.0 4 16 [10, 10] 
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on the device actuator. This requires real-time communication between the IoT device and the 

device hosting the brain-state classification module together with efficient processing on the 

classification module. Delay in this loop will severely affect (negatively) user experience as it 

affects the entities users interact with. 

6.3.3 Experiment setup 

For rejuvenation, there are several metrics (optimisation objectives) that need to be optimised 

in fog network system. Performance of the application is related to the amount of time (latency) 

needed to accomplish a certain task. Also, importance is attached to the economic use of scarce 

resources (resource usage) particularly in the lower layers of the fog model as this would also 

minimise power consumption on mobile devices.  

QoS Constraints for fog gateway and low-level controller’s placement. For all seven fog-

based edge resource nodes in E from example 5.1, Mesh clients (MC) or the number of mobile 

devices 𝑑# (individual links) connected to the edge resource 𝑒# was set as  |𝑑#𝑒#| =

{20, 50, 80, 10, 30, 10, 10} in experiments. The DRF cluster load constraint	𝑳𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 110. The 

relay load in DRF clusters is simply computed as 𝑙𝑑(𝐶) = 	∑ |𝑑#𝑒#|¡7�7∈𝑪 and the DRF cluster 

size constraint Smax = 4.  

6.3.4 Bottleneck fairness and group strategy proofness 

 Positive and Negative (pairwise-fairness) constraints.  The 2-stage feature selection and 

transformation for bottleneck fairness constraints in our experiments are from example 5.1 (in 

Chapter 5). The DRF cluster delay constraint Rmax for fog-based Steiner resource trees is set to 

not more than 2ms (Table 6-8). All pairwise-fairness constraints for joint forwarding used in 

experiments conform to this criterion. To evaluate the DFog-DRF scheme, we setup 

experiments using the simulation parameters of edge devices in Table 6-9. Different intervals 

of uniform distributions are used to randomise the hop distances (in ms) for connection of the 

IoT devices under low-level controller nodes to gateways. For empirical evaluation purposes, 

we choose k= 2 WIFI gateways and evaluate Six (6) feasible gateway and low-level controller’s 
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placement (joint) policies as fog run-time environments for empirical analysis of the Dfog-

DRF scheme. In experiments, fog gateway and low-level controller’s placement (joint) policy 

GP1 of the Dfog-DRF scheme is group strategy proof [6] or provides a truthful mechanism 

using pairwise-fairness constraints from multi-controller forwarding strategy feedback related 

to homeostasis.  Nash bargaining solution or distributed DRF policies [132] GP2, GP3, GP4, 

GP5 and GP6 do not avoid scheduler manipulation – using localised resource managers for 

coordination. However, the deterministic policy mechanisms for fog gateway and low-level 

controller’s placement guarantee the sharing incentive or load balancing for performance 

isolation as well as bottleneck fairness for multiple resources. These fog configurations are 

simulated for two applications per device to implement joint multitasking offloading in the 

iFogsim testbed. The hierarchical fog re-configuration GP1 is the Pareto-optimal structure of 

the centralised scheduling policy control described in Chapter 5 whereas re-configurations 

GP2 to GP6 are all feasible structures of the Distributed DRF scheme implementation in Nash 

bargaining game settings based on QoS constraints.  

6.3.5 Cross-Layer throughput maximisation: Rejuvenation   

Lexicographical ordering is the method used by Dfog-DRF scheme to maximise throughput in 

fog gateway and low-level controller’s placement (joint) policy providing a fault tolerant 

control plane. Essentially, latency of the application loops is considered the most important 

priority (𝛼! = 0.99) and network usage is considered the least important (	𝛼/ = 0.01).  

Objective 1:   Average latency of control loop (using the Edgeward placement strategy).  

Figure 6-10 and Figure 6-11 illustrate the average delay in the execution of the control loops 

in TwoApps for the 6 feasible strategy profiles. For smaller WIFI gateway bandwidth 

(1,000MHz), GP1 and GP3 show the most reduced delay for application loop 1 (EEG, CLIENT, 

CONCENTRATION_CALCULATOR, CLIENT, DISPLAY]) whereas strategy profile GP1 

showed significant reduction in average latency for application loop 2 (1.7646secs). With more 

WIFI gateway bandwidth (10,000MHz), GP1 showed the most reduced average latency 
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(1.4565secs) for application loop 1 however, strategy profile GP5 reduced the average delay 

the most for application loop 2 in simulated experiments.  

Objective 2: Network Usage (Edgeward placement strategy). 

It is worth noting that a bulk of communication in this application happens between Client and 

Concentration Calculator modules. Figure 6-12 depicts the network use of the EEG tractor 

beam game application for 210 mobiles and 420 applications. The load on the network 

increases due to an increase in the number of devices connected to the application significantly 

where only cloud resources used. As shown in Figure 6-12, when different gateway bandwidth 

(1,000 and 10,000) is considered, the network use (0.2669 × 10� and 1.0980 × 10�) 

considerably decreased using strategy profile GP1 in comparison to all other feasible D-DRF 

policies.  This result also gives a clear perspective regarding the scalability of fog-based 

applications. Allowing the network use to grow uncontrollably as in case of cloud-based 

execution can lead to network congestion and further degradation of the performance of 

applications. Such situations can be better avoided if fog-based deployment is adopted, and 

information is pre-processed closer to the source of data. 

 

Figure 6-10. Evaluation of response time (inverse throughput) for GP strategy profiles 

(10,000 BW) 
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Figure 6-11. Evaluation of response time (inverse throughput) GP strategy profiles (1,000 BW) 

 

Figure 6-12. Scalability - Evaluation of Network bandwidth usage (cost) 

6.4  Summary 

Experiments using simulated testbeds show: (1) improved performance for our novel hybrid 

scheduling schemes that applies feedback in scheduling for IoT cloudlet instances as compared 

to the hybrid scheduling scheme of distributed DRF or D-DRF (2) The proposed MARL policy 

for joint forwarding is faster than the mixed integer programming implementation (RL-based) 

and the Nash bargaining based (distributed) DRF scheme to solve the same problem. 
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ü In this chapter, critical evaluation of the hybrid scheduling policy or truthful 

mechanisms for joint offloading at the distributed SDN control plane of the federated 

edge and hierarchical fog (wireless) networks is carried out.  

ü The setup, results and discussion of the experiments is provided for joint multitask 

offloading considering (1) population and resource monotonicity scheduling 

problems of the federated edge and (2) the fog scheduling with bottleneck fairness 

problem in hierarchical (and dynamic) wireless networks. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions, Limitation and Future 

Work 

7.1 Conclusions 

Due to the increase in the request of the cloud users particularly with the IoT, fair resource 

allocation in next generation cloud computing or Data centre environments (like FEC) has been 

progressively become one of the critical issues. Addressing these FEC scheduling problems for 

joint offloading needs an effective mechanism design that could guarantee user satisfaction in 

terms of service level agreements (SLAs) and QoS in particular. The two research questions, 

related work, and thesis methodology for the design of SDN-based resource allocation 

mechanisms in distributed data centre environments for FEC applications are discussed in 

preliminary chapters (Chapters 1,2 &3) of this thesis. 

This thesis described in Chapter 4, the rejuvenation of decentralised controller deployment 

from fair scheduling and allocation of joint offloads at the federated edge considering two 

distinct sides (provider and consumer). The fault tolerant flat SDN control plane scheme (using 

MARL) devised in Chapter 4 incorporates centralised Joint DRF policy control mechanism 

applying distributed node offloading strategy feedback related to homeostasis to form the basis 

for rejuvenated decentralised controller deployment at the federated edge. Also addressed in 

the part study in Chapter 4 was the hybrid monotonic scheduling framework for IoT offloading 

in population (the congestion problem) and resource (free rider problem) non-monotonicity 

environments at the federated edge. By proposing an incentive-compatibility mechanism 

(algorithmic) for governance, harmful negative and positive Controller-to-controller bargain 

externalities leading to population and resource non-monotonicity are neutralised. To achieve 

this, work applies specific theorems in CSG literature (definition 4.4.1 - definition 4.4.7) using 

lexicographic ordering to provide a mechanism that is fault-tolerant and provides Second-best 
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Pareto optimal (SBPO) allocation which outperform Nash bargaining solution (Pareto 

optimality). We proposed in this thesis, the IP-DRF scheduling scheme to ensure second-best 

Pareto optimality in joint offloading for both population (congestion) and resource (free-riding) 

non-monotonicity settings. Taking into account sub-additive, super-additive, normal and 

uniform distributions used to benchmark Nash bargaining (CSG) algorithms in [165], [185], 

the IP-DRF scheduling scheme was designed to find the best scheduling policy (Pareto-

optimal) quickest compared to the rest of the schemes. With 24 SDN-based edge nodes in the 

resource non-monotonicity problem, the number of strategy profiles required by IP-DRF 

scheduling scheme to establish a bound	𝜷 of 3 was a fraction (0.001%) that of [165] and 1% 

that of [185].   

In the second study, we applied MARL with robustness against Byzantine adversaries using 

constrained coalition formation (CCF) games to achieve throughput maximisation of fog 

gateway and low-level controller’s placement for co-offloading in wireless (SDN) hierarchical 

networks. Dfog-DRF scheme was proposed in Chapter 5 using positive and negative feedback 

or pairwise-fairness (QoS) constraints to solve the fog link scheduling with bottleneck fairness 

problem.  By devising a transformation process framework for fairness constraints applying 

unsupervised learning, the scheduling scheme was able using a fast-recursive policy control 

mechanism, to determine efficient fog gateway and low-level controller’s placement (joint) 

policy or strategy profile. This centralised policy control mechanism for priority scheduling 

was benchmarked against the asset fair policy – a mixed integer programming (MIP) 

implementation of the problem which shows superior performance in complexity analysis 

(only in terms of speed). For 20 and 30 fog (router) nodes, the deterministic policy control 

mechanism takes a fraction of the time (< 1%) for both n=100 and n=1000 pairwise-fairness 

constraints. The proposed Dfog-DRF scheduling scheme also ensured throughput 

maximisation in joint multi-resource and multitask forwarding as compared to the distributed 

DRF scheduling scheme. 

To evaluate empirically, the proposed research methods, the design of experimental testbeds 

used CloudSim and iFogSim.  Discussed in Chapter 6, the CloudSim model and simulation 

kernel was briefed as well as simplistic extensions to CloudSim (e.g., Datacenter Broker class).  
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Chapter 6 discussed in detail the experiment settings and results from comparative and 

empirical analysis.  

Overall objectives revisited. Key (design and performance) objectives of both pieces of study 

were addressed in detail in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. 

• Architecture: In Chapters 4 and 5, centralised optimisation or fully decentralised 

learning techniques do not satisfy all essential fair allocation characteristics for SDN 

management of FEC. In such problems, hybrid scheduling scheme (centralised policy 

control applying distributed node offloading strategy feedback) where multiple 

administrative domains and logically distributed SDN controllers are used.  

• Load balancing for performance isolation and truthfulness:  These objectives were 

addressed in chapters 4 and 5 in which scheduler manipulation, load balancing for 

performance isolation and Pareto optimisation using lexicographic method were 

important design goals. In the theoretical frameworks, hybrid scheduling mechanisms 

are designed to provide incentive compatibility and balance task allocation to 

controllers in specific cases to circumvent congestion and load imbalance between the 

distributed controllers.  

• Computational complexity: In chapter 6, we compared the speed of the run-time 

optimisation algorithm with state-of-the-art techniques. 

• Resource utilisation: In chapter 6, experiments showed the effect of load balancing 

on resource utilisation optimisation measured using the Bandwidth utilisation ratio: a 

measure of the network’s topology and resources and reflection of the load condition 

of its links.  

• Quality of service. Load balancing and strategy proof in distributed SDN to compare 

QoS guarantees of fog and edge networks are discussed in chapter 6: 

ü Latency: the time taken by a packet to be transmitted from the source to the 

destination throughout the fog or edge network.  
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ü Response time: The interval of time between request acquisition and acceptance 

until the request response - measured SDN’s ability to meet QoS requirements 

in terms of availability, reactivity, and delay.  

ü Costs: the total cost of QoS-related efforts and deficiencies in joint offloading.  

ü Throughput: throughput was calculated as the processing speed of the network’s 

nodes and its performance (measured as throughput = 1/ response time). 

The research work presented in this thesis is appraised by revisiting the research questions 

and research objectives as formulated in Chapter 1. 

Study I. How can monotonic scheduling be achieved for joint multi-resource and multitask 

offloading at the flat SDN-based federated edge? 

Fair allocation in joint multi-resource and multitask offloading at the federated edge is 

behaviourally complex and this was adequately captured using coalition games with 

externalities (see Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 6). In Chapter 2, the research gap in fair (monotonic) 

scheduling for joint offloading at the Federated edge was discussed, Chapter 3 provided the 

method for rejuvenation of decentralised controller deployment from non-monotonicity in joint 

offloading due to positive and negative Controller-to-controller bargain externalities. Finally, 

Chapter 4 described the hybrid resource allocation mechanism in detail. 

All objectives raised for Study I was addressed in Chapters 4 and 6.  Chapter 4 addressed 

design objectives by proposing a reference architecture for SDN-based Federated edge.  The 

core objectives were addressed via the proposed hybrid monotonic scheduling model for joint 

offloading as well as the algorithmic design of allocation policy optimisation. Chapter 6 

provided empirical evidence, which covers objectives of computational complexity, resource 

utilisation and QoS attributes. 

Study II. How can fog link scheduling with bottleneck fairness be achieved for joint multi-

resource and multitask forwarding in dynamic wireless hierarchical SDN networks? 

We addressed truthful scheduling with bottleneck fairness in joint forwarding via cross-layer 

throughput maximisation of fog gateway and low-level controller’s placement in wireless 

hierarchical fog networks considering QoS constraints. The dynamicity of controller node 
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strategies was captured as positive and negative feedback in our proposed solution applying 

constrained coalition formation games (see Chapters 2, 3, 5 and 6).  In Chapter 2, the gap in 

fair link scheduling with bottleneck fairness for dynamic wireless ad-hoc networks was 

discussed. Chapter 3 introduced our constraint dimensionality reduction methodology for 

throughput maximisation of gateway and low-level controller’s placement in wireless 

hierarchical fogs. The proposed fog link scheduling mechanism for joint multi-resource and 

multitask forwarding was detailed in Chapter 5.    

For Study II, the core objectives raised for this study are answered in Chapters 5 and 6. 

In Chapter 5, the design objectives were addressed by first proposing an interference-aware 

link scheduling model for decentralised control applying CCF games and ground-truth 

propositional logic defined over a Boolean language. Next, the decentralised control 

learning methodology was developed applying positive and negative fairness constraints. 

The research objectives are further addressed by proposing a map-reduce framework to 

generate isometric clustering sets. A recursive MARL algorithm to adapt Pareto 

improvements in gateway and low-level controller’s placement (allocation) policies was 

proposed in chapter 5. Chapter 6 discussed the building blocks of the experimental testbed 

using iFogSim and more importantly the results from simulated experiments to appraise 

performance objectives - resource utilisation and QoS. 

7.2 Contributions revisited 

Overall, the original contributions to literature are discussed in Chapters 4, 5, 6. 

In the first study, the main contributions are listed as: 

• This work proposed a scalable and robust control learning framework for multi-

controller SDN applying the concept of software cybernetics and homeostasis for max-

min fair scheduling of joint multi-resource and multi-task offloading at the SDN-based 

federated edge. 
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• We applied a reference architecture of the SDN-based federated edge modeled as ICGs 

and with controller-to-controller distributive bargain externalities (negative and 

positive) as cybernetic and homeostasis principles of feedback. A hybrid monotonic 

scheduling model was proposed as logically centralised policy control applying 

physically distributed node offloading feedback.  

• We proposed the rejuvenation of decentralised controller deployment (East-West 

interface) from MARL policy for efficient joint computation offloading at the SDN-

based federated edge architecture.  The scheme addressed adversarial adjacent 

controllers caused by interactions that are sparse or direct and indirect network effects 

from parallel integrative and distributive EC bargain strategy.  

• We developed IP-DRF, a generalisation of both integer partition and DRF (and DRFH) 

algorithms to guarantee monotonicity (population and resource) in the flat SDN control 

plane by evolving deterministic joint DRF policies guaranteed to be second-best Pareto-

optimal (SBPO). 

• Empirical results evaluated the efficiency of the generalised max-min fairness 

methodology to guarantee second best-Pareto optimality via simulation.  

In the second study, the notable contributions to literature are as follows: 

• This work proposed a fault-tolerant control learning framework for multi-controller 

SDN using software cybernetics and homeostasis to provide max-min fair scheduling 

of joint multi-resource and multi-task forwarding in wireless hierarchical fog networks. 

• We applied a reference architecture modelled as co-channel interference using 

propositional logic for feature selection in fog gateway and low-level controller’s 

placement. The proactive architecture applied hierarchical node offloading strategy 

feedback to generate fairness (positive and negative co-forwarding) constraints in 

homeostasis for the fog scheduling problem with bottleneck fairness. 

• Our proposed Dfog-DRF scheme applied MARL with robustness against adversarial 

low-level controllers to ensure bottleneck fairness via QoS constraint dimensionality 

reduction methodology using CCF games. Dfog-DRF scheme provided proactive 
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rejuvenation of decentralised hierarchical controller deployment via deterministic 

policy for efficient joint forwarding at the hierarchical SDN control plane of wireless 

fog networks.  

• We proposed unsupervised learning via the application of an orthonormal extraction 

(Map-Reduce) framework to support fast search of fog gateway and low-level 

controller’s placement (joint) policies (or strategy profiles). The logically centralised 

policy management framework assisted sorting and reduction of joint policy space via 

application of pairwise-fairness constraints from homeostatic feedback. 

• We applied a generalised recursive MARL algorithm to implement Pareto-

improvements in cross-layer throughput maximisation of fog gateway and low-level 

controller’s placement policy. 

7.3 Challenges to Implementation 

• Expense and unavailability of real-world environments - To decrease the complexity 

and separate quality concerns, simulators for cloud computing are required for system 

testing. These tools enable performance analysts to analyse the behavior of FEC 

environments by focusing on quality issues (fair allocation) under different scenarios. 

• Optimisation Space: In certain instances, the problem space for the centralised policy 

optimisation grows exponentially and as such it can be cumbersome (not easy) to 

simulate FEC environments with many controller nodes (in our experiments we 

typically did not exceed 7 FEC nodes) without the use of graphics processing units 

(GPUs).  

7.4 Limitation of the Thesis 

The limitations of this thesis and possible future work are discussed in the last 2 sub sections. 
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7.4.1 Monotonic scheduling in the federated edge  

• Mixed bargain strategy externalities:  This work does not consider deterministic 

policy mechanisms for joint offloading at the federated edge with mixed externalities. 

Whereby, the environment states could be a negative Controller-to-controller bargain 

externality in some cases and positive Controller-to-controller bargain externalities in 

others.  

• In some cases, the second-best (SBPO) may be unattainable.  

• The decentralised control methodology proposed in this study assumes all DRF clusters 

are feasible – this may not be the case for some scenarios. 

7.4.2 Scheduling with bottleneck fairness for Wireless hierarchical Fogs 

• This work did not consider concurrent integrative and distributive controller bargaining 

strategies at the hierarchical SDN control plane leading to SBPO from MARL policies.  

• The determination of load and size constraints for the decentralised control problem is 

rather simplistic, as we assume homogenous architectures for distributed micro-data 

centres.  This computation is far more complex for the SDN architecture comprising 

heterogenous edge servers.  

• Anytime optimisation: In experiments performed, only complexity analysis and 

empirical evaluation of the rejuvenation of decentralised controller deployment for joint 

forwarding was performed, a ratio bound (for solution accuracy) needs to be established 

to guarantee its applicability as an anytime solution. 

7.5 Future Work in FEC 

For Fair offloading at the federated edge with market failures, several directions can be 

explored for future work, these may include but are not limited to: 
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• Future work should consider fair resource allocation mechanisms for the federated edge 

with mixed bargain externalities. Whereby, an environment state could be a negative 

Controller-to-controller bargain externality in some cases and positive Controller-to-

controller bargain externality in others.  

• As mention earlier, the second-best (SBPO) allocation policy may be unattainable, in 

such cases the third-best solution [188] can be further explored for fair allocation. 

In the second study, the following research work would be considered in the future. 

• The determination of pairwise-fairness (positive and negative) or DRF constraints (load 

and size) is simplistic and fast because of the homogenous nature of multi-controllers 

in experiments, however, this computation is a lot more complex to establish fairness 

constraints for heterogenous data centre architectures in the control plane.  

• Hybrid architectures may also be proposed leading to a more complex environment or 

the notion of population and resource non-monotonic environments. 
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Appendix A  

A.1 Dominant Resource fairness: Multi-Resource Allocation 

 

ALGORITHM 1: DRF Scheduler Pseudo-Code 

R = ⟨r1, · · ·, rm⟩ ◃ total resource capacities  

C = ⟨c1, · · ·, cm⟩ ◃ consumed resources, initially 0  

si (i = 1…n) ◃ user i’s dominant shares, initially 0  

Ui = ⟨ui,1, · · · ,ui,m⟩ (i = 1.n) ◃ resources given to user i, initially 0  

Pick user i with lowest dominant share si  

Di ← demand of user i’s next task 

 If (C+Di) ≤ R then  

C = C + Di ◃ update consumed vector  

Ui = Ui + Di ◃ update i’s allocation vector 

  si = maxm
j=1{ui, j/rj}   

else return   ◃ cluster is full 

end if  
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A.2 IP Algorithm and Pruning method 

 

Algorithm 2: Integer Partition algorithm [133] 



A.2 IP Algorithm and Pruning method A-3 
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A.2-1 IP-Based Subspace Pruning [133] [158] 
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Figure A-0-1: CloudSim Class Diagram [184] 
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Figure A-0-2: CloudSim Communication flow [184]





 

 


